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All courses are held at Sargent 
Hall unless otherwise noted. 
The following schedule is 
tentative. Contact ALS Director 
Carole Wagan for more 
information at 617.573.8627, 
als@suffolk.edu or visit 
WWW. law. Suffolk. ed u/als. 
FEBRUARY 
Civil Liberties and 
the War on Terrorism 
Los Angeles, CA
MARCH
A Multidisciplinary Approach 
to Collaborative Law Practice
Friday and Saturday, March 5 & 6
The Law and Legal 
System of Cuba
Week-long program, March 13-20




Property Law Conference: 
Current Licensing Issues
Friday, April 2
How to Try an OUl Case 
under the New Law
Friday, April 30
Brown Bag Lunch Discussion: 
How to Handle Difficult 




Annual Children on Trial
Friday, May 7
Brown v. Board of Education
Friday, May 21





The Law and Legal 
Institutions of Ireland 







For more information, contact 
the Office of Alumni Relations 
at 617.305.1999 or visit 






Alumni Bus Trip to NYC
Saturday, December 6 
Details TBA
(University-wide event)
Alumni Night at the 
Nutcracker









Alumni Reception in 
conjunction with the 
Association of American 





Alumni Night at the 
Celtics/NY Knicks Game





Alumni Dinner in conjunction 
with the New Hampshire 
Bar Association Meeting






Time and location TBA 
President's Reception
Tuesday, March 2 
Los Angeles, C\
President's Reception




Thursday, April 29 
Time and location TBA
Alumni-Student-Faculty 
TGIF Happy Hour




Supreme Court Swearing In
Monday, May 3,2004 
Washington, DC
SUFFOLK LAW 
David J. Sargent 
President, Suffolk University 
Robert H. Smith 
Dean
John C. Deliso 
Associate Dean 
Bernard V. Keenan 
Associate Dean 
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Suffolk University Law School.
It is produced by Creative Services 
and distributed free of charge 
to alumni, students, friends, 
parents, faculty and staff. The 
views expressed in this magazine 
do not necessarily reflect the 
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From Dean
As VVE PLANNED 'miS 
issue of Suffolk Law. 
we were impressed 
that a number of 
prominent Law 
School akimni and 
faculty members were 
intimately involved in 
the national debate 
concerning two 
recent controversial 
federal statutes: the 
"Clean Elections” law 
regulating campaign 
finance and the USA 
PALRIOT Act,
Congressman Marty Meehan, MPA ’81, JD ’86, LLD ’97 
(Hon.), was one of the principal architects of the Clean 
Elections law, and US District Court Judge Richard 
Leon, JD ’74, was a member of the three-judge di,strict 
court panel ruling on the validity of the .statute. In the first 
of our feature articles, they offer their views on the ca,se 
challenging the constitutionality of the statute that is now 
before the US Supreme Court,
The cover story, Balancing Act: Privacy v. Security in the 
War on Terrorism, includes the experiences of alumni and 
a faculty member who were directly involved in the pro,se- 
cution and defen,se of Richard Reid, the “shoe bomber;" 
and with others who have Ix'en outspoken critics and 
supporters of the USA PATRIOT Act, Since Congre,ssional 
reauthorization tif this Act will come up for a vote in 200S, 
it is likely that the balance struck by that statute between 
,security tind privacy interests will continue to be hotly 
debated and ;i major isstie in the presidential primaries 
and 2()(M elections.
We take pride whenever an alumnu,s/a is appointed to 
the bench, but the appointments of Francis Flaherty,
JD ’75, and Paul SutteU, JD ’76, to the Rhode Island 
Supreme Court desene special note. They join Ju,stice 
Mtiureen Goldberg, ,|I) 78, to form a Suffolk majority 
on that five-member court.
Not everyone who goes to law ,school does ,so to practice 
law. In fact, 25 percent of our graduating sttidents report 
that their first job out of law school is in business rather 
than in private practice or public .service. Of course, 
not many achieve the kind of succe,ss enjoyed by Jerry 
Fishman, JD ’76, President and CEO of Analog Devices, 
who is profiled on page 28,
On behalf of the Law ScIkkjI, I’d like to express our 
appreciation to all of you who have contributed to such a 
succe,ssful year for the Uiw School, Your financial support 
is absolutely crucial for us to be able to fulfill our mission 
of providing students access to excellent legal training and 
professional success. Our annual donor report is included 
on pages 40-64,
There are numerous ways in which our alumni contribute 
to the many successes of the ,school and our students,
I would also like to thank those of you who volunteered 
your time and talents to ,serve on the alumni board and 
to assist the Law School's Office of Career Development, 
Office of Admissions, Center for Advanced Legal Studies 
and moot court programs,
I want to end with a few words alxjut Dorothy MacNamara, 
MA ’54 (Hon.), whose many contributions to the Law 
School are highlighted in the In Memoriam .section, “Dottie 
Mac,” as .she was known to decades of students at the Law 
Schcxjl, stilted working at Suffolk as tlie secretary to founder 
Gleason Archer in 1927. For most of her 45 years at the 
.school she was officially the bursar, but her role and the 
relationships she e.stablished with students went well 
beyond that. When I meet alumni who attended the 
Law School in the 1930s-early 1960s, they speak of 
her in such warm and appreciative ways.
1 had the good fortune to get to know her in the la.st 
few years when she attended .some of the Law School s 
reunions. She loved to talk about the early years of the 
school, and the struggles that .so many .students had to 
confront to pay their tuition and complete their degrees. 
She was a very special person, and the Law Schcxtl and 
our students were extremely fortunate that we were the 
beneficiaries of her lifelong commitment.
Best wishes.
Robert H. Smith
Dean and Profes.sor of Uiw
o
Law School Briefs
Former US Attorney General Janet Reno Delivers Commencement Address
was held at the FleetBoston Pavilion 
on Boston's waterfront.
During her tenure under President 
Bill Clinton, Reno achieved significant 
crime-rate and drug-use reductions.
She focused on giving ordinary citizens 
greater access to the justice system, 
while striving to ensure that the federal 
government consistently accorded strict 
principles of due process. Today Reno 
is involved with dispute resolution, 
advocacy for children and the elderly, 
and law enforcement reform.
Reno holds degrees from Cornell 
University and Harvard Low School.
Former US Attorney General Janet Reno 
delivered the commencement address to 
428 graduates of Suffolk Law School 
on May 18. Reno, the nation's first 
female US Attorney General, served 
longer than any of her predecessors.
She received an honorary doctor of 
laws degree at the ceremony, which
Among her numerous honors are the 
2003 Stennis Center's Lindy Boggs 
Award, which honors a woman from 
the South who has demonstrated patriot­
ism, courage, integrity and leadership 
through public service, and induction 
into the National Women's Hall of Fame.
Also receiving honorary doctor of laws 
degrees were: the Honorable Judith A. 
Cowin, associate justice of the Supreme 
Judicial Court of Massachusetts; Elaine R. 
Jones, president and director-counsel of 
the NAACP Legal Defense and Educational 
Fund; and US Representative Stephen F. 
Lynch, congressman from Massachusetts' 
9th Congressional District. •
Two Alumni Named to Rhode Island Supreme Court
decorated Vietnam veteran, Flaherty
Rhode Island Supreme Court Justices Francis X.
Flaherty, JD '75, and Paul Suttell, JD '76.
The five-member Rhode Island Supreme 
Court now features three Suffolk Law 
graduates on the bench, thanks to the 
recent appointments of Francis X. 
Flaherty, JD '75, and Paul Suttell, JD 
'76. Together with Justice Maureen 
McKenna Goldberg, JD '78, LLD '99 
(Hon.), who was appointed in 1997, 
Suffolk Law alumni now comprise a 
majority of the Court. Flaherty, who 
assumed the post in May, was mayor of 
Warwick, Rl, from 1985 to 1990, and 
also served as a Warwick City council­
man. A former infantry lieutenant and
was a practicing attorney before accept­
ing the Supreme Court position.
Suttell, who was sworn in on July 9, 
joins Rhode Island's high court after 
serving 13 years on the bench in the 
Rhode Island Family Court, where he 
was an associate justice. Prior to his 
Family Court appointment, Suttell was 
engaged in the general practice of law 
with the law firm of Beals & DiFiore.
Governor Don Carcieri had high praise 
for the two alumni, noting he chose 
Flaherty "for his knowledge of the law, 
analytical skills, ethics and honesty" 
and citing Suttell for "his steadfast 
commitment to presiding in a just and 
measured way and his unequaled 
depth of compassion."
A reception honoring the new appointees 
was held on October 16 at the Westin 
Hotel in Providence, Rl.«
(See Flaherty, page 29)
By the numbers
2003 Suffolk Law School 
Graduate Profile
48% female 52% male
10% minority graduates 
11 % of all 2003 graduates 
entered Law School with 
advanced degrees
ACADEMIC CONCENTRATIONS 
Twenty-one students graduated 
with academic concentrations, 
bringing the total number of 
degrees awarded with concentra­
tions to 102: intellectual property 
(13); financial services (1); health 
and biomedical low (1); and 
Macaronis civil litigation (6).
JOINT DEGREES 
In May, 12 students were 
awarded joint degrees as follows: 









major gift officer 
in June. Prior to 
joining the Law 
School, she was 
a member of the Community Counseling 
Service Corporation in its role as cam­
paign staff for the Boston Archdiocese's 
"Promise for Tomorrow" Campaign.
A graduate of the College of the Holy 
Cross in Worcester, she served one year 
in the Jesuit Volunteer Corps. She began 
her professional career as the assistant 
director of alumni relations at Holy Cross 
and later became director of alumnae 
relations at Regis College in Weston. 
O'Brien, who replaces Deborah MacFail, 
will be working closely with Associate 
Dean John Deliso and Director of Alumni 
Relations Diane Frankel Schoenfeld. •
Suffolk Graduates Inaugural LLM Class
Five law students from Mexico, Sweden, China and Serbia made Law School history 
on May 18 when they became the first graduating class to receive the LLM in Global 
Technology, a program launched in fall 2002. Diana Cuevas Soriano, Ulrika Franzen, 
Anna-Karin S. Gustafsson, Diying Luo and Monika Ninkovic received degrees from the 
unique program, which offers students the opportunity to acquire specialized legal 
skills in the fields of intellectual property, biotechnology and information technology.
The LLM program's flexible curriculum permits students to design a full-time or part-time 
course of instruction. Members of this first graduating class completed a demanding 24 
credits in a single academic year in addition to internships with law firms, corporations 
and the US District Court.
Faculty director professor Stephen Hicks and administrative director Patricia Davidson 
are especially proud of this year's graduates who, along with their US counterparts, 
have pioneered the program. Professor Hicks praised the cultural as well as academic 
aspects of the first year, noting that the international LLM students brought their profes­
sional and home countries' perspectives, enriching the program, the experience of their 
classmates, their professors and advisers.
"We expect the LLM in Global Technology to continue to grow and prosper, with larger 
and mare diverse graduating classes as the program continues to develop and 
expand," says Hicks. •
National Lawyers Guild Honors Suffolk Law Paralegal
<
Ana Vaquerano, administrative assistant, secretary-receptionist and paralegal for the 
Suffolk University Legal Services Office in Chelsea, was among the honorees at the 
Testimonial Dinner of the Massachusetts Chapter of the National Lawyers Guild, held 
in May at the Boston Park Plaza Hotel. Vaquerano, a native of El Salvador, has worked 
at the clinic for 14 years and has become an integral part of the office, by serving its 
clients and the surrounding community. According to Stephen Callahan, professor and 
clinical supervisor of the Evening Landlord Tenant Clinic, "Ana is an inspiration to 
those who work with her and who know her. She lives out her commitment to social 
justice, client by client, day by day." •
Law School Briefs
Crystal Named 2003 Distinguished Visiting Professor
9 Nathan Crystal, a noted scholar and author of widely adopt­
ed law school casebooks in professional responsibility and 
contracts, is the Distinguished Visiting Professor at the Law 
School for the fall semester. He has taught at the University 
of South Carolina Law School since 1976, where he has 
served as both a faculty member and associate dean. Today, 
Professor Crystal holds the position of the Class of 1969 
Professor of Professional Responsibility and Contract Law.
Active in the community and in professional organizations. Crystal has been a member 
of the South Carolina Ethics Advisory Committee for a number of years and currently 
serves as chair. He becomes the seventh scholar to hold the Distinguished Visiting 
Professor post at Suffolk. During his semester visit, he is teaching courses on profes­
sional responsibility and secured transactions. •
2003 SPILG Fellowship Placements
Thanks to the generous support of the Suffolk Public Interest Law Group (SPILG),
Dean Smith, the Suffolk community and the SPILG Auction, a record 51 students 
received fellowships to work in the public sector over the summer. SPILG Summer 
Public Service Fellowships were awarded for internships from Alaska to Texas to 
Massachusetts—and many points in between—which allowed students to work 
in otherwise unpaid government and public interest positions.
This summer, Suffolk Law students worked at:
Legal Services Offices
Alaska Legal Services, Fairbanks
Connecticut Legal Services
Greater Boston Legal Services
Hale and Dorr Legal Services Center
Legal Aid Society, New York
Legal Assistance Corp. of Central MA,Worcester
Rhode Island Legal Services
CSovernment Agencies 
Attorney General's Office 
Department of Environmental Protection 
Middlesex County DA 
Montgomery County DA (PA)
US Attorney's Office, Criminal Division 
US Dept, of Transportation 
US Environmental Protection Agency
Prosecutors and Defenders 
Committee for Public Counsel Services 
Rhode Island Public Defender 
Suffolk County DA
Nonprofit Public Interest Advocacy Groups 
Center for Public Interest Research/
National Association of State PIRGs 
Disability Law Center
Mental Health Legal Advisors Committee/
Employment Options, Inc.
Minnesota Advocates for Human Rights, Minneapolis 
Texas Civil Rights Project, Austin
References are to agencies in Massachusetts 
unless otherwise noted.
Mulligan Named New CJAM
Superior Court Judge Robert A. 
Mulligan, JD '68, is the new chief 
justice for administration and manage­
ment (GAM) for the Trial Court of 
Massachusetts. He succeeds Judge 
Barbara A. Dortch-Okara, whose five- 
year term expired on October 1. 
Mulligan, who served as chief justice of 
the Superior Court from 1994 to 1999, 
has been a judge since 1980 and was 
chairman of the Massachusetts 
Sentencing Commission for many years.
At a June press conference announcing 
his appointment. Supreme Judicial 
Court Chief Justice Margaret H.
Marshall praised Mulligan, saying, 
"Court management reform must be our 
highest priority. I am pleased that Judge 
Mulligan, a proven leader who com­
mands great respect of all with whom 
he has worked over the past two 
decades, is committed to this mission." 
Mulligan becomes the third CJAM 
with a Suffolk Law affiliation; the post 
was previously held by Distinguished 
Professor and former Dean John E. 
Fenton, Jr., and the Honorable John 
Irwin, the current director of the Law 
School's Macaronis Institute of Trial and 
Appellate Advocacy. •
Law School B im e l s
Law School Hosts "Civil Liberties 
and the War on Terrorism"
In September, Suffolk Law School spon­
sored a national conference, "Civil 
Liberties and the War on Terrorism," 
which brought together experts from 
across the country who are closely fol­
lowing these issues. The conference was 
chaired by Professor Michael Avery, 
president-elect of the National Lawyers 
Guild, and sponsored in part by the Law 
School's Advanced Legal Studies pro­
gram. Additional sponsors included the 
National Lawyers Guild, the National 
Police Accountability Project, the 
National Immigration Project, the 
Alliance for Justice, the Society of 
American Law Teachers and the Civil 
Liberties Union of Massachusetts. •
Adams Gallery Presents a Shawcase of University Authors
The Adams Gallery at Suffolk University Law School presented Suffolk's Bookshelf: A 
Showcase of University Authors, an exhibit of 28 recent works by Suffolk University 
faculty and alumni authors, from May through July.
Professors Sara Dillon, Victoria Dodd, Valerie Epps, Steven Ferrey, Joseph Glannon, 
Charles Kindregan, Jr., Stephen McJohn, Marc Perlin, Charles Rounds, Jr, and Michael 
Rustad each had publications featured at the exhibit.
A wide range of material reflected the varied interests of professors and graduates. 
Among the books were:
Body of Secrets: Anatomy of the Ultrasecret NSA, Fram the Cold War to 
the Dawn of a New Century, a national bestseller and winner of the 2002 
Investigative Reporters and Editors Freedom of Information Award, by James 
Bamford, JD '75.
A League of My Own, the personal story of Pat Brown, BA '55, MBA '70,
JD '65, who played in the All American Girls Professional Baseball League. 
Brown was a librarian for the University and Law School libraries.




Marking the 40th anniversary of Gideon v. Wainwright, the Boston Bar Association 
held a special forum at Suffolk Law School, featuring a panel of experts taking stock 
of legal representation for indigent clients in Massachusetts post-G/cfeon. Pictured are 
(I to r): Dean Robert H. Smith; Joshua Dohan, director of the Youth Advocacy Project; 
Iris Gomez, Massachusetts Law Reform Institute; Edgar Belfontaine, librarian emeritus 
of the Social Law Library; Suffolk Law Professor Michael Avery; US District Court Judge 
Patti B. Saris; Anthony Lewis, author of Gideon's Trumpet; Boston Globe columnist 
Joan Venocchi, JD '84; and Harvard Law Professor Charles Ogletree. •
Law School Briefs
Annual Commencement Eve Dinner
(L to R| Chairman Nicholas Macaronis, JD'54, 
LLD '00 (Hon.), Janet Reno and Dean 
Robert H. Smith.
The annual Commencement Eve Dinner 
was held in May at the Fairmont Copley 
Plaza Hotel in Boston. This special event 
honors the very best of Suffolk and rec­
ognizes graduating students, honorary 
degree recipients and the University's 
Summa and Frost Society members. The 
Honorable Janet Reno, former Attorney 
General of the United States and 2003 
Commencement speaker, spoke briefly 
concerning the importance of safeguard­
ing free speech, while also expressing 
her delight in being recognized by 
Suffolk University with an honorary 
doctor of laws degree.
Other commencement honorees included 
the Honorable Judith A. Cowin; Elaine R. 
Jones, president and director-counsel of 
the NAACP Legal Defense and Educational 
Fund; and US Representative Stephen F. 
Lynch. •
On the Road with the Moakley Archive & Institute
This year, the Moakley Institute on Public Policy and Political Leadership took to the 
road with John Joseph Moakley: In Service to His Country, a traveling exhibit that 
debuted in February 2003. Its inaugural stop was the Moakley Technology Center at 
Bridgewater State College; it then continued on to Worcester, Hyannis and Salem. At 
each exhibit, the institute sponsored speakers and panels to discuss policy issues before 
Congress. Representative Stephen Lynch (D-Mass.) participated in one such discussion 
at Bridgewater State College, speaking on US policy toward Cuba.
Congressman Moakley, JD '56, DPA '77 (Hon.), often said he was most proud of his 
policy work on behalf of the people of El Salvador. Suffolk University and the Moakley 
Archive & Institute commemorated this legacy with a conference on November 14. A 
symposium will include discussion of Congressman Moakley's human rights work on 
behalf of the people of El Salvador.
The John Joseph Moakley Archive & Institute at Suffolk University was created in 
2001 upon the Congressman's bequest of his papers. More than 300 containers of 
material representing this alumnus' long and illustrious public service career are 
housed in the Moakley Law Library in Sargent Hall. Archive staff is carefully organ­
izing thousands of documents and more than 20,000 photographs. Once this is 
completed, researchers, teachers and the public will be able to access the collection 
at Suffolk and via the Internet. For more information on the archive, visit 
www.joemoakley.com. •
Rappoport Forum Examines Decline in Competitive Elections
In April, the Rappoport Honors Program in Law and Public Policy sponsored its 
spring forum, "No Contest: The Decline of Competition in Massachusetts State 
Legislative Elections." The program examined the growing absence of competitive 
races for state legislative seats in the Commonwealth and the resulting impact on 
politics and public policy. According to a study by Common Cause, Massachusetts 
ranks 49th among the 50 states in the percentage of contested races for state 
legislative seats.
Panelists included Larry DiCara, JD '76, attorney and former president of the Boston 
City Council; Lou DiNatale, pollster and director. Center for State and Local Policy, 
McCormack Institute of Public Affairs, UMass Boston; Dr. Jill Stein, 2002 Green Party 
gubernatorial candidate; State Senator Bruce Tarr; and Pam Wilmot, executive director. 
Common Cause/Massachusetts. Professor David Yamada, director of the Rappoport 
Honors Program, organized and moderated the discussion. Emily Allen, a Harvard 
Law student and 2002 Rappoport Fellow, prepared the research study that inspired the 
concept of this program.
The Rappoport Forum is sponsored by the Rappoport Honors Program in Law and 
Public Policy at Suffolk University Law School, a summer fellowship program for out­
standing students from Boston-area law schools who are interested in the interplay of 




Javier I. Kinney, JD '04
lere is a great need for Native lawyers 
who can work to secure Native legal, 
political, cultural and economic rights."
In spring 2002, potato farmers in southern Oregon were 
worried. Drought conditions were putting their crops at 
risk, and so they prevailed upon the US Department of 
the Interior to divert more water from the nearby Klamath 
River to irrigate their fields. There was only one problem: 
Downstream, the Northern California Yurok Tribe has 
depended on the Klamath for water and salmon— 
central to the tribe’s sustenance as well as to its cultural 
and religious ceremonies—for centuries. Tribal leaders and 
fishery officials warned that releasing more water for irriga­
tion would have dire consequences for the annual fish 
runs that reairn to spawn.
In the end, the farmers prevailed, and more than 
30,000 salmon died on the lower river as a result of too 
little water. Citing violations of legally protected fishing 
rights and the unique federal responsibility to ensure 
these rights, the Yurok Tribe took legal action against 
the Bush administration in federal district court, where 
a decision is still pending.
Cases like this are the reason Yurok Tribe member Javier 
Kinney is at Suffolk Law School. “There is a great need for 
Native lawyers who can work to secure Native legal, politi­
cal, cultural and economic rights,” he says. Kinney, who 
expects to graduate in May, will add his JD to a master’s in 
law and diplomacy from Tufts’ Fletcher School and a BA 
in history and Native American studies from the University 
of California, Davis. After graduation, he plans to return 
to Nortliern California to a.ssist in creating a tribal judicial 
system.
Growing up, Kinney attended schools on and off the 
Yurok and Hoopa Valley reservations and credits his 
parents for instilling in him the importance of education. 
“They also taught me to give back to the community, as 
many before me had fought so Native students could 
pursue higher education,” he notes.
Kinney has already had an impact in his brief tenure 
at Suffolk, says Professor Lorie Graham, an expert in 
American Indian law. “Javier has worked hard to increase 
awareness of Native issues here at Suffolk,” she says. 
Kinney founded the Native American Law Student 
Association, an organization that has hosted speakers 
and sponsored symposia around the issues of indigenous 
people. He’s also built bridges with other multicultural 
student law groups, such as the Latin American Law 
Student Association and the Black Law Student Association, 
explains Graham.
Kinney is modest about his accomplishments. “There 
are a lot of people who’ve come before me to fight for 
me to get to where I am. I need to give back,” he says.
The most pressing issues facing Native peoples today, 
according to Kinney, include “the recognition of Tribal 
sovereignty, protection of Native sacred places and land, 
and the continuing need for Native students to receive a 
legal education.” These issues promise to become more 
acute as natural and economic resources become more 
scarce, thus increasing the level of conflict between 
Native and non-native peoples.
“Legal actions have been taking place against our commu­
nities that have had lasting physical, spiritual, economic 
and CLilmral effects,” Kinney explains. “I want to be part 
of creating positive change—using my legal skills to 
ensure the survival of Native communities for generations 
to come.” •
by Maura King Scully
Faculty News
Marie Ashe was co-chair of 
a conference, “Feminisms and 
Fundamentalisms,” at Cornell 
Law School in April, and her 
article “Limits of Tolerance: Law 
and Religion after ‘The Anti-Christ,’” 
wa,s published in 24 Cardoza L. Rev. 
587 (2003).
Michael Avery wrote an op-ed 
article regarding wrongfully convict­
ed innocent persons titled “Justice 
Denied,” which appeared in the 
Boston Phoenix (Jan. 17, 2003). He 
also made a number of presentations, 
among them, “Compelled Statements 
and the Code of Silence,” at the 
Advanced Internal Affairs Seminar at 
the Commission on Accreditation 
for Law Enforcement Agencies, Inc., 
held in Nevada and South Carolina.
Eric Blumenson’s recent publica­
tions include Massachusetts Criminal 
Practice, 3d. CD edition (2003); “One 
Strike and You’re Out? Constitutional 
Constraints on Zero Tolerance in 
Public Education,” 81 Wash. U. L. Q. 
65 (2003); and “Recovering from 
Drugs and the Drug War; A 'Viable 
Public Health Alternative,” 6 J.
Gender, Race & Just. 225 (2002),
R. Lisle Baker moderated a foaim at 
the January annual meeting of the 
Massachusetts Municipal A.ssociation 
on Zoning Reform in Massachusetts, 
“Producing Housing with the Right 
Tools.” He also made a presentation 
to the Boston-area chapter of the 
Association for Psychological Type 
(BACAPT) on Type and Dispute 
Resolution, “A Look at MBTI Scores 
of Lawyers, Judges and Mediators,” 
in Febmary,
Rick Buckingham, reference librari­
an, won the 2003 Publications, Non­
Print Award, sponsored by the 
American Association of Law 
Libraries. The award was presented 
in recognition of his producing an 
interactive map of the Moakley 
Law Library, which can be found at 
www.law.suffolk.edu/library/maps/ 
index.html.
A Kristen Carpenter was appoint­
ed to a four-year term on Dartmouth 
College’s Native American Visiting 
Committee, an advisory committee 
to the president of the college. Her 
symposium article, “In the Absence 
of Title: Responding to Federal 
Ownership in Sacred Sites Cases,” 
appeared in the New England Law 
School Law Review (2003). She was 
also the moderator for the New 
England Pre.ss Association’s opening 
session, “Casinos: Are They Worth 
the Gamble?”
Stephen Callahan was presented 
the Moynihan Award for excellence 
in teaching by the Suffolk Law 
Student Bar Association in May 2003.
Gerard J. Clark chaired a panel 
discussion sponsored by the 
Suffolk Public Interest Law Group 
and the Civil Liberties Union of 
Massachusetts that discussed the 
effect of September 11 on civil 
rights and civil liberties. He was 
also a guest on David Bmdnoy’s 
WBZ radio program to discuss the 
University of Michigan affirmative 
action case.
Tony DeMarco, director of the 
Juvenile Justice Center, presented 
“Zero Tolerance and the Juvenile 
Justice System” at the Harvard 
Graduate School of Education in 
March and appeared as a panel 
member on the ABA Connection, 
a national teleconference on 
“Meeting the Special Needs of 
Children” in April.
Victoria Dodd made a presentation 
at the AALS Section Leaders Breakfast 
in January 2003. Her recently pub­
lished book, Practical Education Law 
for the Twenty-First Century (Carolina 
Press 2003), was reviewed in Legal 
Lnformation Alert and the American 
School Board Journal.
Valerie Epps was elected chair 
of the International Law Section 
of the Association of American 
Law Schools and was also elected 
to serve on the executive board of 
the International Association of Penal 
Law (American National Section).
In addition, she presented “The 
ICTY at Ten: A Critical As.se,ssment 
of the Major Rulings of die International 
Criminal Tribunal for the Fctrmer 
Yugoslavia Over the Past Decade” 
at New England School of Law. In 
February she participated in a panel, 
“The International Criminal Court: 
Contested Jurisdiction,” as part of 
a conference on “Sovereignty and 
Intervention” at Tufts University.
Her article “The Devektpment of the 
Conceptual Framework Supporting 
International Extradition” appeared in 
Loyola of Los A ngeles International & 
Comparative Law Journal (2003).
Steven Ferrey made a presentation 
in December 2002 to assembled 
delegates and ministers of the 
People’s Republic of Vietnam, in 
Hanoi, Vietnam, on power and 
energy issues. Also, his book, The 




Keith R. Fisher was appointed as 
the official reporter for the Boston 
Bar Association special task force on 
corporate governance.
Dwight Golann led an all-day 
program in December 2002 for 
court mediators at the US District 
Court for the Western District of 
Oklahoma in Oklahoma City. In 
January, he chaired a program 
at the AALS Annual Meeting titled 
“Teaching Advocacy in Mediation.” 
He also participated in a panel pro­
gram at the meeting titled “Should 
We Teach What the Market Wants?”
In March, Profe,s,sor Golann co­
chaired the Skills Training Program 
at the Annual Meeting of the ADR 
Section of the ABA in San Antonio, 
Texas, consisting of 14 individual 
workshops, one of which, “Advanced 
Mediation Skills” he co-taught.
▲ Kenneth J. King, deputy director 
of the Juvenile Justice Center, was 
selected as a recipient of a Fulbright 
Scholarship to the University of Turku 
Law School in Turku, Finland, begin­
ning in January 2004. He will teach 
US Constitutional Criminal Procedure 
and US Criminal Trial Practice. He 
also will conduct research into the 
Finnish juvenile ju.stice .sy.stem.
Charles Kindregan, Jr., delivered a 
lecture, “Relocation of the Cu,stodial 
Parent Out-of-State after a Divorce,” 
to the Massachu.setts Probate and 
Family Inn of Court in January.
Renee M. Landers is president of 
the Boston Bar Association. She is 
the first woman of color to become 
president of the BBA, as well as 
the first law professor to serve in 
that role. An article co-authored 
by Landers, et al, “Research in the 
Information Age,” was published in 
Health Lawyer Topical Insight Series 
(June 2002).
Stephen Mcjohn authored 
Intellectual Property: Examples and 
Explanations (2003), published by 
Aspen Publishers.
Joseph McEttrick was awarded the 
Thomas J. McMahon Award for dedi­
cation to students by the Suffolk Law 
Student Bar Association in May.
Elbert Robertson was granted 
tenure. Prior to joining Suffolk 
University Law School, he taught 
at Boston College Law School and 
the Thurgood Marshall School of 
Law. He previously worked as an 
antitrust attorney and advi.ser to 
the Office of the General Counsel,
US Federal Communications 
Commi.ssion, Wa.shington, DC. He 
is a graduate of Columbia University 
School of Law, the Wharton School 
at the University of Pennsylvania 
and Brown University. He also was 
recently appointed a member of the 
US Commi.ssion on Civil Rights State 
Advisory Committee for the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
until 2004.
Charles E. Rounds, Jr. s updated
version of Loring: A Trustees 
Handbook (2003) was published 
by Aspen Publishers.
Jeffrey Wittenberg authored 
Products Liability: Recreation and 
Sports Equipment (Supp. 2002).
David Yamada was the primary 
author of the “Healthy Workplace 
Bill,” designed to provide protections 
against severe workplace bullying 
and abuse, which was introduced 
in the California Legislature as 




N E W F A C U L T Y A P P O I N T M E N T S
TAMAR R. BIRCKHEAD joins Suffolk Law as a visiting assistant clinical professor for 
the 2003-04 academic year. She is a cum laude graduate of Harvard Law School and 
Yale University. She previously served as an assistant federal public defender with 
the Federal Defender Office. In this role, she served as co-counsel for the defendant 
in US V. Richard C. Reid, the notable “Shoe Bomber” case. Previously she was the 
trial and appellate attorney for the Committee for Public Counsel Services, Public 
Counsel Division.
RITA HEIMES is a visiting assistant professor of law for the 2003-04 school year. She 
comes to Suffolk Law from the University of Maine School of Law, where she served 
as director of the Technology Law Center. Heimes completed a judicial clerkship with 
the US Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit and practiced intellectual property law 
and litigation at firms in Seattle,Washington; Boulder, Colorado; and Portland, Maine. 
She received her BA with honors and highest distinction from the University of 
Iowa and her JD with honors from Drake University Law School. She will be 
teaching courses in the area of e-commerce, Internet law and technology 
transfer during her visit.
AUDREY l-WEI HUANG is a Legal Practice Skills (LPS) in.structor. Prior to joining 
Suffolk Law School, she was an assistant district attorney at the Suffolk and Middlesex 
District Attorney’s Offices. She prosecuted domestic violence cases in both superior 
and district courts and served as a special assistant district attorney in the Safe 
Neighborhood Initiative. She also was a Massachusetts assistant attorney general in 
the Public Integrity Division, prosecuting public corruption cases throughout the 
Commonwealth. Huang is a 1994 graduate of Northeastern University School of Law 
and a graduate of Boston University.
DIANE JULIAR joined the clinical programs as an associate clinical professor to direct 
the Voluntary Prosecutors Clinic. She was most recently a lecturer and instructor at 
Harvard Law School, teaching classroom and clinical components of criminal prosecu­
tion. Juliar was also the assistant attorney general and chief of the family and commu­
nity crimes bureau for the Office of the Attorney General. She has extensive teaching 
experience, having taught at Boston College Law School, the National College of 
District Attorneys and Northwestern University School of Law. She is a graduate of 
Harvard Law School and the University of Michigan.
STEPHANIE ROBERTS HARTUNG is a Legal Practice Skills (LPS) instructor. Prior to 
joining Suffolk Law School, she was a deputy public defender in the Alameda County 
Office of the Public Defender in California. Her work included supervising misde­
meanor law and motion practice as well as representing indigent clients charged with 
felonies at jury trials. Prior to joining the Public Defender’s Office she was a superior 
court law clerk for the State of Alaska Court System. She is a 1994 magna cum laude 




are often called upon
to offer opinions to
the media on current
events. Following
are a few notable
quotes and the national
coverage they receivec.
“Quoted”
Faculty in the news
Profe.ssor Michael Avety authored 
a commentary in the Chicago Sun- 
Times (February 19) titled, “The 
Politics of Fear,” in which he argued 
that “the advice to assemble a ‘disas­
ter supply kit’ is a propaganda virus 
designed to infect us with enough 
anxiety to justify the fact that the 
government is flouting international 
law with an unprecedented strategy 
that justifies pre-emptive war.” He 
also was quoted in the Courier- 
Journal (Louisville, KY, March 17), 
suggesting that the lack of aggres­
siveness by federal officials prosecut­
ing civil-rights violations by law 
enforcement is most likely due to 
“institutional bias.”
Professor Karen Blum was 
quoted in an article carried by the 
Associated Press on whether cities 
and towns have an obligation to 
rescue citizens from dangerous 
situations and the precedents set by 
the courts on this issue. The article, 
specifically regarding a case of this 
sort in Philadelphia, was published 
in several mid-Atlantic-area 
publications.
Anthony DeMarco, director of 
the Juvenile Ju.stice Center, and 
Lisa Thurau-Gray, also of the 
center, co-authored a piece in the 
Boston Globe (March 6) discussing 
the strengths of the Massachusetts 
.system for training juvenile court 
judges, and the need for increased 
support and resources for juvenile 
courts generally.
Professor and Co-Director of the 
Intellectual Property Concentration 
Michael Rustad commented to the 
Chicago Tribune (Januaiy 29) on 
what President Bush’s proposed 
cap on medical malpractice awards 
would mean for women—^who suffer 
more non-economic-related losses 
than men. In addition, he argued in 
an article in the Palm Beach Daily 
Business Review (April 18) that the 
US Supreme Court’s ixiling on puni­
tive damages is unnecessary when 
there are ample state procedures 
in place.
Professor David Yamada provided 
commentary to the Minneapolis Star 
Tribune (January 12) regarding 
workplace bullying and how current 




Suffolk alumni in the forefront of 
federal campaign finance reform
ears from now when Suffolk Uiw students 
wrestle with the First Amendment and how 
it applies to political campaigns, they'll undoubt­
edly still study the Taft-Hartley Act, Buckley v. Valeo 
and Federal Election Commission v. Beaumont. 
However, it will be with tremendous pride that 
Suffolk Law professors discuss with future lawyers, 
judges and political leaders in the classrtxtm the key 
role Suffolk Law alumni played in the newest chapter in 
this complex legal history: McConnell v. Federal Election 
Commission, the litigation concerning the constitutionality 
of the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act of 2002, known 
as BCRA.
Congressman Marty Meehan, MPA '81, JD '86, LLD '91 
(Hon.), and US Di.strict Judge Richard Leon, JD '74, 
current and fttrmer Suffolk trustees respectively, have been 
in the national spotlight for their legislative and judicial 
roles involving BCRA and its cctre premi.se, which seeks to 
clo.se loopholes undermining the longstanding federal ban 
on corporate electioneering. Meehan has been the Act’s 
lead cosponsor, together with Representative Christopher 
Shays (R-CT) and Senators John McCain (R-AZ) and Russell 
Feingold (D-WI). BCRA, in .short, prohibits the u.se of non- 
federal funds (i.e.,“soft money”) in federal elections, forbids 
corporations and unions from using .soft money to ftind so-
called "issue ads” that depict candidates immedititely before 
an election and beefs up disclosure requirements.
Soon after BCRA’s passage, 84 plaintiffs—ranging from the 
AFL-CIO to the Republican Party—filed 11 different law­
suits challenging the con.stitutionality of 22 provisions of 
the Act. The US Department of Justice repre.sents the 
Federal Election Commission (FEC), which is the lead 
defendant in the suits together with the principal 
congre.ssittnal sponsors of the law.
Here the sponsors were one step ahead of the opposition. 
Realizing BCRA would inevitably face a court chtillenge, 
they included a provision in the law for an “expedited” 
judicial review process. Legal challenges would first be 
heard by a special three-judge panel of the US Di.strict 
Court in Washington, DC, who.se ruling would be directly 
reviewed by the US Supreme Court. Newly sworn-in 
US District Court Judge Leon was named to this panel. 
Together, the three judges con.solidated all actions into 
one case, now known as McConnell v. Federal Election 
Commission.
Professor Joseph McEttrick speculates that future students 
will look less at the specifics of the BCRA legislation and 
its sub.sequent legal challenges, than how consistent the 






"The enduring lesson of a legal 
career is that it is a never-ending 
educational process. McConnell i/. 
provides an intellectual feast."
us District Court Judge Richard Leon, JD 74
"It's not easy for people from a 
working-class background to run 
for office. It shouldn't have to be 
that way."
Congressman Marty Meehan,
MPA'81, JD'86, LLD '97 (Hon.)
“Becau.se laws are always evolving,” McEttrick says, “what's 
important in legal education is learning how to think and 
evaluate. You master die .specifics when you’re in the field.”
Indeed, Leon had barely unpacked his boxes in 
his new office as US District Jucige in Washington, DC, 
when he was assigned to this historic ca.se. Grappling 
directly with First Amendment i.ssues was new for him, 
despite years of private practice and a varied career in 
public .service.
In the mid-1970s, Leon clerked for Chief Justice Walter 
McLaughlin of the Superior Court of Ma.ssachusetts and 
then for Ju.stice Thomas Kelleher of the Supreme Court 
of Rhode Island. He later worked as a special a.ssistant 
US attorney in the civil division of the Southern Di.strict 
of New York and as a law profe,s,sor at St. John's 
University Law School. Then he served as a deputy 
assistant attorney general in the Environment & Natural 
Re.sources Division at the Department of Justice, where 
he was the key enforcer of envimnmental law, and as 
a counsel to the US Hou.se of Repre.sentatives in three 
Congressional investigations. In addition, Leon worked 
for 13 years as a partner in the Washington, DC, offices 
of two law firms.
“The enduring les.son of a legal career is that it is a 
never-ending educational process,” he says. Despite his 
wide-ranging experience, Leon still de.scribes his work on 
McConnell v. FEC as an unprecedented “intellectual feast.”
0
“My law clerks and I worked around the clock, seven 
days a week, for six months,” he explains. What emerged 
from the three-judge panel was a 1,648-page decision, 
the longest in the history of the DC federal district court, 
which upheld the constitutionality of half of the challenged 
sections and struck down the rest. Despite all the legal 
wrangling and fine points of law illuminated in the deci­
sion, the panel ultimately stayed its mling in the ca.se, 
which means that BCRA is .still the law unle.ss and until 
stnick down, in whole or in part, by the Supreme Cotiit 
this tall.
US Circuit Judge Karen LeCraft Hendenson and US Di.strict 
Judge Colleen Kollar-Kotelly i.ssued a memorandum opin­
ion accompanying the .stay order. “Tire Court’s desire to 
prevent litigants from facing potentially three different reg­
ulatory regimes in a very short time span and the Court's 
recognition of the divisions among the panel about the 
constitutionality of the challenged provisions of BCRA 
coun.sel in favor of granting a stay in this case,” they wrote.
Leon, however, dis.sented in part from that opinion 
becau.se the parties who filed for the .stay “failed to 
demon.strate irreparable injury and becau.se granting a 
■Stay to this Court’s judgment in its entirety will violate the 
First Amendment rights of various political parties, donors, 
broadcasters, intere.st groups, and minors,” he wrote.
The Supreme Court heard oral argument in McConnell v. 
FEC in an extraordinary session in Septemter.
“I don’t envy the Supreme Court with its burden in this 
ca.se,” reflects Leon. “But, like everyone el.se, Fll be inter­
ested to see how it will rule.”
As will Meehan, who says he’s optimi.stic that the Supreme 
Court will rule in favor of BCRA and believes the act will 
re.store integrity to the federal campaign finance system. 
When Meehan ran for Congress in Massachu.setts’ Fifth 
Congressional District nine years ago, he explains, he 
wasn’t yet the married man with two young children that 
he is today. Back then, he was in a position to pour his 
own financial re.sources into the campaign. “I .sold my 
car, took out second and third mortgages on my home 
and went through my savings,” Meehan recalls. He 
won—despite being outspent by the opposition—and 
considers himself lucky. Victory doesn’t usually go to 
the financial underdog, he points out.
“It’s not ea.sy for people from a working-cla.ss background 
to run for office. It shouldn’t have to be that way,” he .says, 
defending his fight to rewrite tlie laws governing how con­
tributions can be given during election cycles.
Meehan believes that pro-reform forces in Congre.ss 
secured a historic victory with the pa.ssage of the 
Bipartisan Campaign Finance Reform Act—the first 
major campaign finance reform bill to become law since 
Buckley v. Valeo more than 25 years ago. “By working 
across the aisle, we were able to prove the naysayers 
wrong and pass legislation that will help clean up the 
campaign finance sy.stem,” Meehan says.
All eyes are on the Supreme Court as ob.servers 
anxiously await the Court’s ruling in McConnell v. FEC 
to see if the BCRA is upheld.




ICTURE UNCLE SAM AS A TIGHTROPE
walker, clutching the Constitution as he 
teeters on a high wire called the USA 
PATRIOT Act. He’s carefully balancing 
on the divide between two sides: On 
one side stand those whose top prior­
ity is preventing future terrorist attacks 
against US citizens; on the other are 
those clamoring against what they view as actions that threaten 
to erode the fundamental rights at the foundation of the 
American Way.
Welcome to the War on Terrorism, a struggle as broad in scope 
as the constitutional issues at stake. Like the decades-long Cold 
War that preceded it, the War on Terrorism is a comprehensive 
effort—involving state and federal agencies, law enforcement, 
intelligence and the military—and encompassing a vast array of 
domestic and international issues. Within LJS borders, the con­
troversy surrounding the war has centered on the USA PATRIOT 
Act, the handy acronym for “Uniting and Strengthening America 
by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept
BALANCING
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“It’s about walking the li
BETWEEN PROTECTING
PROTEC TINT
and Obstruct Terrorism.” Passed by Congress within 
weeks following September 11, 2001, the act grants broad 
powers to wiretap phones, track Internet traffic and exam­
ine private financial and educational records in robust 
pursuit of terrorists. It also breaks down the government- 
constmcted barriers between various law enforcement 
agencies and the intelligence community, allowing 
them to share information and leads for mutual benefit.
Proponents argue that the USA PATRIOT Act brings law 
enforcement up to speed with technological advances 
made since the first wiretap laws were passed in the late 
1960s and early 1970s. “The Act retrospectively satisfies 
the preexisting needs of law enforcement in areas where 
criminals have taken advantage of technological advances 
and where the law has lagged behind and levels the play­
ing field between law enforcement and criminals,” says 
First Assistant US Attorney in Boston Gerry Leone, JD ’89.
“It’s somewhat tame,” adds Robert Roughsedge, JD ’97, 
director of the nonprofit Citizens for the Preservation 
of Constitutional Rights and a trial attorney at Lawson 
and Weitzen in Boston. Pointing out that today’s criminals 
use the Internet, Palm Pilots, pagers and disposable cell 
phones, “strengthening existing laws makes a lot of 
sense,” he says.
Others, however, fear the act goes too far. “The "War 
on Terrorism is a loaded phrase used to justify some 
very troubling government policies,” says Visiting 
Assistant Clinical Professor Tamar Birckhead, a 
former member of the defense team for convicted 
“shoe-bomber” Richard Reid. With the act, she notes,
“the FBI has broadened powers to wiretap suspects with­
out having evidence of criminal activities; they’re able to 
monitor conversations of incarcerated federal inmates and 
lawyers and secure national search warrants, rather than 
those for just a specific jurisdiction.” All of which, she 
points out, threaten civil and privacy rights. “In times of 
crisis, we have a tendency to overestimate the need for 
greater law enforcement and to underestimate the cost 
in terms of our basic political freedoms and civil rights,” 
says Birckhead.
FEAR FACTOR
There’s a story Associate Professor Jeff Pokorak, 
director of clinical programs, tells from his days as 
a public defender in Florida. In the mid-1980s, as he 
recalls, one particular county had a big problem involving 
illegal drugs. “There was one detective who used to say, 
‘Give me six police units and throw out the Constitution, 
and I could clean up the county in a week,”’ recalls 
Pokorak.
That’s exactly what Pokorak and others worry about 
with the USA PATRIOT Act—that law enforcement 
will overstep its bounds and citizens will tolerate the 
excesses because they’re afraid. “The country is in the 
grips of the politics of fear,” explains Associate Professor 
Michael Avery, president of the National Lawyers Guild 
and faculty director of the civil litigation concentration. 
“Today is an orange alert, tomorrow a yellow alert. We 
hear, ‘we have credible information that this weekend 
there may be terrorist activities,’ so guards are posted at 
the Golden Gate Bridge. You can’t even drive into the 
Copley Place parking garage in Boston without a security 
guard checking your trunk.” Actions like these ratchet up 
tile fear level, he points out. “And when the fear factor is 
high, the government can be much more repressive.”
Take, for example, defining what a terrorist is. According 
to Leone, with the PATRIOT Act, the United States Code 
was altered so that domestic and international terrorism 
were defined as virtually the same. According to the 
Code, Title 18, Section 2331: “‘international terrorism’ 
means activities that involve acts dangerous to human 
life that are a violation of the criminal laws of the United 
States or of any State; appear to be intended to intimidate 
or coerce a civilian population; to influence the policy of 
a government by intimidation or coercion; or to affect the 
conduct of a government by mass destruction, assassina­
tion or kidnapping.”
“By making the definitions of domestic and international 





R I G H IDS__ QJ__THE__PUBLIC.
Visiting Assistant Clinical Professor Tamar Birckhead
about probes that implicate arguable First Amendment 
rights and civil liberties,” says Leone.
A well-founded fear, say critics. With the PATRIOT Act, 
“The government is saying: ‘Trust us, trust us,’” asserts 
Pokorak. “But history has proven that’s not a good idea 
—look at the Cold War excesses against communism, like 
McCarthy ism.”
To those who think such wide-reaching government 
fishing expeditions couldn’t happen in this day and age, 
Birckhead points to a contemporary case. “Recently the 
FBI grew concerned that terrorists might attack using 
SCUBA gear,” she explains, and began serving federal 
grand jury subpoenas on SCUBA organizations across 
the country to learn who'd recently taken diving lessons. 
“One store in Beverly Hills refu.sed to turn over the infor­
mation because there were many celebrity names on the 
ILst. Then the government dropped the subpoena reque.st. 
Tliey knew they were over-reaching and couldn’t defend it.”
“My bigge.st complaint [with the Act] is the enforcement 
method being employed. It’s arrogant; it’s contrary to 
how we live,” says Pokorak. “The fact is, the US has 
always had enemies. The question remains: Do we want 
to change the nature of our societal compact potentially 
and forever because of one act [of terrorism]?”
HITTING HOME
That one act of international terrorism was huge, however. 
With the events of 9/11, “Terrorism .strtick the heart of 
small-town America,” says Michael Sullivan, JD ’83, LLD ’02 
(Hon.), US attorney for the District of Mas.sachusetts. “It 
was no longer an evening news .story about some far-away 
place. It made us recognize there is vulnerability within 
our own borders.”
The USA PATRIOT Act was pas.sed to address that vulnera­
bility, and, according to Leone, “Once the act is under­
stood and the myths dispelled, the debate should then be 
framed around whetlier there is the potential for abusing
the powers through law enforcement’s execution and 
exercise of the powers, and not the powers themselves 
the act allows.”
Sullivan notes, “The constant challenge we hear is that 
the USA PATRIOT Act has the potential to erode our basic 
coastitutional rights and liberties.” But following 9/11, 
say Sullivan and others, the country did not draft a new 
constitution—it strengthened some law enforcement tools 
to combat a heightened risk of terrorism. “Protecting our 
basic coastitutional rights is the highe.st responsibility of 
the Department of Ju.stice. I like to engage those people 
who are critical to reinforce that message,” Sullivan says.
To that end, he has spoken to groups across the 
Commonwealth—from the State House to local 
mosque.s—to explain what the act is all about and 
why the tools it provides are important. “Another 
challenge is that a lot of people fear change generally, 
and the USA PATRIOT Act gets lots of attention in 
the media.” The reality, Sullivan points out, is that “any 
tool provided to government could potentially be abu.sed, 
whether or not we had the USA PATRIOT Act. The Act 
doesn’t reduce the requirement of the government to 
continue to follow the law. Abuses should be dealt 
with harshly.”
“Time will tell how these tools are being used by 
US attorneys across the country,” he continues. “If they 
are abused, the courts will intervene and take appropriate 
steps.” So far, however, Sullivan notes that the courts 
haven’t received notice of any such violations.
Another often-overlooked factor is that there are checks 
and balances written into the law, adds Roughsedge, a 
former US Army ctjunter-terrorism specialist who’s teach­
ing Terrorism and the Law at Suffolk Law this year. In 
addition to the reporting requirement of the courts, there 
are automatic .sunset dates for many of the surveillance 
provisions, which will expire in 2005.
o
TIME WILL TELL HOW THESE TOOLS ARE BEING USED BY 
US ATTORNEYS ACROSS THE COUNTRY. IF THEY 
ARE ABUSED, THE COURTS WILL INTERVENE. BALANCING 
RIGHTS IS NOT SOMETHING EOREIGN TO US.”
■ us Attorney Michael Sullivan
But perhaps the greate.st built-in protection, according 
to Roughsedge, is the requirement for the government 
to award $10,000 in liquidated damages, plus attorneys’ 
fees, to individuals who are damaged by over-zealous 
inve.stigations. “That’s key, because lawyers are the only 
ones involved in protecting the rights of individuals. 
Congress will only get involved if it gets them elected, 
and the judiciary can only get involved if lawyers bring 
the cases,” he says. “I’d rather give [law enforcement] 
broad powers, with the backup of attorneys’ fees, than 
strain them to the point of ineffectiveness.”
Leone speculates that what is behind the concerns of 
many people about the act is the speed with which it 
became law and the accompanying lack of debate.
“The Bush Administration should be commended for 
responding as quickly as it did to what happened on 
9/11, realizing the dangers we face with this terrorist 
enemy. Congress supported the effort with quick 
passage of the act,” he says. “Because of the unique 
circumstances that concerned national security, some 
of the normally accompanying dialogue concerning 
the legislation was lost.”
We don’t need to change, and we should stick with our 
basic Constitution.”
From the protection point of view, US Attorney Sullivan 
notes: “No right is an absolute right. Privacy is not an 
absolute right. If police have developed probable cause, 
they have a right to come in and confirm that, but they 
need to get a search warrant. Balancing rights is not 
something foreign to us. We protect our rights vigorously. 
That’s why we’re sought after by people from so many 
other countries. I think there are people out there who 
have great fear over how the government exercises its 
power. That’s why we’ve given the judiciary the power 
to step in when someone believes his or her rights have 
been violated. The same is true in the War on Terrorism.”
For many, the shades of gray remain, and the tug of war 
between the Bill of Rights and security will continue— 
something that’s both necessary and healthy in a democ­
racy. “There’s got to be a way of going about this that 
can meet both goals,” muses Birckhead. “It’s about walk­
ing the line between protecting the public and protecting 
the rights of the public.” •
THE MIDDLE GROUND
The que.stion then remains: Is there a reasonable way 
to balance the need for the United States to protect itself 
against an enemy—not knowing when or where the next 
attack might occur—with the need to protect the Bill of 
Rights? It’s a tricky question, and one that depends on 
which side of the privacy-versus-protection divide the 
respondent sits.
For the privacy side. Professor Aveiy, a former civil 
rights lawyer who now teaches Constitutional Law 
and Individual Rights, has this to say: “Our Constitution 
already strikes the appropriate balance between individ­
ual privacy and collective security, and we don’t need 
to change it for the current situation. Hysteria drives that 
desire for a new balance. People say we live in a differ­
ent world after September 11—^but it’s the same world.
Alumni News
Evening at Carnegie Hall
Law alumni from tfie tri-state area joined graduates of the 
Sawyer School of Management and the College of Arts and 
Sciences on May 7 for an exclusive evening at New York City's 
Carnegie Hall. The group enjoyed a private reception and a
special behind-the-scenes tour of the landmark performance hall 
and was then treated to a concert by the Bavarian Radio 
Symphony Orchestra. •
i enjoy the Citigroup Cafe at Carnegie Hall.
Alumni Luncheon
On May 12, 75 alumni from greater ► 
Boston gathered at Sargent Hall to 
hear Congressman Marty Meehan, 
MPA'81,JD '86, LLD'97 (Hon.), 
speak at the annual Alumni Luncheon. 
Meehan enlightened the group as to 
the inner workings of Washington, DC, 
and spoke glowingly about the education 
he received at Suffolk. •
|L to R) Congressman Marly Meehan, MPA '81, 
JD '86, LLD '97 |Hon.l, accepts a Suffolk Law 
School briefcase from Dan Hogan, JD '94, of 
the Alumni Association Board of Directors.
|L to R] Associate Dean John Deliso, JD '72; 
Suffolk University Trustee Rosalie Stahl; and 
Stephen Delroy, JD '77.
• J.11 « If
(L to R) Alumni Association Board member Dan Hogan, 
JD '94; Congressman Marty AAeehan, MPA '81, JD 
'86, LLD '97 [Hon.); Dean Robert H. Smith; and Suffolk 
University Trustee William T. Hogan,III, JD '81.
SAVE THE DATE!
LAW SCHOOL REUNION 2004
If your class year ends in '4 or '9, get ready to celebrate your reunion on 
June 1 1-13, 2004. Information and registration materials will be mailed in April 2004.
WE NEED YOUR HELP
Join your doss reunion committee by contacting Diane Frankel Schoenfeld, 
director of alumni relations, at 
tel 617.305.1904 diane.schoenfeld@suffolk.edu 





Regional alumni at the Worcester Club. |L to R) Thomas Reynolds, JD '96; Dean Robert H. 
Smith; and Alumni Association President Stephen 
Bik,JD '71.
The elegant Worcester Club was the setting for an enthusiastic crowd of 40 Worcester- 
area graduates who came together for a meeting and reception on June 9. The group 
discussed building a Worcester alumni chapter and formed a steering committee to 
further explore the option. •
Boston Chapter Kickoff
(L to R) Alumni Association Board Member Onyen (L to R) Erin Anderson, JD '02; John Brown, JD '01; 
Yong, JD '93, and Professor Catherine Judge, JD '57. James Whitters, III, director of career development;
Lucy Rivera, JD '01; and Pat Waller, JD '01.
On June 12, the Law School organized a kickoff meeting to investigate launching a 
Boston alumni chapter. The spirited event, held at Sargent Hall, resulted in a large 
steering committee being formed to explore the possibility of social programming, 
networking and professional development for the more than 5,000 area alumni.#
Upcoming______
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
MEETINGS AT SUFFOLK LAW:
Saturday, November 22, 2003 
Saturday, March 27, 2004 
Saturday, June 12, 2004
ALl MEETINGS BEGIN AT I 0AM
THE NEWLY ELECTED MEMBERS
OF THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
John D. Boyle, JD '78 
Boyle, Morrissey & 
Compo, P.C.
Boston, MA
Holj. Leibowitz, JD '85 
Hale and Dorr LLP 
Boston, MA
Laila Maalouf, JD '89 
Law Office of Laila Maalouf 
Quincy, MA
Cara Morris, JD '91
Law Office of Cara Morris, PA
North Palm Beach, FL
Richard L. Scheff,JD'81 
Montgomery, McCracken, 
Wolker & Rhoads. LLP
Philadelphia, PA
\E
Nathanael E. Wright, JD '98 
Partners Healthcare Systems 
Boston, MA








O'NEILL & NEYLON SCHOLARSHIP 
(L to R| Mary Ellen Neylon, Esther Laine, JD 
'03; and Charles T. O'Neill, JD '76.
BRIAN 1. MACDONALD SCHOLARSHIP 
(L to R) Kristen Ferris, JD '05; Kevin J. 
MacDonald; and Kristy Phillips, JD '05.
THOMAS J. DRINAN MEMORIAL FELLOWSHIP 
|L to R) Richard Glovsky; Andrea McGeehan, JD 
'04; Helen Drinan; and Dean Robert H. Smith.
Nearly 100 Law School donors and student scholarship recipients gathered on April 9 at Sargent Hall for the third annual Law 
School Scholarship Dinner. The event gives donors and the students who receive scholarships an opportunity to meet and socialize. 
Dean Robert H. Smith thanked those whose generosity continues to benefit Suffolk Law students. Lewis Sassoon, JD '69, who 
established the Lewis Sassoon Scholarship and is a member of the Class of '69 Scholarship Committee (see story inside back cover), 
spoke to the group about the importance of scholarship support. Attendees also heard from student representative Justin Adams, JD 
'03, recipient of the Hon. Lawrence Cameron & Barbara G. Cameron Scholarship, who relayed the tremendous feeling of gratitude 
from all student recipients. •
Pre-Bar Study Break
In July, the Law School treated the Class of '03 day and evening students to refresh­
ments in a special study break during the last day of their bar review course, as a 
way of wishing students success for the exam. •
n










us SUPREME COURT BAR ADMISSION
Suffolk University Law School is pleased to announce an opportunity for its graduates to become members of the Bar of the 
Supreme Court of the United States by open court or by written motion on Monday, May 3, 2004.
Qualifications
A graduate must have been a member of the bar in good standing before the highest court of a state for at least three years. 
Admission by Written Motion
Graduates file a complete application directly with the US Supreme Court Clerk's Office. The certificate is mailed directly to the 
applicant. There is no quota on the number of graduates who may apply for admission in this way.
Admission in Open Court
Completed applications are processed by the alumni relations office. The applicant is presented in court on Monday, May 3, 
2004, for the special admissions session. There is a limit of 50 who may participate in this session. Completed applications are 
accepted on a first-come, first-served basis.
Packets
Materials will be sent from the alumni relations office to interested alumni.
Related Events
Plans are under way for a reception for open session participants and their guests, and Washington-area alumni on the Sunday 
preceding the session. There also will be a luncheon for participants following the session on Monday.
For further information
Contact the Office of Alumni Relations at 617.305.1999.
SjCL.......................................................................................................... ------------ -------------------- ----------------
2004 US SUPREME COURT BAR ADMISSION 
SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY LAW SCHOOL
I am interested in participation in (check one):
_____OPEN SESSION on Monday, May 3, 2004 WRITTEN MOTION admission
I was admitted to the bar in
(state) (month)







Please cut out this completed form and send to: Suffolk University Law School
Office of Alumni Relations 
120 Tremont Street 
Boston, MA 02108-4977 
Fax 617.573.8151
T R I B U T I
HONORING A LEGEND: John E. Fenton, Jr
John E. Fenton, Jr.
" xtraordinary, brilliant, authentic,
" sincere. These were a few of the 
- adjectives invoked on behalf of 
Distinguished Professor and former Dean 
John E. Fenton, Jr., at his April 30 Tribute 
Dinner at the Westin Hotel in Boston. More 
than 850 members of the Suffolk commu­
nity—in addition to numerous friends and 
luminaries—gathered to celebrate Fenton's 
45-year legacy at the Law School.
Guests enjoyed a lively cocktail recep­
tion followed by dinner and a speaking 
program featuring Suffolk President 
David Sargent, JD '54, LLD '78 (Hon.); 
Law School Dean Robert H. Smith; 
University Board Chair Nicholas 
Macaronis, JD '54, LLD '00 (Hon.); 
Trustee Gerard F. Doherty, JD '60; and 
Suffolk Law Professor Clifford Elias,
LLD '99 (Hon.).
The event was the result of months of 
planning by a committee of 130 alumni, 
faculty and friends, led by co-chairs 
Doherty and Associate Dean John C. 
Deliso, JD '72. Dinner committee mem­
bers included Michael K. Gillis, JD '82; 
Joseph G. Guerreiro, JD '79; Virginia 
A. Hoefling, JD '80; Howard M. 
Kahalas, JD '72; Kathleen M. Mitchell, 
JD '81; Susan B. Nissenbaum, JD '77; 
Brian T. O'Neill, JD '71; and Lisa 
Donohue Rose, JD '98.
Marilyn Doberly and Trustee Gerard F. Doherty, 
JD '60.
" I'm absolutely convinced no one
person in the history of the Law
School has had such a profound
effect on the lives of so many
people over such a long period
as John Fenton.^'
Suffolk President David Sargent
The dinner attracted many notable alumni 
and friends, including Congressman Marty 
Meehan, MPA '81, JD '86, LLD '97 (Hon.); 
Massachusetts Attorney General Thomas 
Reilly; Secretary of the Commonwealth 
William F. Galvin, JD '75; the Honorable 
Michael T. Stella, Jr., JD '68; Representative 
Eugene L. O'Flaherty, BS '91; former 
Dean Paul R. Sugarman; and the 
Honorable Joseph R. Nolan.
Former students vividly recalled Fenton's 
gift as a teacher. "You could hear a pin 
drop when he was talking; that's how 
captivating Judge Fenton is," said 
Socrates De La Cruz, JD '98.
Chairman Nicholas Macaronis, JD '54,
LLD '00 (Hon.), and students.
Reilly honored Fenton as "a bright shin­
ing light in our profession," and remarked, 
"We are a better state because of you 
and your service."
Meehan noted Fenton's effect on students, 
to whom, he said, Fenton showed, "the 
beauty of the law."
Sargent offered his praise, stating, "I'm 
absolutely convinced no one person in 
the history of the Law School has had 
such a profound effect on the lives of so 
many people over such a long period as 
John Fenton."
Fenton, for his part, thanked attendees for 
their support and recalled his love of 
teaching and the pleasure he derived 
from his years in the classroom. He noted 
he was particularly pleased that more than 
$455,000 in net proceeds would benefit 
students in their pursuit of internships or 
careers in public service—the hallmark of 
his career. Fenton assured those gathered 
that his teaching days were far from over 
and left supporters with the words of 
Robert Browning, "Grow old along with 
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Alumni from the classes of 1953, 1958, 1963, 1968, 1973, 1978, 1983, 1988, 1993 and 1998 returned to the Law School for their 
respective reunions June 6-7, 2003. This year, for the first time, reunion alumni could take advantage of two full days of social and 
professional programming that included tours of Sargent Hall, the North End, the hidden gardens of Beacon Hill and a Duck Tour. On 
Friday, attendees were offered an Advanced Legal Studies course that offered CLE credit, "Public Speaking for Lawyers."
Alumni from the Class of '53 and previous 50th reunion classes were welcomed into the newly formed Half Century Club at a lunch­
eon cruise aboard the Spirit of Boston. Graduates ventured back from California, Arizona, Iowa, Illinois, Florida and New England to 
enjoy the weekend's festivities, which culminated with a special dinner at the John Joseph Moakley Federal Court House overlooking 
Boston Harbor. •
" I saw three classmates whom I had not seen since graduation; had a great time catching up..
(L to R) Lisa Modecker, JD '93, and 
Sonia Bryan, JD '93.
(L to R) Carolyn Hart, JD '98; Laura Hines, JD '98; 
Jean Lorizo, JD '98; and Kathleen Allen, JD '98.
[L to R) Diane Tillotson, JD '78; Daniel Russo, JD '78; 
Kathleen Sullivan, JD '78; Kevin Sullivan, JD '78; 
Hon. Joan Feeney, JD '78; and Nancy Roos, JD '78.
Ii k
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i I Members of the doss of 1993.
|L to R] John Boyle, JD '78; Dino Colucd, JD 
'88; President David Sargent, JD '54; Dean 
Robert H. Smith; Associate Dean John Deliso, 
JD '72; and Larry Boyle, JD '78.
/f appreciated the opportunity to talk to past professors."
Alumni News
"It is hard to believe that 25 years has passed but sharing stories of our children reminded us that,
although we felt like we were back in first-year sections, that we really were not."
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(I to R) Larry Boyle, JD '78, and Macy Russell, 
JD'83.
(L to R| James Carroll, JD '83; Alice Finkel, Alan |L to R) Leila Lister Maynard, JD '43, and her 
Finkel, JD'83; and Ruthann McHugh. daughter Martha Jacques, JD '01.
Memters of the classes 
of 1953 and 1958.
(L to R) Steven 
Rocco, Caroline 
Rocco and Ann 
Marie Cienova 
Rocco, JD '88.
Back Row (L to R) Irving Goodman, JD '50; Albert Previte, JD '53; George 
Arvanitis, JD '53; Dean Smith; John Larkin, JD '39; and Bernard Biron, JD '52. 
Front Row (L to R) Judge John Donnelly, JD '43; Henry Mulloconey, JD '43; 
Leila Lister Maynard, JD '43; Michael Capprello, JD '49; 
and Sydney Kaplan, JD '52.
A
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Jerald Fishman^ JD '76
President and Chief Executive Officer 
Analog Devices, Inc.
A
nalog Devices, Inc. (ADI), is
a world-leading .semiconductor 
company headquartered in 
Norwood, Massachu.setts, tliat 
specializes in high-performance 
analog, mixed signal and digital signal 
processing integrated circuits. Jerald 
Fishman, ADI’s president and chief 
executive officer, has been contribut­
ing to the company’s long record of 
success since he was hired as a mar­
keting manager in 1971.
Fishman’s drive and determination 
were evident from the .start. In the 
early 1970s, while working full time, 
he earned three advanced degrees: 
master’s degrees in electrical engineer­
ing (Northea.stern University) and 
busine.ss administration (Bo.ston 
University), as well as his Suffolk 
Law degree.
Lawyerly Impressions
Fishman decided to pursue a law 
degree becau.se he’d always been 
impre.ssed by the way lawyers 
tliOLight and were able to anticipate 
another person’s position. He alscr 
saw knowledge of the law as practi­
cal, dealing with real-life situations, 
as oppo.sed to the more abstract 
sciences. His experience at Suffolk 
Law School left him with deep admi­
ration for anyone attending law 
school at night. “It’s a big commit­
ment,” he .says. “If I interviewed
someone who went to law .school at 
night for four years, I would consider 
that level of discipline to be a positive.”
Today at ADI he tries to pass along 
the skills he learned at the Law 
School to managers around the com­
pany. “I know that I benefited from 
the training I received at Suffolk Law 
School,” Fishman says, “.so we try to 
teach our people to think the way the 
law trains you to think and analyze— 
to anticipate tlie que.stions and
More than Luck
ADI’S semiconductors are found in a 
wide range of products, from indus­
trial process control, factory automa­
tion, radar systems and CAT' scanners 
to cellular base stations, broadband 
modems, wireless telephones, com­
puters, cars and digital cameras. There 
are now more than 8,000 ADI employ­
ees in 35 countries.
ADI has been successful, Fishman 
says, because “we have positioned 
our technology in the best possible 
spaces in the semiconductor industry. 
People make their own luck. 'We capi­
talized on the opportunities that we 
saw in the market. Most successful 
people are very good at seeing the 
way the world is moving and jumping 
on the opportunity more quickly than 
the next person.”
And Fishman loves what he does.
“I get up every morning and feel 
enthusiastic about what we’re going 
to be able to accomplish,” he says.
“A large part of my job is to pass that 
enthusiasm along to our employees 
worldwide. It’s sometimes difficult for 
individuals to imagine that every per­
son makes a difference in our future. 
My role is to provide the foundation, 
the encouragement, the vision and the 
re.sources to maximize the talents of 
each of our employees.”
Despite less than optimal economic- 
conditions, Fishman remains confident 
about ADI’s prospects. “Many high- 
tech companies are profoundly 
suffering right now. They are facing 
a reality where they will need to fun­
damentally change what they do or 
how they do it in order to survive.
By contrast, ADI is one of the few 
companies in the semiconductor busi­
ne.ss that is already on the right path... 
we just need to continue to do what 
we have been doing in terms of tech­
nology devekrpment and marketing 
and make sure we execute well.”
“I think ihis is the best job in the 
world,” says Fishman. “As CEO, I am 
in a position where I can influence 
the way things happen. I have great 
people around me, and we are work­
ing to create a great deal of value 
for our shareholders, customers and 
employees. I can think of a lot worse 





(L to R) Robert Flaherty, JD '79; Daniel Flaherty, JD '80; Nicole Flaherty, 
JD '95; The Hon. Francis Flaherty, JD '75.
T
he Flaherty brothers of 
Rhode Island are serious 
legal professionals who 
don't take themselves too 
seriously. “We’re all right, 
all the time,” jokes Bob Flaherty, who 
implies that it pays to be quick-witted 
at Flaherty family gatherings. But 
when asked who was the be.st law 
student of the three, there’s no family 
disagreement. It’s Frank Flaherty.
First in his class in the evening divi­
sion, Frank Flaheity was the first in 
his family to go to law school. His 
brothers (and his daughter) followed 
in his foot.steps, making Suffolk Law 
School a Flaherty family tradition.
Frank and Bob Flaherty attended 
Suffolk Law on the GI Bill. They in 
turn encouraged younger brother 
Dan to enroll. After graduation, 
each returned to hometown Warwick, 
Rhode Island, and launched his own 
general practice firm. Among them 
today, the brothers have more than 
75 years of litigation experience. 
“We’ve been fortunate to develop 
our own practices and sustain them,” 
says Dan Flaherty, principal of 
Flaherty, Butterfield & Costello. Bob 
Flaherty is senior partner at Flaherty 
& Lawrence; and Frank Flaherty was 
head of Flaherty, Orton & Flaherty,
until recently, when his career took 
him to the bench.
Now known as “Your Honor,” Frank 
Flaherty was named to the Rhode 
Island Supreme Court this past May. 
He is one of three Suffolk Law alumni 
on the five-member court, including 
Justices Maureen McKenna Goldberg, 
JD ’78, LLD ’99 (Hon.), and Paul 
Suttell, JD ’76, who was appointed 
in July. Frank Flaherty says he never 
planned to become a judge, but he 
appears to be enjoying his new role. 
From the very beginning of his career 
as a litigator, he loved the action of 
the courtroom. “All I wanted to do 
was practice law and try cases,” he 
says. But Frank Flaherty is certainly 
no .stranger to public .service. He 
seived as mayor of Warwick from 1985 
to 1990 and twice ran for governor.
As Suffolk students, the Flaherty 
brothers worked in Rhode Island dur­
ing the day and drove to Bo.ston at 
night. “We all had families, jobs and 
mortgages,” says Bob Flaherty. And 
they weren’t alone, adds Frank 
Flaherty, who remembers a .steady 
stream of fellow Rhode Islanders mak­
ing the daily commute. “Just coming 
out of the service, we all traveled 
back and forth together. Suffolk was 
very accommodating to many people
in my drcum.stances. I got a terrific 
education, and I'm very grateful.”
This strong drive to achieve their 
goals comes directly from their par­
ents, say the brothers. “We’re all 
here because we have exceptional 
parents,” .says Bob Flaherty. “We 
never had economic opportunity, 
but our parents gave us a work ethic,”
And it .seems the Flaherty work ethic 
doe.sn’t .stop with the.se three. The 
next generation has already demon- 
.strated an aptirtide for the law. Frank 
Flaherty’s daughter, Nicole, graduated 
from Suffolk in 1995 and worked 
alongside her father until he do.sed 
his offices this pa.st May. Now .she’s 
a staff attorney in die Office of the 
Legislative Couasel. Other Suffolk 
alumni in the family include Nicole’s 
husband, Chri.sttrpher McCarty, JD ’94, 
a partner at Holland & Knight; and 
Christopher’s sister, Sharon Fitzgerald, 
JD ’95,
So how many more Flahertys will 
attend Suffolk? Each of the brothers 
has four children, and their children 
have children...clearly, the possibili­




PWlbert L. PeUegrini sends word that he 
was a practicing attorney until 1989 when 
he suffered a strtike. He is now retired and 





June 1 1-13, 2004
June 1 M3, 2004
Carl I. Hoyer has received the Rliode 
Island Star, the highest honor given to a 
civilian. He retired as the a.ssi.stant superin­
tendent of claims for Arnica Mutual and is 





Frank Caprio. LLD 91 (Hon.), was 
appointed chairman of the Rhode Island 
Hoard of Governors for Higher Edtication.
Charles Trombly was tippointed judge of 
the M:i,s,saciiLi,setts l.tind Coui1.
1968
Mark Berson was elected to the board 
of directors of Children's Healthcare Is a 
Legal Duty (CHILD), a national member­
ship organization working to .stop child 
abu.se and neglect related to religiotis 
beliefs or cultural traditions. He is presi­
dent of Levy, Winer iS Berson, P.C. in 
Greenfield.
June 1 M3, 2004
Theodore A. Schwartz is a partner in the 
Phikidelphia law firm of M. M;irk Mendel. 
He is past president of the Pennsylvania 
Trial Lawyers A.s.sociation and the Civil 
Justice Foundation. He is now a three-year 
term member of the Montgomery County 
Mental Health/Mental Retardation Board.
Newsmaker
_ Harry R. Hoglander, '63, was nominated by President
George Bush and unanimously confirmed by the US Senate 
serve as a member of the National Mediation Board, 
p b = ■ Hoglander previously worked as a legislative specialist to
% Congressman John Tierney (D-A4A). He was responsible for
, transportation (including aviation, rail and maritime), labor,
k defense and veterans affairs. A captain for Trans World 
V*Ii. —Airline (TWA) for 28 years, Hoglander logged in excess of 
20,000 hours of incident-free pilot time. After retiring from 
TWA, he was named Aviation Labor Representative to the 
US Bilateral Negotiating Team by then-Secretary of State 
James Baker. He also is a decorated, retired member of the 
US Air Force and served as a gunner in a B-29 during the Korean War. Later he was a mem­
ber of the Massachusetts Air National Guard, qualified to fly jet fighters and bombers. He 
was director of plans for the 102nd Air Wing and retired as a lieutenant colonel. Hoglander 
and his wife, Judith, have six grown children.
1970
Albert S. Dabrowski ha.s laeen named 
chief judge of the US Bankaiptcy Court for 
the Di.strict of Connecticut.
1971
Richard Gabriel wa.s appointed iire.sitlent 
and chief executive officer at DNAPrint 
Genomic.s Inc. in Sara.sota, FL.
1972
Michael Handler ha.s retired from the 
Connecticut Office of the Public Defender 
tifter ,T1 years of service.
Norman and Lois Morse report that they 
are retired and well. They live in Florida 
from October to May.
Edward Newman ha.s been appointed a 
magistrate of the Rhode Iskind Family 
Court. He is ti.ssigned to the Tniancy Court.
Frederick Riley. BS '67, has taken an 
etirly retirement as chtiirman of the 
Ma.ssachu.setts Alcoholic Beverages Control 
Commi.ssion and is pnictidng law at Riley 






bus.: Weiss & Nestro
15 Court Square, Suite 210 
Boston, MA 02108 
phone: 617.742.2900
David Gottesman of Gottesman & Hollis, 
P.A., Nashua, NH, received a special recog­
nition awtird during the annual New 
Hampshire Trial Lawyers Association meet­
ing in June. The award is given to New 
Hampshire attorneys who have advocated 
and achieved change in state laws. The 
recognition was for his work on the ca.se 
of Amy Lynn Boyer, a woman who was 
.stiilked and killed by a man who was able 
to obtain her personal information over the 
Internet. The ca.se prompted the Supreme 
Court to create rights of privacy and secu­
rity laws in New Hampshire. Gottesman is 
vice president of the Civil Justice 
Fotiiidation, Wa.shington, DC.
Kevin E. Myles is .senior vice president, 
First Fintmcial Tru.st, Newton, where he 
oversees the tni.st and estate division. He is 
responsible for all federal and state regula­
tory nwtters and development of internal 
operating policies and procedures. He and 
his wife, Mary, have five children.
Class Notes
Robert White O’Leary. LLD ’95 (Hon ), 
was named chief executive officer of ICN 
Pharmaceuticals Inc. in Caiifornia.
1974
June 1 1-13, 2004
Michael Wallach, of Michaei Waliach 
Management in Los Angeies, CA, wiii teach 
a comse beginning in tire winter quarter 
2004 within UCLA Extension’s Entertainment 





bus.: Bradley, Moore, Primason,
Cuffe & Weber 
23 Central Avenue, Suite 5 i 0 
Lynn, AM 0190 i 
phone: 78i.595.2050
Paul Kelly
bus.: Segal, Roitman & Coleman 
I i Beacon Street, Suite 500 
Boston, AM 02108 
phone: 617.742.0208 
fax: 617.742.2187
Francis X. Flaherty was recently sworn in 
as a justice of the Rhode Island Supreme 
Court (see pages 3 and 29).
Kevin Mitchell, Superior Court trial 
administrator for the Essex County 
District Attorney’s Office, has been named 
Prosecutor of the Year by the Massachusetts 
District Attorneys Association.
John H. Pearson Jr., chief executive offi­
cer of Butler Bank, has been elected chair­
man of the American Textile Museum in 
Lowell.
Ken Vacovec, a founding partner of the 
international tax law firm of "Vacovec, 
Mayotte & Singer in Newton, is president 
of MCLE. Also, he chairs the legal needs 
study of low-income households in 
Massachusetts sponsored by the 





bus.: Van Wert & Zimmer, PC 
One Militia Drive 




Doug Scherer, '69, is professor of law at Touro College 
Law School, New York. In his teaching, scholarship and pub­
lic service activities Scherer has long focused on the battle 
against racial discrimination and advocacy of workers' 
rights. Scherer's career began with legislative efforts to end 
racial segregation in the Boston public schools and legisla­
tion that made Massachusetts the first state to provide mini­
mum wage protection to domestic employees. At Touro Law 
School, Scherer established an academic support and men­
toring program for students of color—a program that he con­
tinues to direct and which has provided opportunities for aca­
demic success to more than 400 lawyers of color. Scherer is 
vice president of Workplace Fairness a nonprofit employee advocacy organization that pub­
lishes books and journals and maintains a Web site (www.workplacefairness.org) designed 
to provide information to workers about their legal rights, free of charge. He served as chair 
of the Section on Employment Discrimination Law of the Association of American Law Schools 
and is a founding co-editor of the Employee Rights and Employment Policy Journal.
Richard Barbuto is president of the New 
York State Association of Criminal Defense 
Lawyers. He practices criminal law in both 
state and federal courts and lectures on a 
variety of criminal law topics throughout 
New York.
C. Ryan Buckley received the Service to 
the Alumni Association Award from 
Providence College.
John P. McMorrow, DIP ’99, has joined 
the employee benefits practice group at 
Pierce Atwood as a partner and leader of 
the employee benefits counseling team.
Nina Mitchell Wells was named president 





home: 78 Oxford Street
Winchester, MA 01890 
phone: 781.729.0557 
email: FDXH31B@prodigy.com
Linda Bozung is a partner at Piper 
Rudnick, Los Angeles, CA. She is a real 
estate attorney with expertise in land use 
and entitlements. She also has extensive 
experience in matters of endangered 
species and environmental law. In 1998, 
the Los Angeles Business Journal named 
Bozung “One of the Most Powerful 
■Women in Los Angeles Law.”
Kenneth Graham has retired as 
Connecticut assistant attorney general. In 
honor of his 25 years of legal service to 
that state. Governor Rowland proclaimed 
June 20, 2003, as Ken Graham Day. 
Connecticut Supreme Court Chief Justice 
William J. Sullivan then appointed Graham 
to the Office of Attorney Trial Referee for 
the Connecticr.it Superior Court. Graham 
was also appointed arbitrator/fact finder 




Helen D. Trainor, '76, just completed a one-year assign­
ment as a Supreme Court Fellow at the Administrative Office 
of the US Courts. Trainor joined the Fellows program from 
the Office of the Federal Public Defender for the Southern 
District of Florida, where she is an assistant public defender 
and a senior member of the appellate division. She has 
taught at the University of Miami School of Law and Pace 
University Law School and is a faculty member for the 
Advanced Federal Defenders Seminar and the Federal 
2 "" Judicial Center's annual Appellate Writing Workshop. Her
I expertise extends to extradition, post-conviction practice and
international criminal law. She is the author of the American 
Bar Association's Manual for Appellate Law Clerks and co-edited the ABA's Parallel Grand 
Jury and Administrative Agency Investigations and Appellate Advocacy.
<
►j
Joseph F. Krowski received the Edward J. 
Duggan Award for Outstanding Legal 
Advocacy at the 2003 annual conference 
of the Massachusetts Committee for Public 
Counsel Services. Krowski is in private 
practice in Brockton.
Jules B. Selden is vice president and chief 
of commercial litigation for Clean Harbors 
Environmental Services, Inc.
Donna Tropsa is a.ssistant professor at 
Manhattanville College, Purchase, NY, 
where she teaches courses in education 
and school law and legal .studies. In 
Febniary, Tropsa married Michael C.
Briska, a traffic engineer/planner.
Frederic Ury, a partner in the law firm 
of Ury & Mo.skow, Fairfield, CT, is the 
2003-2004 president of the 11,000-member 
Connecticut Bar Association. He was chair 
of the CBA’s litigation section from 1993 to 
1996 and was the founding editor in chief 




home: 78 Hawks Nest Circle
Middletown, CT 06457-1514 
phone: 860.347.5651
Nancy Tierney
bus.: Tierney Law Office
One Court Street, Suite 360 





home: 608 Old Post Road 
Cotuit, MA 02635 
phone: 508.428.8636 
email: LarryWheatley@comcast.net
Joan N. Feeney was named chief judge of 
the US Bankruptcy Court for the District of 
Massachusetts.
Paul Mattera, senior vice president 
and chief public affairs officer at Liberty 
Mutual, has been elected chairman of 
the board of directors of The New 
England Council.
Daniel Russo, received both the Master 
of Science in Management and Master 
of Science in Financial Services degrees 
from the American College, Bryn Mawr, PA, 
in July. For the last 14 years, Rus,so has 
been with the Knights of Columbus, 
Fraternal Benefit .Society, Life Insurance 
Company specializing in insurance taxtition 
and nonprofit organization matters.
Steven Wollman is president of the 
Massachusetts Bar Foundation. He is aLso 
a member of the SJC’s Mental Health Legal 
Advisors Committee,
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Class Agent
Marcia McGair Ippolita
home: 42 Knowles Drive 





home: 1 1 Herrick Street





home: 7 Sonrel Street
Woburn, MAO 1801-5250 
phone: 781,933.0838
Thomas A. Mackie, managing 
shareholder of Moehrke, Mackie & Shea, 
PC, was elected to the board of directors 
of the Environmental Business Council 
of New England. For the past two years, 
Mackie has been chairman of the Solid 





bus.: Sopers & Wallack 
101 Rogers Street 
Cambridge, AAA 02192 
email: ewallack@sapers-wallack.com
Mary Winstanley O’Connor became a 
named principal of the firm of Gaffin, 




home: 152 Adams Street 





Robert P. Dean was appointed executive 
director of Eider Seivices of Uerkshire 
County.
Robert C. Kautz. a sharehoider in the 
law firm Wilentz, Goldman & Spitzer, PA, 
based in Woodbridge, NJ, has been 
selected for The Best Latvyers in 
America Guide.
Alan Schick, managing partner in Luse 
Gorman Pomcrenk & Schick in Washington, 
DC, notes that the firm celebrated its tenth 
anniversai-y on March 8, 2003.
Jeremy Silverfine has joined UrtKiy, 
Hardoon, Perkins & Ke.sten, Bo.ston. 
Previously, he worked as a prosecutor for 
almost 15 years.
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Class Agent 
Mario Iglesios
bus,; Adams, Gallinar & Iglesias 
Colonial Bonk Centre, Suite 9 
1200 Brickell Avenue 
Miami, FL 33131 
phone: 305.416,6830 
email: miglesias@agimlaw.com
Anthony M. Cerreto is spedai counsel to 
tile town of Carmel, NY. He .serves as 
counsel to all land u.se approval Ixiards 
and commissions.
Timothy Cruz was appointed district 
attorney for Plymouth County,
Newsmaker
Carol A. Kelly has opened the firm of 
Murray, Kelly & Bertrand in Woburn.
Deborah Slater reports that she has been 
an a.ssistant US attorney with the 
Department of Justice for 15 years. She 
and her husbanci, Brad Witte, live in West 
Hartford, CT, with their two daughters, 
Lauren, 10, and Erica, 7.
Andrew Turley, a colonel in the Air Force 
Re.serve, returned to active duty for a four- 
year tour in Decemlier 2002. He is 
pre.sently serving at the Pentagon in the 
position of re.serve adviser to the judge 
advocate general of the Air Force. Dtiring 
this time, he is on military leave from his 
position as director of planning and man­
agement, IRS Office of Chief Counsel, 
Washington, DC. Turley was previously 
recalled to active military duty for more 
than four months immediately following 




home: 247 Humphrey Street 
Marblehead, MA 01945
bus.: NSTAR Service Co.
Prudential Tower 
800 Boylston Street 




Central in Pensacola in 
Year in 1999.
Carol M. Lynch, '84, a naval reservist who, in her civil­
ian career, serves as assistant counsel for the Naval 
Education and Training Command (NETC) in Pensacola, FL, 
was promoted to the rank of captain in the Judge Advocate 
General PAG) Corps, US Naval Reserve. Lynch entered 
active duty as a member of the JAG Corps in 1986. Her 
assignments included the Naval Legal Service Office 
(NLSO), Newport, Rl; USS Lexington (AVT-16); and NLSO 
Pensacola. In 1993, Lynch left active duty and began a pri­
vate law practice in Pensacola, continuing her military serv­
ice by affiliating with the Naval Reserve. She returned to full­
time government service as a civilian counsel at NLSO 
1998, and was selected as the command's Senior Civilian of the
Marcia Doyle is assistant clerk-magistrate 
of the Milford Di.strict Court.
Edward B. McGrath has lx;en elected 
chairman of the Framingham Republican 
Town Committee.
Colleen D. O’Connell is an executive 
member of the New Hampshire E.state 
Planning Council, O’Connell is of 
coun-sel for McLane, Graf, Raulerson 
and Middleton, Nashua, NH, where she 
focuses on matters of estate planning, trust 




home: 158 Norman Road 
Brockton, MA 02302 
phone: 508.584.7164
Donald Pinto
bus.: Rockemann, Sawyer & Brewster 
One Financial Center 




bus.: P.O. Box 669
Tewksbury, MA 01876-0669 
email: dwsear@mediaone.net
Joe Wadland
bus.: Wadland & Ackerman 
28 Elm Street 
Andover, MA 01810 
phone: 978.474.8880 
email: jwadland@wadacklaw.com
Jacqueline H. Haley has Ixrcn elected 
chair of the board of South Sliore Hospital 
;rnd its parent, Sotith Shore Health ;rnd 
Edticirtional Corpoi'ation.
Gary M. Weiner of Weiner & Peskin, PC, 
in Springfield, is the Young Memix-rs’ 
■Section Repre.sentative to the Board of 
Governors of the Commercial Law League 






bus.: Cogavin & Waystack 
2 Center Plaza 




home: 1 Cedarcrest Circle
West Roxbury, MA02132 
phone: 617.293.3317
Michael Walsh announce.s the opening of 
the Law Office.s of Michael F. Walsh, PC.
He concentrates in workers' compensation, 
Social Security disability and personal 




home: 42 Drum Rock Avenue 
Warwick, Rl 02886 
phone: 401.739.6585
Michelle Bader has retired from 
private practice and is working at Endicott 
College. She is the crxrrdinator of licensure 
and a.s.se.ssment, interpreting the ever- 
changing Department of Education regula­
tions in relation to teacher preparation 
programs for tmdergradutites and graduate 
.students. She has also worked as a program 
reviewer for the Ma.s.sachu.setts Department 
of Education. She teaches college cla.s.ses 
in Philo.sophy, and Ethics and the Law.
Robert Chiaravalli is a principal of 
Strategic Dibor ii Human Resources, LLC, 
a consulting firm in West Hloomfield, ML 
The firm concentrates on strategic lalxir 
relations, conflict management, regulatory 
audit and compliance, compensation 
and benefits and international htiman 
re.sources. Chiaravalli is president of tlie 
Industrial Relations Research A.ssociation, 
Detroit chapter.
Patricia O’Leary Engdahl is the director 
of the Oftlce for Healing and Prevention 
for the Dicx:e.se of Worce.ster.
Dennis F. Gorman has been elected pre.s- 
ident of Fletcher, Tilton tk Whipple, PC, of 
Worcester and Framingham. He is also 
director of the firm.
Tony L. Zarba has joined the firm of 





home: 21 Loew Circle
Milton, MA 02186 
phone: 617,361,4288
Charles Kindregan III
bus.: Looney & Grossman 
101 Arch Street 
Boston, MA 02108 
phone: 617.951.2800
Laila Maalouf
bus.: 20 Whitney Road 




bus.: Ropes & Gray
One International Place 
Boston, MA 021 10 
phone: 617.951.7000 
email: tmccryst@ropesgray.com
Michael J. McCaffrey, a state .senator 
from Rhode Island, was named chairman 
of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary 
for the 200.5-20(M .session.
Diane Moes was named of coun.sel in the 
hetilth care depailment of Donoghue 
Barrett iS Singal, I’C, in Boston.
Edmund J. Walsh was named counsel and 
a meinIxT of the Electrical and Computer 
Technologies Group at Wrtlf, Greenfield & 
.Sacks, PC. Must recently, he was chief 




bus:. Law Office of Joel R. Davidson 
PO Box 14




Jose M. Alonso has opened the Uiw 
Ctffice of Jo.se Alon.so in jack.sonville, FL. 
He and wife Cindy live in Jacksonville, FL.
Kathleen Leitao Bernardo has been 
named a p;irtner at Bulkley, Richardson 
and Gelinas, LLP, a law firm in western 
Mas.sachu,setts.
Roy Fowler retired from the Rhode Island 
Attorney General's Office. He is a former 
prosecutor in the Nareotic.s/Organized Crime 
Unit, Jtivenile Unit and the Washington 
County Office. He is now working as a 
Harley-DavicLson mechanic in Ashaway, RI, 
and is bail commi.ssioncr for Washington 
County. He lives in Charle.stown, RI, with 
his wife, Retx-cca, their two sons and three 
dogs. Fowler enjoys surfing and restoring 
classic cars.
Kirsten Lacovara McAleer mamc-d Andrew 
McAleer. The couple lives in Newport, Rl.
Margaret Strange, a partner at Jackson Lewis 
in Hartford, CT, and Imslxind, Rich Cixxe, 




home: 791 Robinhood Road 
Rosemont, PA 19010 
phone: 610.581.4119 
email: gary,merken@ey,com
Amanda Candehno, a.s.s<Kiate coun.sel at 
LPL Financial Seivices, has married Dennis 
Hawley. They are living in South Boston.
Matthew Conway, a principal with 
Danaher, Tedford, Higne.se & Neal, PC, in 
We.st I lartford, CT, received board certifica­
tion as a civil trial advocate from the 
National Board of Trial Advocacy.
Robbie Fisher is the .state director of The 
Nature Conseivancy of Mi.ssi.ssippi.
Michelle Fonseca is a partner at I lolland 
& Knight, Providence, RL A member of the 
business law department, her practice 
ftK'uses in the areas of real e.state, tax 
credit .syndication, commercial finance 
and creditors' rights.
John Locke has retired from government 
.service after eight years in the Mas,sachLi.setts 
I Iou.se of Represenutives. Ixjcke was the 
ranking Republican on the legislature's Joint 
Committee on the Judiciary. He now 
resumes the practice of law full-time at 
LtK'ke, Fullerton & Lundwall, Wellesley, 
where he s|X‘dalize.s in litigation.
John Manning has Ixen named a partner at 
the Boston law firm of Oxtley Manion Jones.
Mary Sullivan Stern was elected county 
commissioner of Yamhill County, OR.
She lives in McMinnville, OR, with her 
husband. Matt, and daughter .Sydney, Her 
e-mail addre.ss is ,sternm@co.yamhill.or.us.




home: 25 Margrave Avenue
Providence, Rl 02906-5167 
phone: 401.273.8330
Elizabeth Lockett Stewart Dana, director 
of lmsine.s.s development and legal affairs 
at NeoGenesis Pharmaceiitictils, Inc. in 
Cambridge, married Traver Clinton Smith,
Jr. They are living in Cambridge.
Stephen Gould w;is elected a junior part­





home: 416 Belgrade Avenue, #42 
West Roxbury, MA 02132 
phone: 617.323.1880
Jim Demotses and wife Karen welcome 
Helen Marie Demotses, born on September 
25, 2003.
Thomas J. Flannagan has joined MacLean 
Holloway Doherty Ardiff & Morse, Danvers, 
anti continues to concentrate his practice 
in all areas of civil litigation.
Christian Habersaat is ;i director at 
Goulston & Storrs, Boston. Habersaat is a 
litigator at the firm, ftK'u.sed on civil and 
commercial litigation and disputes, as well 
its insurance litigation and products liability 
tlefen.se.
Christopher J. Mahoney h;is Ixten 
named a partner at Rubin, Hay & Gould, 
PC, in Framingham.
Ronald Salvato .seived for five years 
as city .solicitor in Kverett and has now 
returned to New Ytrrk and private practice 
concentrating on civil litigation as well as 
repre.senting cities, towns tintl developers 
in the Hudson Valley.
John Anastasi announces the formation 
of Lowrie, Landt) & Ana,stasi, LLP, an intel­
lectual property law firm in Cambridge.
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Class Agent 
Judy Crowley
home: 8 Jericho Hill Road
Southboro, MA 01772 
phone; 508.229.2770
Thomas M. Sullivan joined the intellec­
tual property law firm of Lowrie, Lando 
and Anastasi, LLP in Cambridge as a 
partner. Sullivan previously was a partner 
with Mintz Levin Cohn Ferris Glovsky 
and Popeo PC. and one of the founders 




home: 75 Cambridge Parkway, Apt. El 10 
Cambridge, MA 02142 
phone: 617.621.0119
Patricia Downey, B.SJ ’86, was appointed 
a staff attorney at Pilgrim Advocates Inc. 
of Brockton.
Gary Engelson joined the intellectual 
projx’rty law firm of Lowrie, Ltmdo & 
Anastasi, LLP in Cambridge as of counsel.
Daniel J. Dwyer was named one of ten 
up-and-coming lawyers tapped as a Boston 
Bar A,s,s(xiation “Public Intere.st Leader.” 
The ten leaciers will participate in a year­
long series of private roundtable discu.s- 
sions with prominent community and 
business leaders and .serve on a special 
committee to help .strengthen pro Irono 
and community .service among their peers. 
A litigation a.ssociate at Hanify & King, 
Dwyer has been an active volunteer with 
the Inner-City Scholarship Fund, helping 
tt) rai.se money for .scholarships for chil­
dren unable to afford to attend elementary 
or high .schools in the ArchditKe.se 
of Boston.
Gabrielle Labonte has joined the law 
offices of Diivid B. Boyd & A.s.sociates in 
Putnam, CT, as an a,s.sociate concentrating 
in the areas of divorce and family law, 
family probate and real estate.
Christopher J. McCarty w;is elected a 
partner at Holland & Knight LLP.
Abimbola O. Kolawole has joined the 
hiw department of Nortiiwe.stern Mutual 
Life Insurance Comptiny as a.ssLstant gen­
eral couasel on the Securities Investment 
Team. Previously, he was pnicticing .securi­
ties law with the New York offices of 
iiryan Cave, LLP.
Thomas V. LowoU is a manager 
in the state ;mci I<k;i1 tax practice of 
PricewaterhouseC<x)pers. He lives 
with his wife, Ky.sa, and three daughters 
in Wtikefield.
William A. Marino has joined the 
Boston office of Robins, Kapian, Miller & 
Ciresi, L.L.P., as a senior a.s.sociate in the 
Intellectual Property Litigation Group. 
PrevioLisly, he practiced in the firm’s 
Washington, DC, office.
Jennifer L. Parent is director of the law 
offices of MeUme, Graf, Raulerson and 
Middleton Professional A,ssociation, 
Manchester, NH. This year, she was 
tiwarded the Kirby Award from tiie firm, 
honoring the memory of attorney Roixrt E. 
Kirlry, who possessed extraordinary traits 
of civility, courtesy, perspective and 





bus.: Hoopis & Hoopis
33 College Hill Rood, Bldg. 5B 





home: 32B Whites Avenue, #8806 




home: 125 Hayden Road 




Bus: Morgan, Brown & Joy, LLP 
One Boston Place 




Sharon Gardiner ha.s joined Coldwell 
Banker Re.sidential Brokerage a.s a sales 
associate in its ILelmont office.
Stacey Harris announces the birth of her 
.second child. Torin Sage.
Erika Ixtigh Kruse is general coun.sel for 
the Rhode Island judiciary. She is al.so 
director of alternative dispute resolution 
for the Rhode Island Supreme Court. Prior 
to her appointment, .she .served a.s deputy 
executive coun.sel to Governor Lincoln 
Almond for four years.
Helen Klndregan Lockhart is a partner 
in the Bo.ston intellectual property firm 
of Wolf, Greenfield, where she practices 
biochemical patent law and is head of 
the biotechnology group. Lockhart was
recently featured in the article “Keeping 
Re.search Free: Patenting of SARS 
Coronavirus Genome May E)eter Scientists 
Seeking Diagno.stics," in Chemical and 
£nf>iiieeriiif> Metes.
Bethany S. Mandell r.sc'c Chayrigues. ’97)
Robert A. Skrivanek, Jr. joined the intel­
lectual pro|x;rty law firm of Lowrie, Lando & 
Anasttisi, LLP in Gtmbridge as an a.s.s<x'iate.
Tamara Smith, an tittorney with Taylor, 
Dutine, Barton & Gilman LLP in Boston, 
has married Paul Holtslag. They are living 
in Charlestown.
lisa Winsor joined the intellectual prop­
erty law firm of Lowrie, Lando & Anastasi, 




bus.: Dylan M. Carson 
Kaye Scholer, LLP 
The McPherson Building 
901 Fifteenth Street, NW 





home: 41 Hawthorn Street, Apt. #6 
Cambridge, AAA 02138 
phone: 617.234.1914
John R. Chayrigues and Bethany S. 
Mandell. were married on Octolx-r 13, 
2002. Bethany works for Greater Bo.ston 
I.egal Services, while John is an a.ssodate 
with the law firm of I’eter Pingitore in 
Bo.ston. The couple is living in Bo.ston.
Walter Crow is vice president and general 
coun.sel, UNICCO Service Company, 
Auburndale. He is responsible for all of the 
company’s legal intere.sts, including con­
tracts and lea.ses, employment law, litiga­
tion management and business dispute re.s- 
olution. An avid outdoorsman and 
environmentalist, Crow is a member of 
numerous con.servation organizations.
Paul C. Gibbons was elected a share­
holder of Niro, .Scavone, Haller & Niro in 
Chicago, IL. He and his wife, Kristen, have 
two sons, Brendan, 2, and James, 2 
months.
Mark Katz is a partner in the newly estab­
lished Las Vegas, NV, law firm of Levine 
Garfmkel & Katz.
David R. Lucas was ntimed partner at 
Nigro, Pettepil Av Lucas. LLP, Wakefield.
Kelley Nlckson, an attorney at the 
Providence law firm of Moses & Afonso, 
married Philip Morris on December 28, 




home: 2 Reed Lane
Bedford, AAA 01730 
phone: 781.542.2290
Peter Fiore
home: 58 Mott Street
Arlington, AAA 02474 
phone: 781.646,6009
Jamie Murphy
home: 17 Ruggiano Circle
Weymouth, AAA 02188 
phone: 617.725.8095
Nathanael E. Wright
home: 7 Frawley Street, Apt. 11 
Boston, AAA 02115 
phone: 617.734.0995
bus: phone: 617.266.9857
Peter Davidson, cotm.sel with AIG 
American Genenil in Hou.ston, TX, and 
wife Carin announce the birth of their son, 
Joshua lienjamin.
Patrick Devine announces the formation 
of Gill, ITevine & Wliite, PC, Braintree. The 
firm specializes in residential and commer­
cial retil estate, mortgages, estate planning 
and administration, commercial litigation 
and corporate law,
Brian Kinsley and wife, Melissa, 
announce the birth of their first child, 
Bridget. Kinsley is an a,s.sociate in the 
pharmaceutical litigation section of 
Ashcraft iL Gerel, Washington, DC, where 
he repre.sents plaintiffs injured as a result 
of ingesting diet drugs.
Kristin Marie Kraeger married H.
.Stephen Dembowski. She practices law at 
Pealxtdy At Arnold, Bo.ston, and teaches at 
Bixston University Diw School. They live in 
Marblehetid.
Kimberley McCarty McMahon (see 
McMahon. 99A
Class Notes
Augusto “Cookie” Rojas, Jr., is assistant 
vice president/community development 
officer for the Pawtucket Credit Union, RI. 
He lives in Pawtucket with his wife, 
Kristin, and four children, Nichola,s, 
Marcus, Austin and Madison.
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Class Agents
J.R. Craven
home: 95 Grayfield Avenue 
W. Roxbury, MA02132 
phone: 617.323.3138
Marc Diller
home: 173 Newbury Street, Apt. 3 




bus.: Wicker, Smith, O'Hara, McCoy,
Graham & Ford, PA 
100 North Tompo Street 
Suite 3650 
Tampa, FL 33602 
phone: 813.222.3939
Helen Litsas
home: 10 Wright Street
Arlington, MA 02474 
phone: 781.646.1692 
email: hlitsos@hotmail.com
Jennifer A. Adreani, an a.ssistant attorney 
general in the criminal division in Ltiwrence, 
was Featured in MctssachuseUs Lauyers 
Weekly in Augu.st as among ten of the 
state’s “Up and Coming Lawyers." She 
leads the Safe Neighborhoods Initiative, 
targeting the most crime-ridden neighbor- 
h<x)cLs in the state. Adreani was previously 
the community prosecutor in the E,s,sex 
County DLstrict Attorney's Office for 
Uiwrence and Methuen.
Christopher Bohane has married Marie 
Delaney. They are living in Boston.
Michael Brenna was married on Septemter 
6 at Hammond Castle in Glouce.ster. He 
and his wife Stacey live in Philadelphia,
PA, but plan to move back to Bo,ston.
Jason Buffing;ton is president of the City 
Council in Taunton.
Christopher Dalto is a partner at Delessert 
Financial Services. Waltham, a fee-only full- 
service investment advisory firm.
Lisa A. Gray, an attorney with Bardsley & 
Gray in New Bedford, has married James 
P. Bardsley. They are living in Tiverton, RI.
Ann Marie Hess was named one of ten 
up-and-coming lawyers tapped as a Bo.ston 
Bar Association "Public Interest Leader.”
The ten leaders will participate in a year­
long .series of private roundtable di.scus- 
sions with prominent community and busi­
ness leaders and .serve on a special 
committee to help strengthen pro Ixinti 
and community service among their peers. 
Hess is .staff director for the Bo.ston City 
Council. She was a volunteer mentor and 
writing coach at Citizen Schools’ Eighth 
Grade Academy and is currently president 
of the Ma.s.sachusetts chapter of the 
American S<x:iety for Public Administration, 
where .she has worked to expand participa­
tion by public administrators at Dorchester 
High Schtxil’s Academy of Public .Seivice.
Brenden McMahon and Kimberley 
McCarty McMahon, ’98, announce the 
birth of their daughter, Katherine Connolly. 
Brenden is an assi.stant di.strict attorney in 
Middle.sex county, and Kimberley is an 
a.ssistant city .solicitor for the City of Lowell. 
They live in Lowell.
Jowita Wysocka has joined Watt, Tieder, 
HoFFar .K Fitzgerald as an a.s.sociate in the 
firm's Ty.sons Corner, VA, office.
Nf:wsMaker
Gary Zalkln, an attorney and p.sychiatric 
social worker, has opened a mental health 
practice on Union Avenue in Framingham. 





phone: 617.725.0400 x8385 
email: smb@parkerscheer.com
Kristin Cole
home: 122 Bowdoin Street 




home: 21 Michigan Avenue, #2 




home: 1 15 Garfield Avenue 
Chelsea, MA 02150 
phone: 617.884.2931 
email: jenng007@hotmail.com
Danielle Andrews, an attorney for 
Robinson and Cole in Bo.ston, has married 
Pete Long. They are living in Natick.
Kristin J. Cole is an assi.stant district attor­
ney in Suffolk County, working in the 
Roxbury District Court.
■ Glen Berkowitz, '99, is the Big Dig's transportation mile­stone manager, in charge of all lane changes, closures, 
detours and mergers designed to keep traffic active during 
the project. He monitors drivers from 27 cameras in his 
office, analyzing, adjusting and trying to get drivers out of 
jams. Berkowitz studied architecture in Colorado and has a 
master's degree in public administration from Harvard's JFK 
School of Government. He previously worked in state gov­
ernment, was hired by Fred Salvucci, then Massachusetts sec­
retary of transportation, during the planning stages of the 
Big Dig, and the rest is history. He has now monitored traf­
fic for ten years, advocating from early on that Big Dig man­




Robert Crawford and wife Jennifer have 
reiocateci to Now York, Crawford is work­
ing for Goodwin Ih'ooter, LLP.
Andrew J. Drayer iias joined the 
western Ma.ssaohusetts law firm of Bulkley, 
Richard.son and Gelinas, LLP, as an associ­
ate in its Boston office.
Suzanne Robinson Fiore is .staff attorney 
and assistant vice president, Sovereign Bank.
Stacey Friends has formed her own prac­
tice, Stacey Friends & Assixtiates, specializ­
ing in intellectual property, general busi­
ness and entertainment law.
Andre A. Gelinas Jr. was named an asso­
ciate in tile New York law firm of Schulte 
Roth & Zaliel, LLP.
Emily Laube-Haughton is an a.s,sociate in 
the general litigation department of 
Buckley King, Cleveland, OH.
Jonathan Hunter married Meredith 
Pierce, fiunter is vice president of corpo­
rate operations for Merit Staffing Resources 
in Pealxidy. Pierce is development associ­
ate at the Center for Women & Enterprise 
in Bo.ston. Tliey live in Camitridge.
Rebekka Anne Monahan (scv Curley, ’01)
Jeffrey Charles O’Shaughnessy has
married Dawn Leigh 'I'essier.
Andrew Shact was promoted to vice 
president and tax coun.sel ;it Haemonetics 
Corporation, a pulrlicly traded glolxil com­
pany engaged in the design, manufacture 
and worldwide marketing of automated 
lilootl-proce.ssing .systems.
Brian P. Ward has joined Graeber, Davis 







home: 463 Commonwealth Ave. #2 




home: 519 Lewis Wharf 




home: 32 Maple Avenue 
Nahant, MA 01908 
phone: 781.581.0683 
email: wysedd@yahoo.com
Brent Barringer is an attorney with 
Cushing iK Dolan, PC., in Bo.ston,
Zoe Kangas Cady was married in 
September 2002 and moved to Vermont. 
She and lier husband welcome John 
Richard Cady 111, born on Septemlx-r 14. 
Cady was recently recognized as the top 
sales repre.sentative in the ,J0-ye;ir history 
of Biir/Bri Bar Review.
Christopher F. Coutu, an attorney and 
lieutenant for the IIS Cotist Guard in 
Boston, htis married Miclielle M. Culpan.
Kirkland Jay Curley has married 
Rebekka Anne Monahan 00. The couple 
practice law togetlier at Curley tk Curley 
in Wakefield.
Charlotte A. Finigan lias married Scott E. 
Pue.scliel.
Tricla L. Gray is an a,s.sociate with the 
New Hampshire law firm of Jordan, 
Maynard & Parexli. Her practice concen­
trates in the areas of municipal law, real 
estate and civil litigation.
Keith S. Hanson lias married Lind.say K, 
Eoy. Tliey are living in Charlotte, NC.
Paul Haverty and his wife welcome 
Alexander James Haverty, liorn November 
22, 2002. Haverty is an associate practicing 
in the real estate department of Regnante, 
Sterio i!4 O.slxirne, Wakefield.
Rob Osborn is an a.ssociate with Broughal 
and DeVito, Bethlehem, PA. He ftx'u.ses on 
property development and land u.se i.ssues. 
Osborn was awarded the Commonwealth 
of Ma.ssachu.setts 2002 Disptite Resolution 
Award for outstanding disinite re.solution 
ca.sework and .systems design in executive 
lirancli agencies for liis efforts in tlie 
administration of the State Hou.se 
Restoration Project.
Edward J. Russavage joined the intellec­
tual property law firm ol' Lowrie, Ltindo & 
Anastasi, LLP, in Cambridge as an as.soci- 
ate.
Joseph Tega, Jr., joined the intellectual 
property law firm of Uiwrie, Lando 
Anastasi, LLP, in Cambridge as an a,s,scxiate.
2002
Mary C. Cavanagh, an as.sociate with 
Kennedy Law Offices in Qtiincy, has mar­
ried Walter Dtinn 111. They are living in 
Belmont.
Charles W. Clark has joined the Hadlock 
Law Offices in Peabody.
Neil Cohen is with the Newton-ba.sed real 
estate law firm of Barsli & Cohen.
Jennifer Curtin has married Roger 
LaBrecque. They are living in 
Londonderry, NH.
Diane DiLeo has joined Burns & Levin.son 
LLP as an as.sociate in the busine.ss litiga­
tion group.
Jesse Dole, an associate with Campbell, 
Campbell, Edwards and Conroy in 
Charlestown, has married Kristen 
O’Connor. The couple lives in Lynn.
Sherrill Erickson, MBA ’02, has joined 
Michael S. Bow.serjr. & Associates in 
Chelmsford as a .staff atttjrney.
Jennifer L. Fanning, an English profe.s,sor 
at Yale University and Fairfield University, 
has married Ronald R. Magas, They are 
living in Monroe, CT.
David Greenstein has opened the Law 
Office of A. David Greenstein, Newton,
Gregory M. ludice, who is in private law 
practice in Salem, has married Kimberly 
Carroll. Tliey are living in Wakefield.
Karen M. Lafond was named an a.s,sociate 
with Graeber, Davis iK Cantwell, PC, in 
Quincy.
Christopher Latham has joined Latham, 
Latliam & Lamond, PC, in Reading as an 
attorney.
Johanna L. Matloff has become a.s,sod- 
ated with tlie firm of Conn Kavanaugh 
Rosentlial Peisch & Ford, LLP, in Bo.ston.
David C. Murray was appointed loan offi­
cer in the Wakefield office of Summit 
Mortgage.
Katherine Rogers is prosecutor for the 
Alleastown Police lX'p.utment. Alleastown, NH.
2003
Michael F. Dowley has joined Burns & 
Levinson LLP as an as.sociale in the real 
estate group.
M K M O R I A M
Dorothy M. McNamara, MA '54 (Hon.),
a popular and inspirational wonitin who cxtL'ndcd a lidping hand to thousands of Suffolk 
University studcMits, died on April 6 at S|);tulding Rehabilitation Hospital in Boston. She was 92.
Affectionately known as "Mi.ss Mae,” her first job was as a secretary to Suffolk founder Gleason 
Archer in 1927. McNamara .served the University with pride and distinction for nearly 50 years, 
nio.st notably as bursar and alumni .secretary. She retired in 1974.
StLidents from all three .schools at Suffolk, particularly tho,se of the po.st-World War II and Korean 
War eras, remember her fondly. She a.ssl.sted many of the.se .students in their efforts to meet 
tuition obligations and encouraged them in their educational pursuits. Many Utw Sch<K>l gradu­
ates admit that they would not be practicing law ttxlay had not "Dottie Mac" lx*en understanding 
when they had difficulty paying their tuition. Her efforts won her the la.sting affection of count- 
le.ss graduates.
For her outstanding service, McNamara was awarded an honoraiy ma.ster’s degree by Suffolk in 1954 and was crowned jubilee 
queen at Stiffolk’s 50th anniverstiiy dinner in 1956. Both the University and the Law School e.stablished .scholarship funds in 
McNamara's honor, ensuring th;it the generosity she showed .so many others would be carried forward for years to come.
"To thousands of alumni, Dorothy McNamara was the mo,st Iseloved memlxr of the Suffolk community," said Suffolk 
President David J. Sargent. "She was like a family member to everyone, kxtked up to witli respect and admiration. ” At the 
University’s 90th anniversary celebration in 1996, McNamara was asked about her experience at the University, to which she 
an.swered, "I loved every mintite of my job at Suffolk.”
Born in Roxbury, she was the tkuighter of the late Henry E. and Mary Jane (Grady) McNamara, and si.ster of Evelyn A. 
McNamara Reilly. She is survived by many nieces and nephews and their families.
Donations may be .sent to the Dorothy M. McNamara Scholarship Fund at Suffolk University Law School, 120 Tremont Street, 
Suite 160, Boston, MA 02108-4977.
Lisa D. Castano, JD '96, of Boston's 
North Etui, dietl on September 17 after 
suffering ;i brain tineurysm. She was 3.5.
Born in Everett, she was a 1992 graduate 
of Btxston College, ;ind practiced hiw with 
Seegel, Lipshutz and Wilchins in Wellesley,
She is survived by her parents, Richtird 
and Judith (Byrne) of Everett; a brother, 
Michael of Woburn; two si.sters, Lynn and 
Ktiren, both of Everett; and a nephew.
Jennifer Renna Ferreira, JD '90, of
Chelmsford, died on September 22 after a 
long illne.ss. She was 38.
Eerreira was a 1987 graduate of Btxston 
College and served as an a.ssisttint attorney 
general from 1990-1998. She most recently 
practiced law with Newcomb A,s,sodates in 
Chelmsford.
She is survived by her husband, Silvino 
and three children, Alexander, Zachary 
;ind Ca.ssandra. She also leaves her parents, 
Patrick and Ellen (McCarthy) of Cheltnsford; 
a brother, Patrick of We.stford; four sisters, 
Stacey, Robyn Farrell, Meli.s,sa Jenkins and 
Rebecca Chaffee, all of Chelmsford; and 
many nieces and nephews.
John Tevnan, JD '71 , of Dorchester, a 
trial attorney who advexated for the rights 
of the p<x)r, died on Augu.st 15. He was 82.
Tevnan graduated from Btxston College 
in 1951 with a degree in English literature 
and was the first Btxston Cttllege student 
to receive a Fulbright Schttlarship tt) the 
University of Londtjn. He received his 
master's degree from Btxstttn University 
in 1961. Tevnan was admitted tt) the 
Mas,sachusetts Bar in 1972 and practiced 
with Tevnan & Tevnan in Btxstttn. Active 
in a variety t)f Itxal community affairs, 
Tevnan also served t>n the Suflblk 
University Law Schtxtl Alumni Bt>ard 
of Directors.
He leaves three daughters, Anne M. 
"Nancy" t)f Dtrrchester, Jane Tevnan 
Blanchard of Duxbury, and Claire E. 
Edmttnson of Minneapttlis, MN; three .sons, 
John E. of South Weymouth, Charles R., JD 
'89, of Dorchester, and Thomas P, t)f South 
Boston; and nine grandchildren. His wife, 
Mary, died three years ago.
In Memoriam
Nichttlas Barbadttrt), JD ’38
Tire Ht)n. George N. Covett, JD .39
Leonard S. Vadala, JD ’40
Frederic H. Brttwn, JD ’42
Morris Cttles, JD ’50
The Httn. Francis P. Cullen, JD ’50
Dorothy M. McNamara, MA ’54 (Hon.)
The Hon. William H. Bariyjr., JD ’61
Arthur Demers, JD ’63
James Reilly, JD ’68
Gerald W. Rttque, JD ’68
Donald T. Bli.ss, JD ’70
Robert J. Catty, JD ’70
Rttlxrt F. Ft)ye, JD ’71
John Tevnan, JD ’71
Peter Dt>w, JD ’72
Maurice J. Nt)lan, JD ’74
Maryanne T. Conway, BA ’81, JD ’84
Audrey S. Cutler, JD ’85
Dorothy Wagg, JD ’85
Emmett J. Ballard, JD ’86
Jennifer Renna Ferreira, JD ’90
Lisa D. Castano, JD ’96
js
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Suffolk University Law School
Thanks You
Dear Alumni and Friends,
Thanks to the generosity of our many alumni and friends, the 
2002-2003 Fund Year was veiy successful. New gifts and pledges 
to the Law School were received from 2,722 donors and totaled; 
nearly $2 million. This impressive commitment by our alumni, 
friends, faculty and administration signals your confidence in our 
fumre. We are grateful for your steadfast support.
This Honor Roll of Donors is a special report that reflects all gifts 
and pledge payments made to the Law School totaling $100 or 
more. We also include the names of our Law School alumni and 
tmstees whose generosity reaches beyond the Law School to 
support the larger mission of Suffolk University.
Through the contributions of our donors, we have enhanced our 
ability to offer scholarship assistance, increased the resources of 
our library, initiated new programs, and supported faculty research
On behalf of the faculty, administration and students of Suffolk 
University Law School, I thank you for your loyalty and commit 
ment to our continued success.
Robert H. Smith
Dean and Professor of Law
Honor Roll of Donors
For the 2002-03 Fund Year 
(July 1, 2002 - June 30, 2003)
Recognition Societies
Summa Giving Society
President’s Circle $25,000 and above




$5,000 - $9,999 
$2,500 - $4,999 
$1,000 - $2,499
Other Annual Giving Societies. 
Archer Society $750 - $999 
Beacon Society $500 - $749 
Tremont Society $250 - $499 
Ashburton Society $100 - $249
■ ■■■
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Membership is conferred on donors once their cumulative 
lifetime contributions to any fund (campaign, annual fund, 
restricted or endowments) at Suffolk University reach or 
surpass $50,000.
Abdulsalam A. Al-Awadhi 
Bader J. Al-Bahar 
Fawzi M. Al-Saleh, JD ’96 
HLsham Al-Sultan
Dwight L. Allison, Sr., JD ’22, LLD ’SOf 
and Stella AllLson
Peter Aloisi, JD '72, Catherine AloLsi 
and Andrew Aloisi
Rae D. Anderson, BSBA ’54, MBA ’58f 
and Chri.stina D. Anderson 
Anonymous (2)
Harold A. "Bud” Beaudoin, JD ’56 
and Clara Beaudoin 
Leo L. Bottari, JD ’42f and 
Alice P. Bottarif
John A. Brennan, Jr., BSBA 70, JD '73 
and Patricia M. Brennan 
Warren G. Briggs 
and Renatii Briggsf 
Rexford A. Bri,stol, DCS '50t 
Melanie Ann Macaronis Brownf 
Nicholas A. Btioniconti, JD ’68, LLD ’93 
and Teresa M. Buoniconti 
Nelson G. Burke, JD ’35, DCS ’62f 
and Maiy G. Burke
The Hon. Uiwrence L, Cameron, JD ’51, 
DJUR ’67 and Bailwa G. Cameron, JD ’67t 
Michael R. Cappiello, JD ’49 
and Rolx'ita F. Cappiello 
Raymond A. Carye and Barbara Carye 
Iiwin and Rolaena Chafetz 
John P. Cha.se, DCS ’62f 
William F, Connell, DCS ’OOJ and 
Margot Connell 
John M. Corcoran, DCS ’82 
P. Leo and Helen Corcoran 
Derek W.F Coward and 
Jean Coward 
Eric A. Cre.s.sman and 
Joyce E, Cressman 
The Hon. Howard R. Croll, JD 73 
Cornelius P. Croninf 
Philip J. Crowe, Jr.
Robert B. Crowe, BA ’70, JD 73
Annette K. Curley, MAE ’68 
and Jay J. Curley, JD ’70 
Amiand P. D’Amato, JD ’69 
Armen Der Marderosian, BA ’58, JD ’60 
and Ann Der Marderosian, BA ’60 
Paul A. DiPierro, BA ’75 and 
Ro.semary A. DiPierro 
Gerard F. Doherty, JD ’60 and 
Marilyn M. Doherty 
Richard K. Donahue, LLD ’94 
Agnes F. Dri.scollt 
John N. Driscoll, BS ’65, DCS ’93 
and Joan M. Driscoll 
John R. Egan
Profeisor and Mrs. Clifford E. Elias, LLD ’99 
J. Newton Esdaile, LLD ’88J 
and Dorothy E.sdailet 
John E. Fenton, Jr., and 
There.sa A. Fenton 
Daniel J. Fem,JD ’31t 
Francis X. Flannery, MBA ’64, DCS ’91 
and Mary F. Flanneryt 
John B. Flemming, JD ’78 
Leonard Florence, DCS ’98 
H. Crowell Freeman, Jr., JD ’73 
Rolx-it S. Friedman, DSC ’65t 
Gerard A. Fulhamf 
Paul A. Gargano, BA ’60, JD ’63 
and Sheila K. Gargano 
Margaret A. Geraghty 
Richard F. Gibbs, JD ’70, LLD ’78f 
and Carol B. Gibbs 
John A. Gifford, JD ’36f and 
Leona A. Giffordf 
Jeanne D. Gingra.st 
Jtjhn Goldlaergt and Ethel Goldbergt 
Cecil H. Green, DCS ’78f 
and Ida M. Greenf 
Jo.seph G. Guerreiro, JD ’79 
Philip B. Holmes, DCS ’73t 
and Nelle L. Holme.sf 
Santi and Mary Inguantif 
J. Robert Johnson, BSBA '63, MBA ’68 
and Sandra John.son
t Deceased Donors
Thomas M. Joyce, Jr., JD 78 
Howard M. Kahalas, JD 72 
and Judith L. Kahalas 
Henry G. Kara, BSBA ’66, JD ’69 
Thomas Lamlrert, Jr.f and 
Elizabeth A. Lambert 
Herman Leventhal, JD ’31f 
Isidore M. Ubman, JD ’27, LLD ’87f 
and Sophie Libmanf 
James F. Linnehan, JD ’56, LLD ’99 
Peter S. Lynch, DCS ’94 
Paul V. Lyons, JD ’68, 
and Elaine N, Lyons 
Nicholas Macaronis, JD ’54, LLD ’00 
Prayudh Mahagitsiri and family 
Edward I. Ma.sterman, JD '50, LLD ’90 
and Sydell A, Masterman 
Gerald M. McCarthyt and 
Andrew J. McCarthy
Edward F. McDonnell, BSBA ’59, DCS 84 
James J. Mclnnis, JD ’65 
Andrew C. Meyer, Jr, JD ’74, LLD ’99 
and Ktithleen A. Meyer, JD '78 
The Hon. John Joseph Moakley,
JD ’56, DPA ’77t 
Stephen P. Mugar, DCS ’60|
Elizabeth Nevins Mulvey, JD ’83 and 
Tliomas P. Mtilvey, Jr, JD ’85 
James S. Munro, Jr, JD ’67 and 
Wendy Munro 
Stephen P. Novak, BSJ ’50t 
John J. O’Connor, BSBA ’73 
Arnold W. Ols.son, JD ’43t 
and Editli Ols.sont 
Brian T. O’Neill, JD 71 
William J. O’NeiU, Jr, JD ’74 
Gretchen A. Paigef 
E. Albert Pallot, JD '32, LLD ’78f 
and Honey Pallot 
A. Neil Pappalardo, DSC '96 
and Jane Pappalardo 
Carol Sawyer Parks, DCS ’82 
Louis L. and Lucille A. Peters 
Winfield S. Quinbyt 
Janies A. Radley 
Jerome Lyle Rappaport, LLD ’98 
George K. Regan, Jr, BSJ ’72 
Ronald J. Resmini, JD '68 
Donald E. Rodman, DCS ’96 
and Marilyn Rtxlman 
Richard M. Ro,senberg, BSJ ’52, DCS ’91 
and Barbara Ro.senbeig
The Hon. C. Edward Rowe, JD ’26,
DJ ’56, DJS ’69t
Francis A. Sagan, BS ’56, MAE ’57 
David J. Sargent, JD ’54, LLD ’78 
Camille F Sarrouf 
Frank Sawyer, DCS ’79t 
and Mildred F. Sawyerf 
Joan R. Sawyerf 
Pamela K. Scangas, BA ’72 
Joseph J. Senna, JD ’72 
Ritymond Shamie, DHL ’92f 
and Edna Shamie
James L. Sintros and Barbara Kendall 
Sintros, JD ’89
Abner R. Sisson, LLB ’28, LLD ’86f 
Larry E. Smitli, BSBA ’65 
Michael S. Smith, BSBA ’61 
James G. Sokolove, JD ’69 
Peter Sorgi and Lea C. Sorgi 
George H. Spillane, JD ’21, DCS ’48f 
and E,stlier Spillanef 
Rosalie K. Stahl 
Paul R. Sugannan, LLD ’89 
Chiirles W. Sullivanf 
and Anne L. Sullivan 
Charles W. Sullivan, Jr, JD ’84 
James F Sullivan 
Quinlan J. Sullivan III, BS ’85 
Anthony Tarricone, BS ’75, JD ’77 
Ethelanne Trent, BA ’92 
and Charles Silver 
Richard J. Trifiro, JD ’57, LLD ’87f 
Thomas A. Minderslice 
James Abbott Vaughn, JD ’32f,
Estate of Tlielma L. Vaughn 
Francis M. Vazzti, BSBA ’63 and 
Maryann Vazza
The Hon. Richard A. Voke, BA ’70, JD ’74 
Thomas R. Walsh, DHL ’88f 
and Ltiura F. Walsh 
Henry Ellis Warrenf 
Estate of Shirley E. Warrenf 
Peter L. Wech.sler, JD ’69 
and Marilyn Wechsler 
Drs. Johnf and Geraldine Weilf 
Harold Widett, JD ’32, DJ ’57f 
and Edith Widet
The team members in the Office of Advancement at Suffolk University Law School have worked diligently to assure that all donors, 
all gifts and all pledge payments have been accurately recorded in this document. If you feel we have made an error in any way in 
this listing, please contact us directly at 6J 7.305.6202. As always, we thank you for your generous support. t Deceased Donors
Members of Summa
Suffolk University Law School gratefully acknowledges 
leadership donors who made gifts and pledge payments 
of $1,000 or more during the 2002-03 fund year.
Summa Prhsident’s Circle 
Gifts of $25,000 and above 
Mary A. Anderson and Mark Anderson 
Michael R. Cappiello, JD ’49 
and Roberta F. Cappiello 
Irwin Chafetz and Roixirta Chafetz 
Donoghue Barret & Singal, PC 
Fidelity Investments Charittble Gift Fund 
Leonard Florence, DCS ’98 
Foley Hoag LU^
Margaret E. Ford Taist 
Paul V. Lyons, JD ’68 and Elaine M. Lyons 
Nicholas Macaronis, JD ’54, LLD ’00 
Carol Sawyer Parks, DCS '82 
Jerome Lyle Rttppaport, LLD ’98 
David J, Sargent, JD 54, LLD ’78 
James G. Sokolove, JD ’69 
James Abbott Vaughn, JD ’32f,
Estate of Thelma L. Vaughn 
The Hon. Richard A. Voke, BA ’70, JD ’74
Summa Dean’s Circle 
Gfts of $10,000 - $24,999 
Paul M. Barrett, JD ’83 
The Bo.ston Foundtition 
Jolin A. Brennan, Jr., BSBA ’70, JD ’73 
and Patricia M. Brennan 
Barry Brown and 
Ellen Shapiro Brown, JD ’81 
John M. Corcoran, DCS ’82 
Roliert B, Crowe, BA ’70, JD ’73 
Jay J. Curley, JD ’70 and 
Annette K. Curley, MAE ’68 
Gerard F. Doherty, JD ’60 
and Marilyn M. Doherty 
Roger D. Donoghue, JD ’83 
Alice Willard Dorr Foundation 
Dennis M. Duggan, Jr., JD ’78 
Thomas E. Dwyer, Jr., JD ’70 
Fleetlteton Financial 
Gadsby Hannah LLP 
Anne C. Geraghty 
Joseph G. Guerreiro, JD ’79
t Decea.sed Donors
Hale and Doit LLP 
E,state of Roixirt D. Hall, JD ’63 
Peter S. Jolmson, JD ’82 
Howard M. Kahalas, JD ’72 and 
Judith L. Kahalas 
TItoituis F. Lamlxrt, Jr. Endowed 
Charitable Tni.st 
James J. Mclnnis, JD ’65 
Andrew C. Meyer, Jr., JD ’74, LLD ’99 
and Kathleen A. Meyer, JD ’78 
John E. Murphy, Jr., JD '68 
Nixon Peabody LLP 
James W. O’Brien Foundation 
John J. O’Connor, BSBA ’73 
Lois Mailou Jones Piene-Noel Tai.st 
Ronald J. Resmini, JD '68 
Lisa Donahue Ro.se, JD ’98 
and Alan D. Ro,se, Jr.
Estate of Dorothy F. Rowell 
The Rev. Dr. Nicholas Sannella, JD ’84 
The Savings Bank Life lastirance 
Company of Ma.s.sachu.setts 
Ro.salie K. Stahl
Summa Founders 
Gifts of $5,000 - $9,999 
Catherine AloLsi and Andrew Aloisi 
Peter Aloisi, JD '72 
Aramark Service Center 
Mackey Barron 
Robert J. Bonsignore, JD ’85 
John D. Boyle, JD ’78 
and Maty Ellen T. Boyle 
Harold Brown and Maura Nolan Brown 
William A. Brown, JD '69 
Campus Stores of Ma,s,sachu.setts, Inc. 
Richard I. dayman, JD ’72 
Dino M. Colucci, JD ’88 
Eric A. Crc.s.sman and Joyce E. Cressman 
Armen Der Marderosian, BA ’58, JD ’60 
and Ann Der Marderosian, BA ’60 
Profe,s,sor and Mrs. Clifford E. Elias, LLD ’99 
John E. Fenton, Jr., and Theresa A. Fenton 
FLsh & Richardson, PC
Francis X. Flannery, MBA ’64, DCS ’91 
and Mary F. Flanneiyt 
Cliristine N, Garvey, JD ’72 
Michael K. Gillis, JD '82 
Jolin & Ethel Goldixrg Fund 
HB Communications, Inc.
William T. Hogan III, JD ’81 
and Susan R. Hogan 
Hogan, Roache & Malone 
Holland & Knight LU>
Brian M. Hurley, JD ’75 
Cliristopher A, lannella, Jr., JD ’77 
lannella & Mummolo 
George N. Keches, JD ’75 
Keches and Mallen, PC 
William F. Kennedy, Jr., JD ’79 
James F. Linnehan, JD 56, LLD ’99 
Lubin & Meyer PC 
The Hon. John R. Maher, JD ’68 
Richard T. Mallen, JD ’78 
Massachusetts Bar Association 
Michael J. McCormack, JD ’72 
The Hon. Martin T. Meehan,
MPA ’81, JD ’86, LLD ’97 
Dante G. Mummolo, JD '73 
Su.san B. Ni.s,senbaum, JD ’77 
The Hon. Jo.seph R. Nolan, LLD ’81 
and Margaret M. Nolan, MEd ’78 
Nutter, McGlermen & Fish, LLP 
O’Connor ik Ryan, PC 
Brian T. O’Neill, JD’71 
William J. O’Neill, Jr., JD ’74 
Tire Hon. Barirara S. Pearson, JD ’75 
and John H. Pearson, Jr., JD ’75 
Rtickemtinn, Sawyer tk Brewster 
Samuel Rotondi, JD ’72 
Richard L. Rubino, JD '69 
Paul M. Ru.s.sell, JD ’90 
Edward P. Ryan, Jr., JD’76 
Gardiner Howland Shaw Foundation 
Rolxil H. Smith 
SULS .Student Bar As.s<K'iation 
Tliomton tk Naiimes LLP 
Vincent J, Trantolo, JD ’71 
The University of Vermont 
KennetliJ. Vacovec, JD '75 
Vacovec, Mayotte & Singer 
Francis M. Vazza, BSBA '63 and 
Maryann Vazza 
Augustus F, Wagner Jr., JD ’67 
Barbara L. Walthers, JD ’81
Suzanne L. Welder and Williani M. Weber 
Donald E. Wliite 
Richard White Sons, Inc.
SiiMMA Benefactors
Gifts of $2,500 - $4,999
Kathryn L. Battillo
Frederick A. Bazley, JD ’62
Kevin J. Buckley
John N. Calvino, JD ’67
The Hon, Lawrence L. Cameron,
JD ’51, DJUR ’67 
RotertW. Casby,JD’82 
CATIC Foundation, Inc.
Michael F. Connolly, JD ’87 
Sidney Covich
Marion L. Decrow Memorial Foundation 
Mai^erite J. Dennis and Ru.s,sell N. Dennis 
Marc A. Diller, JD ’99 
William Diller, JD ’69 
Robert J. Flerning, BA ’64, JD ’68 
and Janice C. Fleming 
H. Crowell Freeman, Jr., JD 73 
Margaret A. Geraghty 
Jo,seph W. Glannon and Ann M. Glannon 
Baice K. Gribens, JD ’91 
and Jacqueline A. Gribens, JD ’91 
Janelon As,sociates 
Henry G. Kara, BSBA ’66, JD ’69 
Knight, Bagge & Anderson, Inc.
James A. Lack, JD ’96 
Roixrrt J.C. LeBlanc, BSBA ’66 
Mickiel E. Lombard, BS ’74, JD ’78 
Herlxirt Lemelman and LoLs Lemelman 
Kathleen McDennon, JD ’86 
James T. Morris, JD ’71 
Michael R. Pizziferri, LLM ’65 
Quinn ik Monis, PC 
Stephen B. Ro.sales, JD ’80 
Lewis A. Sasscxrn, JD ’69 
Neil R. Schauer, MBA ’69, JD ’69 
JanLs Boyarsky Schiff, JD ’83 
Gavin W, Scotti, JD ’68 
John C. Scully, CLU, DCS ’86 
and Barbara Scully 
James L, Sintros and 
Barbara Kendall Sintros, JD ’89 
Peter Soigi and Lea C. Sorgi 
Charles W. Sullivanf and 
Anne L. Sullivan
Charles W. Sullivan, Jr., JD ’84 
Diane C. TilloLson, JD ’78 
Gerald H. 'Van Dam, JD ’69 
Barbara A. Weiner
The Winn Family Charitable Foundation 
Thomas J. Wynn, JD ’68, LLD ’82 
Mario J. Zangari, JD ’69
SuMMA Members 
Gifts of $1,000 - $2,499 
Antonio Afonso, Jr., JD ’83 
and Rita Tircxci-Afon.so, JD ’83 
Peter Ambrosini 
J. Cliri.stopher Amrhein, JD '74 
and Mary L. Amrhein, JD ’80 
Jo.seph Anton, JD ’80 
Andrea E. Bader, JD ’89 
R. Lisle Baker 
David F. Bander, JD ’82 
Edward J. Bander 
Eliztitetli A. Bankowski 
Loren S. Batchelder, JD ’91 
Amolci J. Bennett, JD ’73 
Howard M. Berger, JD ’74 
John J. Bey.stehner, JD ’77 
Karen M. Blum,JD ’74 
Kathy Bogosian 
Mark B. Borteck, JD ’70 
Lawrence F. Boyle, JD ’78 
Brian T. Brandt, JD ’96 
Donna DeSimone Buckley, BS ’81, JD ’85 
and Neil G. Buckley, Jr., BA ’79, MBA ’82 
Charles M. Bumim 
Rotert H. Burrage, Jr., JD ’56 
Brian T. Callahan and A. Loretta Callalian 
Stephen J. Callalian, JD 75 
Tlie Hon. Frank Giprio, JD ’65, LLD ’91 
CariUts Christi Healthcare 
Alfred J. Carolan, Jr., JD 72 and 
Katlileen M, Carolan, JD ’88 
Peter J. Caruso, Sr., JD ’75 
Paul Cherecwich, Jr., JD ’71 
David E. Cherny, JD ’81 
Choate, Hall & Stewart 
James P. Cleary III, JD ’77 
Joseph A. Cleary, JD ’77 
Edward P. Coady, JD ’85 and 
Janice Cameron Coady, JD ’85 
Dana S, Cohen, JD ’83 
Joseph Meyer Cohen, JD ’50
Darin M. Colucci, JD ’93 
George T. Comeau, BS ’88, MPA ’93,
JD ’99 and Patricia A. McDennott, BS ’92 
Anthony A. Copani, JD ’80 
LeoJ. Corcoran, JD ’84 
Martin S. Co.sgrove, JD ’67 
Michael J. Costello 
Patricia A. Castigan, JD ’83 
Nancy Burnell Coughlin, JD ’95 
William F. Couglilin 
Lorraine D. Cove 
Joseph D. Cronin 
Gary C. Cro,ssen, JD ’77 
John F. Cullen, JD ’76 
Leopold P. DeFusco, JD ’81 
Michael J. Delaney, JD ’79 
and Mary R. Delaney 
John C. Deliso, JD ’72 
Michael DeMarco, BA ’68, JD ’71 
and Ktitherine DeMarco 
Gerald C. DeMaria, JD ’67 
and Tere.sa A. DeMaria 
Jonathan J. DeiHy, JD ’88 
Qirtrl A. G. DiMento, JD ’77 
and William R. DiMento, JD 71 
Brian G. Doherty, JD '77 
John T. Donoghue, JD ’72 
Tlie Hon. Maura Sweeney Dtryle, JD ’81 
and Francis J. Doyle, BS ’83, JD ’86 
Shirley A. Doyle, JD ’79 
and Francis A. Ford, JD ’78 
Harold E. Dreyer, JD ’64 
Kelly L. Dri.scoll, JD ’87 
Neil R. Dri.scoll, JD ’60 
Michael S. Daicker, JD ’93 
Frank J. Dmmmond, JD ’51 
R. Demare.st Duckworth III, JD ’76 
David Dunn, BSBA ’66, JD ’70 
Tlie Eagle-Tribune 
Gail N. Ellis
Anthony G. Eonas, JD ’75 
and Cordelia M. Eonas 
Valerie C. Epps
The Hon. Bany M. Faber, JD ’68 
and Adele Gros.sman Faber 
Edward J. Faneuil, JD ’77 
Thomas B. Farrey III, JD ’80 
Bernadette Twomey Feeley, BSJ ’78,
JD ’81 and Timotliy Q. Feeley, JD ’81 
Michael L. Feeley, JD ’99
The team members in the Ojfice of Advancement at Suffolk University' Law School have worked diligently to assure that all donors, 
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The Hon. Eileen P. Fennessy, JD 73 
Gary L. Fialky, JD '67 
Mark Fitzsimmons, JD ’77 
Mark Ford, JD ’91 
Jo.seph A. Franco 
Carol-Arm T, Fraser, JD ’89 
and John C. Fra.ser, JD ’89 
Owen T. Gallagher, JD ’67 
Nancy C. Garatedian 
and Mark C. Garabedian 
John J. Gardner, JD ’31 
and Frances A. Gardner 
The Hon. Robert W. Gardner, Jr, JD 75 
and M. Jacqueline Gardner 
Richard A. Gargiulo, JD ’67 
and Andrea W. Gargiulo, JD ’72 
Gerald S. Gamick, JD ’68 
Lee Garri,son, JD ’91 
Russell A. Gaudreau, Jr, JD ’68 
and Elizabeth F. Gaudreau 
Deirdre G. Gavin, JD ’91 
Gail K. Gelb, JD ’83 
Michael G. Geoige, BA ’83 
The Hon. Edward M. Ginsburg 
and Julie E. Ginsburg, JD ’88 
Dwight Golann 
Arthur Goldberg, JD ’74 
Ann L. Goodwin ;md 
Harold B. Goodwin, Sr.
Goodwin, Procter LLP 
David M. Gottesman, JD ’73 
Kennetlt A. Graham, JD ’77 
Edward D. Grayson and Alice A.
McLaughlin Grayson 
James H. Greene, JD 75 
R. NeLson Griebel, JD 77 
James F. Haley, Jr, JD 75 and 
Jacqueline Nolan-Haley, JD 75 
Brendan M. Hare, JD ’73 
Bernard P. Healy, JD ’78 
Tliomas F. Healy, JD ’79 and Joan S. Healy 
Tile Hon, Paul P, Heffeman, JD ’71 
Avrom J. Herb.ster JD ’72 
Jeanne M. Hession, LLB ’56, DJS 74 
Marguerite E. He.ssion 
Daniel J. Hogan, JD ’94 
Stephen N. Hollman, JD ’68 
Merita A. Hopkins, JD ’79 
Tliomas C. Hoigan, BSBA ’70, JD ’74
The Hon. Ridiaixl C. Howard, BSJ 77, JD ’81
Carl I. Hoyer,JD ’60
Harry E. Hoyt, JD ’65
Jay W. Hughe.s,Jr,JD ’81
John D. Hughes III, JD ’74
The Hon. Jolm J. Irwin, Jr.
Bernard A. Jackvony, JD ’70 
Robert W. Jewett, JD ’78 
J. Robert Jolin.son, BSBA ’63, MBA ’68 
and Sandra Johason 
The Hon. Michael P. Joyce, JD ’68 
Catlierine T, Judge, JD ’57, LLM ’60 
Jeanne S. Kangas, JD ’80 
RolxirtT. Kams,JD '74 
Sylvia KtiLsenes, BA '63, JD ’66 
Paul R. Keane, JD ’80 
and Linda Boyd Keane 
David B, Keeffe, JD ’75 
and Carol Ann Keeffe 
Bernard V. Keenan 
and Maureen T. Keenan, JD ’85 
Paul F. Kelly, JD ’75 
Larry C. Kenna, JD 75 
Joseph L. Kennedy 
and Mary-Lee Kennedy 
Annette Gonthier Kiely, JD ’81 
Charles P. Kindregan 
Bradley D. King, JD ’77 
and Rochelle King 
David King 
Helen C. Kingsley 
Peter C. Knight, JD ’74 
Hamid R. Kolahi, JD ’91 
Joan E. Kolligian, JD ’78 
Helen D. Knilewich, JD ’74 
and Leonard M. Krulewich, JD ’72 
Francis Lafayette, JD 71 
Laurent P. biniliert, JD ’73 
Francis J. Larkin, JD 11 
Richard A. Leahy, LLB ’55 
Frank A. Leone, JD ’75 
Liberty Muaial In.surance Co.
The Hon. Martin F. Loughlin, JD ’51, LLD 79
NeLson P. Lovins, JD ’68
Mrs, John W, Lynch
Gregory J, Lyons
Cyntliia P, Macdonald, JD ’89
Peter F. MacDonald, JD ’62
Meghan L. Mahoney, JD ’94
The Hon. Paul F. Mahoney, BA ’63, JD ’69
Alfred 1. Male,son
Janet L. Makxif, JD ’79 
KimV. Marrkand,JD’84 
Delxirah Marson, JD ’78 
Francis X. Martin, JD ’40 
John C. Martland, JD 78 
Dorothy M. Mawn 
WUliani P, Mayer 
Francis P, McDermott, JD ’58 
and Dorothy J. McDermott 
Joseph F. McDowell 111, JD 71 
Jo.seph J. McGair, JD ’70 
WiUiamT McGrail,JD71 
and Judith F, McGrail 
Thomas F. McKenna, Jr., BSBA ’63, JD ’67 
Walter H. McUiughlin, Jr.
Mintz Levin Cohn Ferris Glovsky 
and Popeo, PC 
Katlileen M. Mitchell, JD ’81 
Michael E. Mone, LLD ’99 
Thomas A. Monti, JD ’83 
James F. Moran, JD ’92 and 
MaryelLse Moran, BSBA ’95 
Morrison, Mahoney & Miller 
Norman Morse, JD ’72 
and Lois T. Morse, JD ’72 
Gerald T. Mulligan 
James S. Munro, Jr, JD ’67 
and Wendy Munro 
Arthur P. Muiphy, JD ’64 
Kevin V. Murphy, JD ’75 
James E. NeLson 
Jolm J, O'Brien, JD ’64 
John 'Vincent O’Callaghan, JD ’89 
Philip D, O’Connell, Jr, JD 72 
Alfred J. O’Donovan III, JD ’74 
Mary E. O’Neal, JD ’81 
Charles T. O’Neill, JD ’76 and 
Mary Ellen Neylon 
Bernard M, Oitwein II, JD 72 
and Jeannine M. Wheaton, JD ’87 
David A. Pace, JD ’85 
Daniel J. Pagnano, JD ’78 
Rolx-rt D. Parrillo, JD ’74 
Phililx;rt L. Pellegrini, JD ’41 
Marc G. and Linda S, Perlin 
Richard M, Perlmutter 
Tlie Hon. Charlotte Anne Perretta,
JD '67, LLD '80 
Edmund R. Pitcher, JD ’74 
Richard G. Pizzano, BA '63, JD ’66 
and Joan S. Pizzano, BSG ’75, JD ’80 
Tanya M. Plant, JD ’67 
Holly M. Polgla.se, JD '88
t Deceased Donors
PricewaterhoLiseCoopers 
Helen A. Quigley, JD ’88 
RSM McGladery, Inc.
Charles N. Redihan, Jr., JD 76
Marsha E. Rich, JD ’83
Francis X. Ridge, Jr, BA 71, JD ’75
Janice E. Robbins, JD 78
Mary E. Rogers, JD ’89
Mr. and Mrs. Wil.son D. Rogers, Jr.
Samuel D. Rosen, JD ’69 
Sidney J. Rosenthal, AA ’55, JD ’56 
Mitchel S. Ross 
Daniel Paul Ru,s.so, JD ’78 
and Judith H. Russo 
Thomas J. Ryan, JD ’74 
David J. Saliba, AA ’49, JD ’52 
and Gilda "V. Saliba, BA ’50 
Ro.semarie E. Sansone 
Joseph A. Samo, JD ’78 
The Hon. Karyn F. Scheier 
and Stan Dollrerg 
William P. Shack, JD ’78 
Alan B. Sharaf, JD ’87 
Alan C. Shrayer, JD ’68 
Robert S. Sinsheimer, JD ’79 
Peter P. Slepchuk, Jr, JD ’77 
Wayne E. Smitli, BSBA ’77, JD ’82 
Ru.ssell C. Solrelman, JD ’86 
Anthony K. Stankiewicz, JD ’87 
Tire Hon. Rolrert L. Steadman, JD ’51, ELD ’92 
The Hon. Michael T. Stella, Jr, JD ’68 
Philip Strome, JD ’33 
Henry A. Sullivan, JD ’84 
Mark E. Sullivan, JD ’79 
Howard H. Swartz, JD ’78 
Tommy F. Thompson 
Pliilip A. Tracy, Jr, JD ’74 
Carol E. Tully, JD ’81 
Richard P. Vacco, JD ’67 
and Marjeanne B. Vacco 
Mario T. Villanti, JD ’37 
Tliomas H. Ward, JD ’75 
Jane F. Welch, MS ’79, CAGS ’89 
and Wade M. Welch 
JolinC, ■Wliite,JD’80and 
Mary E)acey ’Wliite, JD 78 
James H. Wick, JD 73 
Midge Wilcke and Ruben Pollard 
The Winn Family 
Wynn & Wynn, PC 
Donald J. Wynne, JD ’80 
Gary F Zerola, BS ’94, JD ’98, MPA ’98
Law School Giving by Class Year 
The La-w School deeply appreciates the participation of 
all of its alumni. The follo’wing class lists include gifts 
and pledge payments of $100 or more made during 
the 2002-03 fund year.
Class of 1931 
Summa Members 
John J. Gardner
Class of 1932 
Summa President’s Circle 
James Abbott Vaughnf
Class of 1933 
Summa Members 
Philip Strome
Class of 1937 
Summa Members 
Mario T. Villanti
Class of 1938 
Tremont Society 
Aurio J. Pierro 
Ashburton Society 
James K. Glidden 
Charles Eliot Sands
Class of 1939 
Archer Society 
John P. Larkin 
Ashburton Society 
George Raymond Drew
Class of 1940 
Summa Members 
Francis X. Martin 
Ashburton Society 
Ashelen P Senopoulos
Class of 1941 
Summa Members 
Philibert L. Pellegrini 
Tremont Society 
John F. Pepi 
Ashburton Society 
The Hon. Benjamin Apkin 
The Hon. Bernard Lenhoff
Class of 1943 
Ashburton Society 
The Hon. John P Donnelly 
Tile Hon. Reno J. Orlando, AA ’40 
Charles W. Trombly, Sr.
Class of 1947 
Beacon Society 
Benjamin I. Dandes 
Ashburton Society 
Joseph R. Santos
Class of 1948 
Beacon Society 
Arthur M. Bobrick
Class of 1949 
Summa President’s Circle 
Michael R. Cappiello 
Ashburton Society 
The Hon. Arthur G. Coffey 
John T. McKeil 
Elihu Pearlman
Class of 1950 
Summa Members 
Jo.seph Meyer Cohen 
Beacon Society 
Jolin P. Linehan 
Edward 1. Mastennan, LLD ’90 
Tremont Society 
Richard F Bonasera, BA ’52 
Irving Gcxximan 
John P. Pollis 
Ashburton Society 
Francis H. Boland 
Anthony L. Dil^ardo 
Savas Hantzes 
Clyde L. Wheeler
Class of 1951 
Summa Benefactors 
Tlie Hon. Lawrence L. Cameron,
DJUR ’67 
Summa Members 
Frank J. Drummond 
The Hon, Martin F. Loughlin, LLD ’79 
The Hon. Robert L. Steadman, LLD ’92 
Ashburton Society 
Wallace H. Levy 
John F. McLaughlin, Jr.
Raymond J. Salmonf 
Roland I. Wood
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Class of 1952 
Summa Members 
David J. Saliba, AA ’49 
Archer Society 
Robert J. Bevilacqua 
Beacon Society 
Eugene L. Tougas 
Tremont Society 
Charming R, Coveney 
Ashburton Society 
Henry F. Kearney 
James P. Sullivan
Class of 1953 
Ashburton Society 
Elliot M. Goodman 
Thomas J. Roche, AA ’50
Class of 1954 
Summa President’s Circle 
Nicholas Mac-aronis, LED ’00 
David J. Sargent, IXD ’78 
Tremont Society 
James H. Bums 
Ashburton Society 
Joseph F. Ditommaso 
Henry H. Silverman, BA ’54
Class of 1955 
Summa Members 




The Hon. William J. Luby 
Ashburton Society 
Richard S. Brody, BSBA ’52 
Tlie Hon. Jolin H. O’Neil 
Sidney Smookler
Class of 1956 
Summa Founders 
James F. Linnehan, LLD ’99 
Summa Members 
Rolx.‘rt H. Bun-age, Jr.
Jeanne M. He.ssion, DJS 74 
Sidney J. Ro.senthal, AA ’55 
Ashburton Society 
John W. Gastello
Class of 1957 
Summa Members 
Catherine T. Judge, LLM ’60 
Tremont Society
The Hon. Paul J. Fitzpatrick, BA ’56 
Frank W. Morris, Jr.
Ashburton Society 
Raymond J. McNulty
Class of 1958 
Summa Members 
Francis P. McDermott 
Beacon Society 
James T. Regan, BA ’57 
Tremont Society
Paul J. Moriarty, BSBA ’54, MBA '61 
Ashburton Society 
Philip S. luliano, BA ’56 
Noniian W. King 
Alfred A. Sollitto
Class of 1959 
Tremont Society 
Dorothy A. Caprera, LLD ’78 
The Hon. Paul J. Cavanaugh, BA ’57 
Ashburton Society 
Henry W. Dardinski 
Roliert C. Picavet
Class of I960 
Summa Dean's Circle 
Gerard F. Doherty 
Summa Founders 
Armen Der Marderosian, BA ’58 
Summa Members 
Neil R. Dri,scoll 
Carl I. Hoyer 
Tremont Society 




Class of 1961 
Tremont Society 
The Hon. John M. Xifaras 
Ashburton Society 
Michael T. Breen, BA ’55 
Joseph F. Tower, Jr.
Class of 1962 
Summa Benefactors 
Frederick A. Bazley 
Summa Members 
Peter F. MacDonald 
Tremont Society 
Paul L. Cummings 
Charles W. Vining, BS ’59 
Ashburton Society 
Richard P. Howe, Sr,
John J. McLaughlin, BSBA ’59 
Francis J. Thornton
John C. Tieman, LLM ’67 
The Hon. Samuel E. Zoll, LLD ’77
Class of 1963 
Summa Dean's Circle 
Rotert D. Halit 
Tremont Society 
Paul R. Cox 
Paul D. Faherty 
Ashburton Society 
The Hon. George L. Manias 
Albert M. Newell
Class of 1964 
Summa Members 
Harold E. Dreyer 
Arthur P. Murphy 
JohnJ. O’Brien 
Tremont Society 




Richard J, Underwood, MBA ’60
Class of 1965 
Summa Dean's Circle 
James J. Mclnnis 
Summa Benefactors 
Michael R. Pizziferri 
Summa Members 
The Hon. Frank Caprio, LLD '91 
Hairy E. Hoyt 
Tremont Society
Patricia I. Brown, BA '55, MBA ’70 
Ashburton Society 
J. Peter Griffin 
Richard L, Haight 
Leonard I, Singer 
Ellen P Trevors 
diaries W. Trombly, Jr.
Class of 1966 
Summa Members 
Sylvia KaLsenes, BA '63 
Richard G. Pizzano, BA ’63 
Archer Society 
Rolxrrt W. Plunkett 
Beacon Society 
Stanley W, Sokoloff 
Tremont Society 
Phillip M. Davis 
Stephen G. Linder 
Richard G. Renames, BA ’62
t Deceased Donors
Ashburton Society 
Gerald H. Cohen 
Angelo R. Fisichella
Class of 1967 
Summa Founders 
Augustus F. Wagner Jr.
Summa Benefactors 
John N. Calvino 
Summa Members 
Martin S. Co.sgrove 
Gerald C. DeMaria 
Gary L. Fialky 
Owen T, Gallagher 
Richard A. Gargiulo 
Tliomas F. McKenna, Jr,, BSBA ’63 
James S. Munro, Jr.
The Hon. Charlotte A. Rerretta, LLD ’80 
Tanya M. Plaut 
Richard P. Vacco 
Beacon Society 
Francis A. Rowen, Jr,
Don J, Virostek 
Tremont Society 
Robert J. Annese, BSBA ’63 
Anthony J. Catalano 
The Hon. Paul D. Lewis 
George W. Noone 
JohnT, Walsh, Jr.
Richard L. Zi.s,son 
Ashburton Society 
John J. Crowley, Jr.
Marshall L, Field 
Robert J. Galvin 
Frank J. Gross, BSBA ’63 
James X. Kenneally 
Charles M, Lyons ill 
John L. Palmer 
Howard M. Ru,s,sell 
Anthony J. Vigliotti
Class of 1968 
Summa President's Circle 
Paul V. Lyons 
Summa Dean's Circle 
John E. Murphy, Jr.
Ronald J. Resmini 
Summa Founders 
The Hon. John R. Maher 
Summa Benefactors 
Robert J. Fleming, BA ’64 
Gavin W, Scotti 
Thomas J. Wynn, LLD ’82 
Summa Members 
The Hon. Barry M. Faber
Gerald S. Gamick 
Rus.seU A. Gaudreau, Jr.
Stephen N, Hollman 
The Hon. Michael P. Joyce 
Nelson P. Lovins 
Alan C. Shrayer 
The Hon. Michael T. Stella, Jr. 
Beacon Society 
Thomas J, Burke, BA ’65 
Paul J. DiMaio, Jr.
Frederick T. Golder 
Gordon H. Sellon 
The Hon. Peter A. ’Veils 
Tremont Society 
Stephen N. Hollman 
Ashburton Society 
Gerard A, Butler 
Francis S. Moran, Jr.
Philip D. Moran 
Jolm P. Mulvee 
George F. Murphy 
Peter M, Nicholson 
Vincent P. Pusateri 
Jolm D. Ryder




William E. Walsh, BA ’64
David A. Wiseman, BSBA ’65
Class of 1969 
Summa President’s Circle 
James G. Sokolove 
Summa Founders 
William A. Brown 
Richard L. Rubino 
Summa Benefactors 
William DUler 
Henry G. Kara, BSBA ’66 
Lewis A. Sa.ssoon 
Neil R. Schauer, MBA ’69 
Gerald H. Van Dam 
Mario J. Zangari 
Summa Members 
The Hon. Paul F, Mahoney, BA ’63 
Samuel D. Rosen 
Beacon Society 
John R. Lamont 
Michael W. Morris 
Roger Phillips 
Domenic Scalise 
Robert B. Serino 
Nestor A. Winters
Tremont Society 
James J. Gapstur 
The Hon. Joseph L. Hart, Jr. 
Paul E, Houde 
Richard B. Osterberg 
Robert N. Rook 
Ashburton Society 
Bruce E. Bergman 
Patrick R. Carroll 
Grafton J. Corbett III 
Kevin M. Cuddy 
J. David Damico 
Roger H. Davis 
John C, DiGiovanna 
David C. Dilscoll 
David P. Gadbois 
Joseph M. Gately 
Charles I, Kaplan, BSBA ’66 
Leonard J. Libemian, BSBA ’66 
Terrance S. Martiesian 
Robert R. Nocera 
The Hon. Peter J. Panuthos 
Prof. Douglas D. Scherer 
The Hon. John C. Steveas III 
William H. Walsh, BSBA ’66 
John C. Webster III 
Stephen W. Wight
Class of 1970 
Summa Dean ’s Circle 
JayJ. Curley 
Tliomas E. Dwyer, Jr.
Summa Members 
Mark B. Borteck 
David Dunn, BSBA ’66 
Bernard A, Jackvony 
Jo.seph J. McGair 
Archer Society 
Bernard J. Berkowitz 
Beacon Society 
E. Thomas Brennan, Jr. 
Sheldon M. Drucker 
Daniel J. Grieco II 
Francis J. Sally 
Stephen H. Schedmer 
Tremont Society 
Albert P. Roberts 
Jane Fischer Sharp 
Ashburton Society 
Nelson S. Baker 
Stephen E. Cicilline 
The Hon. Albert S. Dabrowski 
Alfred E. Frizelle, BSBA ’66 
Mitchell A, Gorkin 
Peter W. Gravelle
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James M. Hanington 
John P. Healey



















Michael DeMarco, BA '68 
William R. DLMento 
The Hon. Paul P. Heffernan 
Francis Lafayette 
Joseph F. McDtrwell III 
William T. McGrail
Beacon Society






Alfred E. Saggese, Jr.
Howard A. Tafshoff 
Joel H. Ziev
Fremont Society 
Walter E. Chambers 
Vincent A. DeCe.sare 
Dennis H. Greeastein 
Jo.seph F. Griffin, BA ’68 
Richard A. Kroll 
Valentino D. Lombardi 
Harley M. Sacks
Ashburton Society 
Jerome J. Am.ster 
Richard O. Asadcxrrian, MBA '68 
J. Michael Cantore, Jr.
Francis J. Caufield 
Marc G. Comjean 
Hugh C. Crall 
Pauline Dana-Bashian 
Ronald P. Donn 
William S. Feingold 
John B. Gould, Jr.
t Deceased Donore
Carl P. Gross 
Herbert E. Harris, Jr.
David J. Hart 
Robert L. Hemeon 
David H. Leach 
Daniel J. Looney, Jr.
The Hon. James H. Mc-Guinne.ss, Jr.
Duncan E. McLeod
Brian E. McManus
William J. Pa.squina, BA ’65
Leslie P. Poro.soff




Class of 1972 
Summa Dean's Circle 
Howard M. Kahalas 
Summa Founders 
Peter Alois!
Richard I. dayman 
Christine Newman Garvey 
Michael J. McComiack 
Samuel Rotondi 
Summa Members 
Alfred J. Carolan, Jr.
John C. Deliso 
John T. Donoghue 
AvromJ. Herbster 
Leonard M. Krulewich 
Francis J. Larkin 
Lois T. Morse 
Nomian Mor.se 
Philip D. O’Connell, Jr.
Bernard M. Ortwein II 
Archer Society 
Franklin G. Pilicy 
Michael J. Tarshi, BA ’58 
Beacon Scxiety 
Ricliard A. Cutter 
John Ignatius Fitzgerald 
Joshua Friedman 
Robert J. O’Sullivan 
Michael J. Riselli 
Ira J. Schaefer 
Artliur B. Smith 
Edmund J. Waters, Jr.
Fremont Society 
Herlrert G. Berezin 
Peter A. Borrok 
Joseph B. Catty, Jr.
Michael P. Gale 
Frank P. Lombard, Jr.
Tile Hon. Bonnie H. MacLeod 
Philip S. Morten.sen 
Edward F. Perlman
Richard L. Tuck 
Ashburton Scxiety 
Blaise P. Bertliiaume 
Philip R. Boncore 
Arthur J. Breault, Jr.
Jo.seph T. Cefalo, Jr.
Edward A. Counihan, IV















The Hon. Thomas A. Lynch
James J. McGair
Richard W. McLeod




John R. Payne, Jr.
Francis T. Reynolds 
Ronald W. Rice 
Frederick W. Riley, BS ’67 
Roix'rt R. Ruddock 
Roland Segaiini, Jr.
Paul E. Troy 
Philip S. Van Hook 
John A. Zucchi
Ci.Ass OF 1973 
Summa Dean's Circle 
John A. Brennan, Jr., BSBA ’70 
Robert B. Crowe, BA ’70 
Summa Founciers 
Dtinte G. Mummolo 
Summa Benefactors
H. Crowell Freeman, Jr. 
Summa Memihe^ts 
Arnold J. Bennett 
'Fite Hon. Eileen P. Fennessy 
David M. Gotte.sman 
Brendtin M. Hare 
Ltiurent P. latmbert 
James H. Wick 
Beacon Society 




The Hon. Regina L, Quinlan
Tremont Society 
Janies T. Belliveau 
Joseph L. Bornstein 
Arthur M. Connelly 
Joseph J. Connolly 
Maureen Dewan 
Peter L. Ettenlierg 
Robert M, Geruso 
Charles R. Levin 
The Hon. Andrew L. Mandell 
Charles A. Murray III 
Mark L. Smith
Ashburton Society 
William F. Barry 
Robert A. Bonner 
Frank Buckley 
Charlotte C. Burrage 
Nicholas R. Burrage 
The Hon. Don L. Carpenter 
The Hon. Norman E. Champagne 
Frank D. Colagiovanni 
James W. DeAdder, Jr.
R. Ray Dennis 
Frank E. Eastman












Albert H. Rus.sell, Jr.
JohnJ. Sanford 
Allen L. Shulman 
William J. Smith 
William S. Toulopoulos 
WUliam W. Tracy 
Stephen G. Viegas 
Richard S. Weiss 




The Hon. Richard A. Yoke, BA ’70
Summa Dean's Circle
Andrew C. Meyer, Jr., LTD ’99
Summa Founders 
William J. O’Neill, Jr.
Summa Members 
J. Christopher Amrhein 
Howard M. Berger 
Karen M. Blum 
Artliur Goldbeig 
Thomas C. Horgan, BSBA ’70 
Jolin D. Hughes III 
Robert T. Karns 
Peter C. Knight 
Helen D. Kailewich 
Alfred J. O’Donovan III 
Robert D. Parrillo 
Edmund R. Pitcher 
Thomas J. Ryan 
Philip A. Tracy, Jr.
Beacon Society 
David J. Bain, Jr.
Jeffrey A. Blum 
Herlrert W. Boudreau, Jr. 
Robert E. Brooks, BA ’68 
Philip J. Byers 
William F. Coyne, Jr.
David A. Elliott 
Thomas W. Gately 
Gerald P. Hendrick 
James J. Higgins, Jr.
Roliert F. Kelley 
Mark A. McComiskey, Jr. 
Alexander L. Mo.schella, Jr. 
The Hon. David G. Sacks 
Nancy R. Tarlow
Tremont Society 
Donald J. Barry, Jr.
G. Arthur Brennan 
AlanJ. Dane 
Richard S. Goldman 
Htrward N. Gomey 
Michael A. Laurano 
Alan S. Pierce
The Hon. Daniel A. Samo, Jr.
Ashburton Society 
Gary G. Attmore 
William M. Bennett 
Norman Bemian 
Daniel T. Blake 
Robert R. Carey 
Francis G. Chase 
James W. Clarkin 
Michael Dennis 
Raymond Dettore, Jr.
Francis D. Dibble, Jr.
RiLssell G. Donaldson
The Hon. Elizalaeth B. Donovan
John F. Donovan




Daniel J. Foley, Jr.
Rtrlrert N. Fratar 
Myron Goldenterg 
Richard A. Goren 
Patrick O. Hayes, Jr.
Michael E. Hennan 
James F. Holzer 
The Hon. Paul F. Lcxtonto 
Joseph J. Maher, Jr.
Rolx;rt T. Mahoney 
Richard P. Maloney 
Robert L. Marder 
Daniel J. McDevitt 
Jo.seph E. Milardo, Jr.
Thomas D. Murphy, Jr.
Gerald Pearl.stein 
Bruce G. Pollock 
Ronald A. Pre.ssman 
Paul L. Reilier III 
Robert A. Shuman 
Edward J. Smith 
Edward P. Smith 
J. Richard Smith 





Brian M. Hurley 
Geoige N. Keches 
The Hon. Barbara S. Pearson 
John H. Pearson, Jr.
Kenneth J. Vacovec
Summa Members 
Stephen J. Callahan 
Peter J. Caru.so, Sr.
Anthony G. Eonas 
The Hon. Robert W. Gardner, Jr. 
James H. Greene 
Jacqueline Nolan-Haley 
James F. Haley, Jr,
David B, Keeffe 
Paul F. KeUy 
Larry C. Kenna 
Frank A, Leone 
Kevin V. Murphy
The team members in the Office of Advancement at Suffolk University Law School have worked diligently to assure that all donors, 
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Francis X. Ridge, Jr., BA 71 
Thomas H. Ward 
Beacon Society
The Hon. Peter W. Agnes, Jr.
Dennis G. Austin
Peter W. Barry
The Hon. Frank J. Cenerini
William T. Corbett
T. Richard Cuffe, Jr.
Gerald Glasser 
James F. Grosso 
Andrew T. Kamakis 
Walter J. Kelly 
Robert E. Longden, Jr. 
Cornelius J. Moriarty II 
Thomas J. Muzyka 
Hon. Catherine Ravinskl 
Kevin J. Reddington 
The Hon. Robert C. Rufo 
Tremont Society 
Jolm J. Bonistalli 
John B. Glynn 
Harry P. Kotseas, BSBA 73 
Roger J.F. Lehrirerg 
Herbert J. Lynch 
Tile Hon. John F. Markuas 
Robert Po,st, BSBA 71 
Ixxiis A. Rizoli 
Ashburton Society 
Walter J. AvLs, Jr.
The Hon. Francis H. Ayer 
V. James Bamfbrd, BA 72 
George I. Blaisdell 
Paul F. Bolton 
Philip G. Boyle 
James P. Brierley 
Kenneth F. Bu.sa, BSBA 72 
John C. Chiungos 
Kevin F. Cook 
James E. Coppola, Jr.
Stephen J. Corcoran 
Michael A. DiSabatino 
John G. Dugan 
Henry C. Ellis 
William C. Ely 
Donna Filoso, BA '69 
Stephen C. Fulton 
Howard M. Furman 
Kathleen McGah Garner 
Maurene L. Golden 
Charles P. Graham 
Donald L. Graham 
Tliomas A. Gugliotti 
William J. Heaphy, III
James L. Hendricks, MBA 71 
Charles W. Henry 
The Hon. Larry M. Himelein 
John A. Keith, Jr.
William R. Kerivan 
Stephen R. Kravetz 
Elizabeth H. Kunz 
Neil R. Lapierre 
Arthur E. Levine 
Martin A. Loria 
Robert J. Marchand 
Erlanci C. McLetchie 
JohnJ. McNaught, Jr.
Robert A. Mumiy 
Thomas M. Niarchos 
Jacob N. Polatin 
James H. Quirk, Jr.
Kevin I. Regan 
Leslie N. Reizes 
Cele.ste Royall-Niarchos 
Marilyn R. Stevens 
Kristian J. Stoltenberg 
Jolm L. Sullivan, Jr.
Michael P. Sullivan 
Harry Sarkis Terkanian 
William P. Tonmiasino, BS 71 
Kevin J. Tcxrmey 
Tlie Hon. Robert P. Ziemian
Class of 1976
Summa Founders 
Edward P. Ryan, Jr.
Summa Members 
John F. Cullen 
R. Demare.st Duckworth III 
Charles T. O'Neill 




C. Ryan Buckley 
Timothy R. Cagle 
Martha M. Campbell 
David W. D’Ale.s.sanclro 
Gloria A. Fry 
Michael A. Gerstein 
Arm E. Hagan 
Andrew P. Houlahan 
Michael E. Katin 
William R. Maher, BA 72 
Brian M. McQuade 
Jolm P. Mo,ss, Jr.




Tlie Hon. Victoria S. Ix;derlteig, LLD '95t 
Michael J. Lowney 
John Reed Rathgeix'r
Ashburton Society 
Barbara L. Beccles 
Virginia A. Bonesteel 
Nancy V. Brown 
Frank A. Carcio 
William J. Carroll III, BA 73 
Carol Chandler 
Jolm T. Dalton, Jr,
Walter F. Dawson
John A. DeLuca
The Hon. Lawrence S. DiCara
Jo.sephJ. Durkin
Bernard W. Fang
Charles W. Ferris, Jr.
Kenneth J. Fislmian 






The Hon. Ro.semary E. Harvey
James T. Judge, Jr.
Henry J, Lane 
Richard G. Lemoine 
Peter E. Madden 
Joan-Ellen Marci 
Dermis E. McHugh 
Alan B. Medeiros 
James H. Mitchell 
Gerald M. Moody 
Tliomas V. Morri.s,sey, Jr.
Michael R. Randall 
Charles E. Rounds, Jr.
Francis J. Scannell 
E, Philip Simpson, Jr.
Tlie Hon. Paul A. Suttell 
John G. Tamburro 
Michael J. Traft 
Alan D. Tuttman 
N. Laurence Willey, Jr.
Class of 1977
Summa Founders




James P. Cleary III
t Decea.sed Donors
Joseph A. Cleary 
Gary C, Crossen 
Carol A.G. DiMento 
Brian G. Doherty 
Edward J. Faneuil 
Mark Fitzsimmons 
Kennetlt A. Graham 
R. Nelson Grielrel 
Bradley D. King 
Peter P. Slepehuk, Jr.
Archer ScKiely 
Thomas G. Ford 
Beacon Society 
Richard T. Kelley 
Rolrert K. Sheridan 
Christopher J, Snow 
Tremont Society 
Linda J. Bozung 
Bernardo J, Cabral 
Bernard J. Conlin III 
Joseph A. DiGiovanni, Jr.
Hope Hilton 
Mark E. Ulierati 
Tlie Hon. Daniel F. Loughry III 
Linda L. Mariani 
A. Ju.stin McCarthy 
Michael B. Muiray 
C. Whitney Pedersen 
Robert F. Schatz 
Richard N. Wayne 
Ashhurton Society 
Michael P. Alvino 
Stephen G. Anderson 
Adm. John F. Aylmer 
Douglas S. Bishop 
Richard L. Boire 
Alan R. Comtier 
Thomas C. Coughlin 
Joseph L. Dufl'y, Jr.
Catherine E. Durkin 
William J. Falk 
Robert P. Garrity 
Edward J. Gildea 
Carol S. GotKiman 
Thomas M. Greene 
Constance M. Hilton 
Paul J. Hodnett, BA 73 
R. Kevin Horan 
Sumner W. Jones 
Irene B. Klein 
William B. Koffel 
Jo.seph F. Krowski 
Richard A. Lalime, BA 74 
Hugh T. Lee
Dennis C. Mahoney 
Frederick McAlaiy, Jr. 
Donna C. McCarthy, BS 72 
Peter J. McLttughlin 
Gil Douglas Messina 
Bruce I. Miller 
John A. Moos 
William C. Murray 
Paul J. O'Brien 
Richard L. Patz 
R. Mark Petersen 
Ralph K. Pope 
Michael J. Powell, Jr.
Daniel A. Procaccini 
Tire Hon. Lisa A. RolrerLs 
Andrew Shabshelowitz 
Baker A. Smith 
Roixjrt P. Sullivan 
William F. Sullivan 
John G. Tardiff 
Archie D. Typadis 
M. Jane Wal.sh 
Patricia A. Watson 
Neal A. Winston
Class of 1978 
Sttmma Dean's Circle 
Dennis M. Duggan, Jr. 
Ktithleen A. Meyer 
Siimma Hoitnden,
John D. Boyle 
Richard T. Mallen 
Summa Benefactors,
Michael E. Lombard, BS 74 
Diane C. Tillotson 
Summa Members 
Lawrence F. Boyle 
Francis A. Ford 
Bernard P. Healy 
Roixtrt W. Jewett 
Joan E. Kolligian 
Delrorah Manson 
John C. Maitland 
Daniel J. Pagnano 
Janice E. Robbins 
Daniel P. Russo 
Jo.seph A. Samo 
William P. Shack 
Howard H. Swartz 
Mary Dacey 'White 
Beacon Society
Mary Richards Bartlett 
Eddie J. Jenkins 
Tltomas G, Kennedy
The Hon. Ro.semary B. Minehan, BA 15 
Tremont Society 
Joanna Connolly 
Edward L. Corlx).siero 
William D. Crowell 
Joel E. Mann, BS '76 
Eugene P. McCann 
Peter T. Middleton, MBA '82 
Ronald B. Noren 
Ashburton Society
Jean M. Alexander, BA 12 
Harry W. A.squith, Jr.
Joan L. Atlas 
April H. Babbitt 
Morton Berlan 
Su.san R. Boyle 
Richard P. Breed III 
Mary'-Lou Brennan, MAE '71 
Katalin B. Brown 
Ralph T. Calderaro 
William D. Crowe 
Suzanne Grealy Curt 
Hector A. Dejesus 
Ronald C. Glover 
Paul C. Glynn 
Jeffrey P. Goldberg 
Bnice N. Goodsell 
Jo.seph F. Graul 
John J. Halle 
Richard D. Hellmold 
Mary F. Kingsley 
William R. McGlellan 
Stephen J. McGrath 
Margaret Sears Mead 
Su.san Mellen 
Frederick L. Monahan, Jr.
Andrew W. Pa.squina 
Stephen M. Robinson 
C. Rolxirt Satti, Jr.
Reixicca J. Scheier 
Tltomas P. Sheridan 
Ijirry L. Smith 
Kenneth A. Sommer 
Gary A. Trabolsi 
Stephen T. Turner 
Mario Valenzuela 
Larry F. Wheatley 
Justine E. Wilcox 
Carol A. Zangari
Class of 1979 
Summa Dean’s Circle 
Jo.seph G. Gueneiro 
Summa Foimders
William F. Kennedy, Jr.
The team members in ihe Office of Advancement ai Suffolk University Law School have worked diliftenlly to assure that all donors, 
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Summa Members 
Michael J. Delaney 
Shirley A. Doyle 
Thomas F. Healy 
Merita A. Hopkins 
Janet L, Maloof 
Robert S. Sinsheimer 
Mark E. Sullivan 
Archer Society 
John T. Pollano 
Beacon Society 
James W. Brannan 
John J. Cronin 
Benjamin Fierro 
Paul H. Merry 
Mark R. Segalini 
Tremont Society 
Richard R. Downey 
Michael P. Foley, Jr.
Charles J. Reilly 
Lynda J. Robbins, BA '77 
Ashburton Society 
Brian P. Barry 
John A. Barry, Jr.
Mark P. Bergin 
Carl Bruce Bindman 
Warren H. Brodie 
Gerard F. Burke 
Sheila F. Burke 
Neil R. Crowley 
Kathryn S. Culver 
William P. Denley 
Michael E. Donnelly 
William J. Doyle, Jr.








The Hon. Mary M. McCallum
Capt. Gregory A. McClelland, USA
John W. McEvoy
John J. McQuade, Jr.
Jane E. Miliotis 
Nancy Brunell Mitchell 
Sonya Nersessian 
Terrence M. O’Donnell 
Jeffrey W. Oppenheim 
James V. Paolino 
Alice A. Peisch 
Irving Rit2
t Deceased Donors
Leslie J. Rodriguez 
Anita Toma.selli Satti 
Diane W. Spears 
James F. Tobin, BSBA ’77 
Robert D. Wilmot
Class o i- 1 9 B 0 
Summa Benefactors 
Stephen B. Rosales 
Summa Members 
Mary L. Amrhein 
Jo.seph Anton 
Anthony A. Copani 
Thomas B. Farrey III 
Jeanne S. Kangas 
Paul R. Keane 
Joan S. Pizzano, BSG ’75 
John C. White 
Donald J. Wynne 
Archer Society
Stephen R. Dooley 
Viiginia A. Hoefling 
Beacon Society
Robert M. Cheverie 
Jane P, Devlin 
Carol Anne Fagan Finn 
Marion Veen.stra McEttrick 
David M. Moyer 
Oleg Nikolyszyn 
Kathleen M. O’Donnell 
James J. Torney, BSBA ’76 
Tremont Society 
Timothy S. Egan 
Barlrara J. G. Hogan 
Deborah A. Laupheimer 
Tliomas W. Madonna 
Raymond A. Pacia 
Michael A. St. Pierre 
Ashburton Society 
Michael L. Baker 
Frederick B. Campbell 
Dennis F. Carroll 
Margaret J. Dejesus 
Edward M. Doherty 
James S. Downey 
Frederick M. Doyle 
Mary Ellen Erlandson 
Robin L. Farbman 
John T. Gaffney, Jr.
Su.san S. Geiger




John F. Kania 
Ronald G. Koback 
Robert A. Koditek 
The Hon. Jeanne E. Lafazia 
Victor B. Lebovici 
Mary F. McMahon 
The Hon. Richard A. Mori 
Robert J. Murphy 
Steven J. Murphy 
Nina J. Ro.sen 
Susan Comer Rosen 
Robert K. Sawyer, Jr.
Kevin M. Truland 
Edwin L. Wallace 
Nathaniel S. Weiner 
Stephen J. Weymouth 
The Hon. Stephen R. White 
Ellen S. Zack 
Beverly H. Zweiman
Class of 1981
Summa Dean's Circle 
Ellen Shapiro Brown
Summa Pounders 
WUliam T. Hogan III 
Barbara L. Walthers
Summa Members 
David E. Cherny 
Leopold P. DeFusco 
Tlie Hon. Maura Sweeney Doyle 
Bernadette T. Feeley, BSJ ’78 
Timothy Q. Feeley
The Hon. Richard C. Howard, BSJ ’77 
Jay W, Hughes, Jr.
Annette Gontliier Kiely 
Katlrleen M. Mitchell 
Mary E. O’Neal 
Carol E. Tully
Beacon Society 
Eileen D. Agnes 
Amy Lind Corbett 
Tile Hon. Patricia A. Flynn 
Peter J. Muse 
Gary W. Orlacchio 
David G. Saliba, BSBA ’78 
Paul L. Twomey 
George E. Wakeman, Jr.
Tremont Society
Lewis A. Armistead, Jr.
Tile Hon. Kevan J. Cunningham 
Chri.stopher G. Fallon 
Donna Colien Fisher 
Aidi Ablxiud Gennis 
Thomas G. Gennis
Lois M. Lougliry 
Jules J, Morris 
John J. Moynihan 
Philip T. Newbury, Jr.
Jolin A. Palleschi, Jr.
Linda J. Sallop 
Ashburton Society 
Lee P. Alfieri 
Anthony P. Antico 
GaU D. Baker 















The Hon. Roger S. Lewenberg








Henry C. Shelley, Jr.
Jennifer C. Snyder 
Ju.stine A. Steelman, BSBA 78 
Patricia Sullivan Talty 
Janice S. Tatarka 
Margo A. Haist Wallack
Class of 1982 
Summa Dean's Circle 
Peter S. Johnson 
Summa Founders 
Michael K. Gillis 
Summa Benefactors 
Robert W. Ca.sby 
Summa Members 
David F. Bander 




Douglas M. Brooks 
David W. Carr 
John T. Dawley 
Michael A. We.st 
Stephen N. Wilchins, E,sq., CPA 
Tremont Society 
Jo.seph J. Altieri 
John D. Ca.sey 
Martin J. Dunn 
Ann E. Johnston 
Scott E. Richardson, BS 79 
Shelagh K. Smith 
Maura Kelley Soule 
Jeffrey Travaline 
Ashburton Society 
Deborah L. Anderson 
Patricia H. Barman 
Paul N. Barbadoro 
James D. Barretto, BS ’77 
Bruce A. Bierhans 
Albert C. Bosworth 
James M. Bradley 
Elyse Amow Brill 
David J. Brown 
Kenneth J. Carifa 
Eric P. Chappell 
Margot Ames Smith Clower 
Loretta Collins-Tremblay 
Dean G. Corsones 
Ellen DeSimone Devine 
Thomas A. Devine 
Gregory S. Dias 
Stephen G. Doucette, BS ’80 
Jennifer Eastman 
Kevin M. Fitzgerald 
Camtine L. Gentile 
Michael A. Grieco, MBA ’00 
Brian E. Heffeman 
David W. LaCroix 
John Mackey 
Stephen V. Manning 
Marijo McCarthy 
Peter C. McConnack 
Patricia A. McEvoy 
James P. Moriarty, BA ’77 
George E. Morris 
EUen M. O’NeiU 
Elaine M. Ohlson 
Donald J. Pearlman 
Maria C. Rota 
Sam Silverman 
Sean P. Teehan 
Raymond J. Tomas.so
Edward L. Wallack 
John Zompa, Jr.
Class of 1983 
Summa Dean’s Circle 
Paul M. Barrett 
Roger D. Donoghue 
Summa Benefactors 




Dana S. Cohen 
Patricia A. Costigan 
Gail K. Gelb 
Tltomas A. Monti 
Marsha E. Rich 
Beacon Society 
John G. Bagley 
John C. Cross 
Brian C. Dever 
Dale Morgan Murphy 
Kristin Wellington Priore 
Philip D. Priore 
Stephen A. Roach 
Tremont Society 
Leslie J. Cook
Sheila Siobhan Cunningham 
Tile Hon. Patricia A. Dowling 
Michael J. Fazio, Jr.
RoIxrrt J. Griffin 
John Edward Martin, BSJ ’76 
Alan Schick 
Claudia L. Sorgi 
Roliert G. Soule 
John J. Tarpey 
Ashburttm Society 
James E. Brother's 
Dana A. Cetlin 
Jeanne M. Darcey 
Barbara Harris 
Rachel A. Hexter 
Susan C. Hubbard 
Dotiglas S. Kaplan 
Kevin J. Kiely 
Rol'rert F. Larkin, Jr.
Jane E. Lee 
S. Catherine Longley 
John P. McCoy 
Kenneth J. McDonald 
Thomas F. McGuire, Jr.
David J. McMonis 
Rachel Ann Morin 
William R. Neelon
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Jocly L. Newman 
Maureen Kelley O’Connor 
Janet Olsen 
Barry C. Reed, Jr,
Carl D. Ro.senblum 
Lee Alan Rosenthal, BSBA '79 
Stephen T. Sadler 
Stephen J. Sedeasky III 
Mark D. Smith 
Mary O’Sullivan Smith 
James D, Tlirasher 
Christos C. Tsiotis, BS ’77 
Lisa Anne Wallace
Class of 1984 
Summa Dean's Circle
Tlie Rev. Dr, Nicholas Sannella 
Summa Benefactors 
Charles W. Sullivan, Jr.
Summa Members 
Leo J. Corcoran 
Kim V. Marrkand 
Henry A. Sullivan 
Beacon Society 
Mark D. Horan 
Stephen lanello 
Nancy L, Keating 
Ronald A. Martignetti 
Tremont Society 
Kathryn C. Bender 
William A. Curry 
Gerard S. DiFiore 
Michael P. Giunta 
Daniel J. Lemire 
Ellen J. Levesque 
Michaelene O’Neill McCann 
Stephen H.S. Tryon 
Ashburton Society 
Nicholas Alexander 
Drew A. Anderson 
Joan P. Arnastrong 
James D. Balcktssini 
James M. Bolton 
Karin M. Byrne 
Margaret Kirby Casavant 
Michael D, Eggert 
Gerard J. Foley 
Susan W. Foner 
Mark A. Giarrusso 
Mario A. Iglesias 
laiura Ann Kes.sler 
Francis J. LaRovere III 
Maty Alice Leonliardt 
Jane E. Love
CDR Carol M. Lynch, USNR 
Francis A, Mancini
t Decea.secl Donors
Margaret S. Mishara 
James M. Mulhern 
John G, Shack, Jr.
Christina M. Shuman 
Delxjrah R. Slater 
Kathy E, Smith 
David Sorgi 
Chris W. Wert 
Jason M. Zorfas
Class of 1985 
Summa Founders 
Robert J. Bonsignore 
Summa Members
Donna DeSimone Buckley, BS ’81 
Edward P. Coady 
Janice Cameron Coady 
Maureen T. Keenan 
David A. Pace 
Archer Society
Gayle Flanders Weiss 
Beacon Society 
Barry R. Buck 
Rolxrrt D. Cox, Jr,
Robert M. Goodhue 
Robert E. Pace 
Debra M. Walsh 
Tremont Society 
Jeffrey S. Camenker 
Jane M. Dewey 
Kevin N. Dolan 
Deirdre D, Donohue 
Joseph R, Donohue 
Hal J. Leibowitz 
Karen A. Shepard 
Ashburton ScKiety 
James B. Bartlett 
Joel G. Cohen 
Karen A. Coined 
Geoffrey A. Curtis 
Mark A. Dell’Isola 
Marsha Falk Deluse 
Peter J, Devlin 
Paul T. DiCristofaro 
Robert M. Ferrieri 
William J. Fitzgerald 
Edward M. Gainor 
James G. Healy 
Ja.son M. Honeyman 
Michael D. Htxtker 
Andrew Lemelman 
James F. Linnehan, Jr.
Tanya Lipkowitz-Briendel 
Barbara Clarke McCurdy 
James L. Me.s,senger 
Karen M. Moran

















Class of 1986 
Summa Founders





Francis J. Doyle, BS ’83 
Russell C. Sobelman 
Archer Society
Donald R. Pinto, Jr.
Beacon Sexiety 
Frank A. DePippo 
Walter J. Korzeniowski 
Kenneth J, Perrone 
Michael E. Satti 
Tremont Srxiety 
Charles J. Barlias 
Su.san A. Miller 
John J. Stobierski 
Ashburton Society 
Rolx;rt J. Ahearn 
Paula L, Becker 
Joseph V. Cattoggio 
Gary D. Ciavola 
Paul E. Cohen 
Stephen R. Conlin 
Mary Catherine Connell 
H. Relxtcca Cutting 
James C. Davidian 
Patrick J. Delulis 
Marcia Ep.stein 
Janet L. Ferreri 
Daniel J. Goldberg 
Tile Hon. Catherine E. Graziano 
Elizabetli A. Harling 
Scott R. Hanison 
Sandra M. Honeyman
Gordon M. Jones 
John M. Lovely 
Charles A, Mahanor 
Sara McAndrew 
Alice E. Moore 
Mark F. O’Connor 
Kevin J. O’Malley 
John C. O’Neil 
Alison G. Peterson 
Scott D. Peterson 
Douglas W. Sears 
Stoddard L. Smith 





Kelly L. Driscoll 
Alan B. Sharaf 





Jens A. Bahrawy 
Michael J. Beatrice 
Andrea Quinn Bernardo 
James F Bromsdon, Jr.























Summa Members, Beacon Society
Kathleen M. Carolan Gordon L. Sykes
Jonathan J. Derby Ashburton Society
Julie E. Ginsburg Maureen C. Be.ssette
Holly M. Polglase Lisa Levaggi Borter
Helen A. Quigley Edward P Brady III
Archer Society Diura H. Buchbinder
Michael A. Scordino James F. Canavan
Thomas A. Turano Roltert P. Corrigan
Beacon Society Michael C. Cullen
Laura J. Cella-Donovan, MBA ’94 Michael R. Dolan
Paulette R. Marie Matthew J. Downey
Elizabeth M. Sanning Douglas M. Evans
Tremont Society Jill E. Ferrari
Jodee P Bishop Peter P. Harney, BA ’86
Donna L. Leaman Roberta F. Johnnene
Margo E. K. Reder Wendy B. Kahn
Pamela L. H. Stobier-ski Timothy M. McCiy.stal
Ashburton Scxiety Daniel S. Mclnnis
David B. Achenbach Mary E. McLaughlin
John E. Bacon DenLse E. Pedulla
Barbara E. Bolton Richard A, Pline
Sandra MacComiack Boulay Shawn P. Reilly
N. Neil Connolly Arthur Ricci
Hugh R. Curran Richard R. Staiti
Donna A. Daniels Kathryn F. First Stevens
Mark F Delu.se Kathryn Jones Troy
Paul DeMarco 
Jean K. Everett 
Sean P. Fallon 
Margaret E. Foley 
Suzanne M. Gomian 
Marta E. Gross 
Michael D. Joyce 
Paul 'V. Kenney 
Deni.se I. Murphy 
Bernice A. Pa.sternak 






Andrea E. Bader 
Carol-Ann T. Fra.ser 
John C. Fraser 
Cynthia P. Macdonald 
John 'Vincent O’Callaghan 
Mary E. Rogers
Archer Society 
Richard J. Barrett 
Diane J. Modica
Class of 1990 
Summa Founders 
Paul M. Ru.s.sell 
Beacon Society 
James L. Brawley 
Sara J. Trezise 
Tremont Society 
JohnJ. Concarmon III 
Bruce D. Job.se 
Victoria J. Kanrek 
Jeffrey C. Lavey 
Wayne R. Murphy 
Ashburton Scxiety 
Ronald L. Anustrong 
Reginald F. Blanchard 
Harry J. Brownfield 
Joseph D. Cataldo 
Jean M. Davis 
Jeanne A. Fiore 
Thomas J. Freeman 
Theodore M. Hes.s-Mahan 
Timothy J. Hinkle 
Milton E. Kerstein 
Dtrry M. Lesieur 
David A. Niose 
Daniel P O’Brien
The learn members in the Office of Advancement at Suffolk University Law School luive worked diligently to assure that all donors, 
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Lisa Tzitzenikos Pappey 
Brian D. Roman 
Lawrence S. Shipman 
Margaret J. Strange 
Mark P. Welch
Class of 1991 
Summa Benefactors 
Bmce K. Gribens 
Jacqueline A. Gribens 
Summa Members 
Loren S. Batchelcler 
Mark Ford 
Lee Garrison 
Deirdre G. Gavin 
Hamid R. Kolahi 
Beacon Society
Susan C. Conlon, BSBA ’88 
Ashburton Society 
Michael D. Anderson 
Matthew G. Conway 
Michael F. Dowd 
Jeffrey S. Glassman 
Joseph P. Hurley 111 
George A. Kickham 
Evan M. Kushner 
Lisa A. Varies Lehan 
Jeanne Levesque 
William F. Looney III 
James V. Marano, Jr.
Gerald A. McDonough 
Carol J. McNeil, BSBA ’82 
Nancy A. Norfolk Nevils 
Timothy F. Nevils, Jr. 
Patrick J. OToole, Jr.
Barry J. Pettinato 
Robert J. Rivers 
Andrew J. Waugh
Class of 1992 
Summa Members 
James F. Moran 
Beacon Society
Darlene Luccio Jordan 
Mark A. Lowery 
Tremont Society 
Usa Bergemann 
Denise A. DeMore 
Elizabeth A. DiRusso 
Margaret A. Reilly 
Ashburton Society 
Dianne M. Canavan 
Colleen Carroll 
Kathleen M. Conlon 
Holliday C. Heine
t Decea.sed Donors
Jeffrey A. Huehschmann 
Brenna B. Jordan 
Jennifer G. Keenan 
Katlileen B. Keith 
Kathleen A. Kelley 
Anthony A. Laurentano 
Richard D. Levin 
David M. Losier 
Julie A. Moore 
James H. Morris 
Margaret M. Pinkham 
Ana.sta.sios Sawaides 
Robert D. Stewart 
Tracy M. Waugh 
Donna M. Weinstein
Class of 1993 
Summa Members 
Darin M. Colucci 
Michael S. Dmcker 
Archer Society 
Jorge L. Neves 
Beacon Society
Maureen Glynn, BS ’89 
Reynold A. Ilg 
Thomas N. O’Brien 
Kelly S. Wen-stmp 
Tremont Society 
Lisa A. Catapano 
Thomas H. DiPrete 
Ashburton Society 
Patricia K. Asquith 
Peter J. Cura 
Andrew M. D’Angelo 
Elizabeth A. Gibbons 
David A. Goldman 
Bmce S. Lip,sey 
Alexander Manganiello 
Cele.ste Cloutier Manganiello 
Richard P Mazzcx'ca 
Mark D. McDennott 
Margaret E. Newell 
Merrill B. Portney 
Jo.seph T. Realmuto 
Mark L. .Seeley 
John J. Spillane, Jr.
Thomas M. Sullivan 
Frank R. Vimelli 
Linda R. Coffey-Wicker 
Onyen Yong
Class oh 1994 
Summa Members 
Daniel J. Hogan 
Meghan L. Mahoney
Beacon Society 
John P. Donohue 
Tremont Society 
Rolsert M. Higgias 
James F. McGrail 
Ashburton Society
Chri.stine Buotte Adams 
Peter B. Bauman 
Scott A. Bell 
James J. Belliveau 
Stacey A. Burkett, BA ’91 
Paul C. Dooley 
Kevin F. Gillis 
Patricia A. Granger 
Jane A. Kalinski 
Paul S. Kelly
Patricia A. Kindregan, BA ’91 
Marybeth Mclnnis 
Timothy R. O’Brien 
Jacqueline L. Perczek 
lanj. Platt 
Richard F. 'Vitarelli 
John M, 'Vittoria 
Helen E. Wendler
Class of 1995 
Summa Members
Nancy Burnell Couglilin 
Beacon Society
Terence O, Fennes.sy 
Jennifer L. Parent 
Mia Sorgi 
Tremont Society 
R. Stanton Dcxlge 
Daniel A. Marshall 
Ashhurttm Society 
Danielle D. Aalberts 
Teresa P Buono 
Kathleen A. Carroll 
Claucline A. Cloutier 
Tamsen H, Endicott 
Kathleen M. Gaffney 
Delxtrah J. Gilburg 
Andrew W. Grimes 
Chri.stopher Harrington, BSBA ’87 
Melissa Gitlin Levy 
Philip S, Lotane 
Elizabeth B. 'Valerio 
Kathleen F. Vinson
Class of 1996 
Summa Benefactors 
James A. Lack 
Summa Members 
Brian T. Brandt
Robert E. Puopolo 
Michael P. Roche 
Augusto Rojas, Jr.
Caroline M. Sawyer
Class of 1999 
Summa Benefactors 
Marc A. Diller 
Summa Members
George T. Comeau, BS ’88, MPA ’93 
Michael L. Feeley 
Beacon Society 
PaulJ. Burns 
Jonathan M. White 
Tremont Society 
Suzanne N. Gayer 
Patrick V. Van Der Voom 
Ashburton Society 
Barbara J, Desantis 
Nazanin N. Ghabai 
James M. Isaacs 
Michael T. Lynn 
Sean T, Ryan 
Constance M. Toomey




Andre A. Gelinas 
Douglas M. Lucente 
MarkJ. Maier
Class of 2001 
Ashburton Society 
Peter J. Cahill 
Jolm H. Costello 
Gearoid P. Griffin 
John M. Leonetti, MSF ’01
Class of 2002 
Beacon Society 
Mary A. Bonfanti 
Ashburton Society 
James F, Ewing 
Maryanne G. Fenerjian 
James M. Flaherty, Jr.
Julie B. Murphy Clinton 
Nicola Tegoni
Beacon Society 
Peter J. Caaiso II 
Jolm J. Tangney 
Tremont Society
Barbara-Ann Boehler, BA ’93 
John S. Fergu.son 
Ashburton Society 
Tlteodore R. Allen 
Laura A. Ferrari, MBA ’96 
Thomas A. Gonnley 
Roger W. Holmes 
Sarah F. Holmes 
Chri.stine M. Kuta 
Meryl L. Mandell-Braunstein 
MerleneJ. Rangulong 
Roberto H. Solano 
Marc L. Terry
Class of 1997 
Tremont Society
Kristian J. Colangelo, MBA ’00 
Christopher E. Gildea 
Ashburton Society 
Andrew C. Coclin 
Elizabeth A. Condon 
James M. Cun-an 
Bonny M. GillTert 
Edward R. Kelleher 
Madeline K. Leone 
Uiuree E. Maasour 
Robert R. Rowe 
Maureen E. Towle
Class of 1998 
Summa Dean's Circle 
LLsa Donahue Ro.se 
Summa Members 
Gary F. Zerola, BS ’94, MPA ’98 
Archer Society 
Deborah L. Perry 
Beacon Society 
Maaha A. Coravos 
James J. Richards 
Regina P. Schwarzenberg 
Tremont Society 
Thomas R. Barker 
Mark J. Gallagher 
Michael D. MacClaiy 
Ronda P. Moore 
Ashburton Society 
Anne M. Barry 
James F. Feaeira 
Lynne A. Hall 
Brian D. Kea, MBA ’98 
Patrick O. McAleer
The team members in the Office of Advancement at Suffolk University Law School have worked diligently to assure that all donors, 
all gifts and all pledge payments have been accurately recorded in this document. If you feel we have made an error in any way in 
this listing, please contact us directly at 617.305.6202. A.v always, we thank you for your generous .support. t Decea.sed Donors
Law School Administration, Faculty and Friends 
Suffolk University Law School recognizes the many gifts 
and pledge payments received from non-alumni friends 
and employees during the 2002-03 fund year.
SuMMA President’s Circle 
Mary A, Anderson and Mark Anderson 
Roberta F. Cappiello 
Irwin Chafetz and Roberta Chafetz 
Leonard Florence, DCS ’98 
Carol Sawyer Parks, DCS ’82 
Jerome Lyle Rappaport, LLD ’98
SiiMMA Dean’s Circle 
Patricia M, Brennan 
Barry Brown
John M, Corcoran, DCS '82 
Annette K. Curley, MAE ’68 
Anne C. Geraghty 
Judith L. Kahalas 
Thomas F Lambert, Jr., Endowed 
Charitable Trust 
John J. O’Connor, BSBA ’73 
Alan D. Rose, Jr.
E.state of Dorothy F. Rowell 
Rosalie K, Stahl
Summa Founder.s
Catherine Aloisi and Andrew AloLsi 
Mackey Barron 
Harold Brown 
and Maura Nolan Brown 
Eric A. Cres.sman 
and Joyce E, Cre.s.sman 
Ann Der Marderosian, BA ’60 
Profe.s.sor and Mrs. Clifford E. Elias, 
LLD’99
John E. Fenton, Jr., and 
There.sa A. Fenton
Francis X. Flannery, MBA ’64, DCS ’91 
and Maty F. Flanneryt 
Susan R. Hcrgan
Tile Hon. Joseph R. Nolan, LLD ’81 
and Margaret M. Nolan, MEd '78 
Robert H. Smitli 
Francis M. Vazza, BSBA ’63 
and Maryann Vazza 
Suzanne L. Weber and 
William M. Weber 
Donald E. White
Summa Benefactors 
Kathryn L. Battillo 
Kevin J. Buckley
Sidney Covich 
Marguerite J. Dennis and 
Russell V. Dennis 
Margaret A. Geraghty 
Jo.seph W. Glarmon and 
Ann M. Glarmon 
Robert J.C. LeBlanc, BSBA ’66 
Herbert Lemelman 
and Lois Lemelman 
Jolm C. Sc-ully, CLU, DCS ’86 
and Barbara Scully 
James L. Sintros 
Peter Sorgi and Lea C. Sorgi 
Charles W. Sullivanf 




R. Lisle Baker 
Edward J. Bander 
Elizalaetli A. Bankowski 
Kathy Bogosian
Neil G. Buckley, Jr., BA ’79, MBA ’82 
Charles M. Burnim 
Brian T. Callahan 
and A. Loretta Callahan 
Michael J. Co.stello 
William F. Coughlin 
Lorraine D. Cove 
Joseph D. Cronin 
Mary R. Delaney 
Katherine DeMarco 
Tere.sa A. DeMaria 
Gail N. Ellis 
Cordelia M. Eonas 
Valerie C. Epps 
Adele Gras.sman Fater 
Jo,seph A. Franco 
Nancy C. Garabedian 
and Mark C. Garabedian 
Frances A. Gardner 
M. Jacqueline Gardner 
Elizabeth F. Gaudreau 
Michael G. George, BA '83 
Tile Hon. Edward M. Ginsbuig 
Dwight Golatm
Ann L. Goodwin 
and Harold B. Gcxxlwin, Sr.
Edward D. Grayson 
and Alice A. McLaughlin Grayson 
Joan S. Healy 
Marguerite E. He.ssion 
The Hon. John J. Irwin, Jr.
J. Rolx'it Johmson, BSBA ’63, MBA ’68 
and Sandra John,son 
Linda Boyd Keane 
Carol Ann Keeffe 
Bernard V. Keenan 
Joseph L. Kennedy 
and Mary-Lee Kennedy 
Charles P. Kindregan 
David King 
Rochelle King 
Helen C. Kingsley 
Mis. John W. Lynch 
Gregory J. Lyons 
Alfred I. Male.son 
Dorothy M. Mawn 
William P. Mayer 
Dorothy J. McDermott 
Patricia A. McDermott, BS ’92 
Juditli F. McGrail 
Walter H. McLaughlin, Jr.
Michael E. Mone, LLD 99 
Maryelise Moran. BSBA ’95 
Gerald T. Mulligan 
Wendy B. Munro 
James E. Nelson 
Mary Ellen Neylon 
Marc G. Berlin and Linda S. Perlin 
Richard M. Perlmutter 
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson D. Rogers, Jr. 
Mitchel S. Ross 
Judith H. RU.S.SO 
Gilda V. Saliba, BA ’50 
Ro,semarie E. Samsone 
Tile Hon. Kaiyn F. Scheier 
and Stan Dolberg 
Tommy F. Thomp,son 
Maqeanne B. Vacco 
Jane F. Welch, MS ’79, CAG ’89 
and Wade M. Welch 





Dr. & Mrs. Howard M. Gardner 















The Hon. Thomas M. Finneran
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur S. Fulman
The Hon. Mark V. Green
Marc Greenbaum
■nie Hon. Rolx-'rt L. Halfyard
Marguerite E. He.ssion
Stephen C. Hicks
The Hon. Patrick J. King
Julie Labanara
Renee M. Landers
Mr. and Mrs. William L. Lane
Vivien Li
Tlie Hon. Leon J. Lombardi 
Delxjrah L. MacFail 






William Mo.scarelli and Maiy McBride
Patricia J. O'Brien, MBA '87
Betty J. and Dominick A. Pagano
Herbert P. Phillips, Esq.
Regina M. Pi.sa 
Anthony P Pcriito 
Ann J. Sally
Paul R. Sugarman, LLD 89 
Carolyn S. Tracy, MEd 76 




Rose Mary Alden 
Jocelyn Allen 
Thomas J. Brown 
Steven Ferrey 
John R. Hanington 
Robert J. Hoffman 
John D. Horning 
John and Deborah Laupheimer
Seymour Lederberg
Anne Fitzpattick Lewis, BA '63
Mary P. McBride








Ruth E. Aucker 
Norman F. Ayers, Jr., MBA ’97 
John Belko 
Roix’rt Benjamin and 
Sirsan G. Benjamin 
Michael R. Brown 
Eleanor and 'Uiomas Caffrey 
John P. Campbell 
Bob and Anne Marie Carleo 
Kristen A. Caipenter 
Dr. & Mrs. Tliomas E. Cavanaugh, Jr. 
Elizabeth G. Clancy 




Helen L. Drinan 
Rev. Rolxirt F. Drinan, SJ.
Smart Falk
Ethan F. Ferrari, MBA ’96
Robert and Marian Fradette
David H. Gibbs
Richard D. Glovsky





The Hon. Edward F. Harrington
Kathleen S. Hanington, BSBA ’91
Jolin Howard and Irene Howard
Diane S. Juliar
Dennis J. Kelly











Dr. and Mrs. Martin J. Melia
Carol R. Mori, MBA ’83 ,
Donna Lee Umana Newcomb 
Shelagh F. O’Brien 
Deborah J. Patterson 
Joan L. Percival 
The Hon. Gordon Piper 
The Hon. David M. Ro.seman 
Anthony B. Sandoe 
Leslie Sargent 
Miguel Schor 
Murray G. Shocket 
Ilene B. Seidman 
Michael Selmi 
Jeanne and Leo L. Stolbach 
Duane Strawbridge 
and Mary Lee Strawbridge 
Angelique Tsiotos, BSBA ’85, MBA ’92 
David M. Turkalo and Laury J. Turkalo 
Julia A. Micca 
Richard B. Weitzen, Esq.
James P. Whiners III 
Daniel J. Witkow.ski 
Ruth C. Wood 
Christine M. Zampell 
Carol A. Ziemian
The ream members in the Office of Advancement at Sulfotk University Law School have worked diligently to assure that all donors, 
all gifts and all pledge payments have been accurately recorded in this document. If you feel we have made an error in any way in 
this listing, please contact us directly at 617.305.6202. As always, we thank you for your generous support. t Deceased Donors
Corporations, Foundations and Matching Gifts 
The Law School acknowledges the generosity of corporate 
and foundation support, as well as matching gift support 
from companies and law firms made during the 2002-03 
fund year.
SuMMA President’s Circle 
Donoghue Barrett & Singal, PC 
Fidelity Investments Charitable 
Gift Fund 
Foley Hoag LLP 
Maigaret E. Ford Trust 
Jerome Lyle Rappaport Charitable 
Foundation
Estate of Thelma L. Vaughn
Slimma Dean's Circle 
The Boston Foundation 
Alice Willard Dorr Foundation 
Dwyer & Collora, LLP 
FleetBoston Financial 
Gadsby Hannah LLP 
Hale and Dorr LLP 
Estate of Robert D, Hall 
Thomas Lamltert, Jr. Charitable Tru.st 
Nixon Pealxxly LLP 
James W. O’Brien Foundation 
Lois Mailou Jones Pierre-Nttel Tru.st 
Estate of Dorothy F. Rowell 
The Savings Bank Life lasurance 
Company of Ma,s,sachusetts
Slimma Founders 
Aramark Service Center 
Boyle, Morrissey & Campo, PC 
Campus Stores of Ma,ssachu.setts, Inc. 
Fish & Richardson, PC 
John & Ethel Goldberg Fund 
HB Communications, Inc.
Hogan Roache & Malone 
Holland & Knight LLP 
lannella & Mummolo 
Keches & Mallen, PC 
Lubin & Meyer PC 
Ma.s.sachu.setts Bar Association 
Nutter, McClennen & Fish LLP 
O’Connor & Ryan, PC 
Rackemann, Sawyer ik Brew.ster 
Gardiner Howland Shaw Foundation 
SULS Student Bar Association 
Thornton & Naumes LLP 
The University of Vermont 
Vacovec, Mayotte & Singer 




Marion L. Decrow Memorial 
Foundation 
Janelon As.scx'iates 
Knight, Bagge & Anderson, Inc. 
Quinn & Moiris, PC 
Schauer & Schauer 
Winn Family Charitable Foundation
Summa Members 
Beiger & Hyde, PC 
Caritas Christi Health Care 
Caruso & Caru.so, LLP 
Choate, Hall & Stewart 
Coady & Associates 
Cohen Law Offices, PC 
Colucci & Coined 
Leo and Sani Corcoran Fund 
Co.sgrove, Eisenlxrg and Kiley, PC 
Law Office of John F. Cullen, PC 
Delaney & Delaney 
Drucker Family Foundation 
The Eagle-Tribune 
Ea,stern Salt Company 
Fraser Law Office, LLP 
Gargiulo, Rudnick & Gargiulo 
Gelb & Gelb LLP 
Goodwin, Prix'ter LLP 
Gro.ssman-Faber Law Firm 
Liberty Mutual In.surance Co.
Lovins & Metcalf
Mintz Levin Cohn Ferris Glovsky & 
Popeo, PC
Morrison, Mahoney & Miller 
Petrarca and McGair, Inc. 
PricewaterhouseCoopers 
Rosales & Ro.sales 
RSM McGladery, Inc.
Shapiro Haber & Umiy LLP 
The Windliam Foundation, Inc. 
Wynn & Wynn, PC
Archer Society 
The Boston Herald 
Holy Family Hospital 
Lawson & Weitzen, LLP 
Shaheen Guerrera & O’Leary, LLC
Beacon Society
Anderson, Adler, Cohen and Harvey 
Bander & Bander 
Barry Realty
Bell/Marie Charitable Trust 
Bowditch & Dewey, LLP 
William A. Brown, PC 
The Thomas J. Burke Committee 
Allan R. & Martha Campbell Fund 
Rolxrt M. Cheverie & A.s.sociates, PC 
Clark Motor Co., Inc.
Deluca & Weizenbaum, LTD 
Depositors lasurance Fund 
The Finneran Committee 
First Essex Bank 
Garnick & Scudder PC 
Granite Street Realty Tm.st 
The Gerald R. Jordan Foundation 
Lynch & Fieao, LLP 
The Malloy Group, Inc.
Law Office of Paul H. Merry 
Murphy, Hesse, Toomey & Lehane, LU^ 
Nathanson & Goldberg 
Oakley, O’Sullivan & Eaton, PC 
Palmer & Dodge LU’
PhilMps Law Office, PLLC
Riselli & Pre.ssler, PC
Law Office of Stephen Schechner
Scheier & Katin, PC
Shalhoub & Orlacchio
Te.sta, Hurwitz & Thilxault, LU^
David and Kelly Wenstrup Fund 
Zis,son & Veara
Tkemont Society 
Berkowitz & Raiken, LLC 
Boston Federal Savings Bank 
Bntadway Electrical Co., Inc.
The Community Foundation of 
Southea,stern CT 
Conlon Samson & Conlon 
Cushing & Dolan, PC 
Maura Faherty Memorial Fund 
Law Office of Christopher Fallon 
Fisher Mandell & Fisher 
Hart Lttw Office
Law Office of Kenneth M, Hornsey 
Jewish Communal Fund 
Law Office of Ann E. Johnston 
Tile Lindti Mariani and 
David Neu.sner Fund 
Morse & Sacks 
Pacia & Pacia
Margo & Richard Retler Fund 
Reilly Ltiw Offices 
Shepard Uiw Offices
Ashburton Socikty 
Baker Law Offices 
Cashnian and Lovely, PC 
Law Office of Joseph D. Cataldo PC 
Chappell & Dolbashian 
Display Associates, Inc.
Englander & Chicoine, PC 
Fagan & Goldrick, PC 
Fallon & Associates
Finnegan, Underwood, Ryan & Tierney
biw Office of Paul C. Glynn
Great Bay Title Company, Inc.
LaMontagne Realty Tnust
L;iw Offices of McGowan & A.ssociates
Meaders, Duckwortli & Moore





Pedulla & Associates, PC
Pilgrim Title lasurance Company
Pusateri, Pusateri, PC
Ricci Law A,ssociates
Ru.ssell & Bernard, LLP
Segalini & Neville
Shocket & Dochser
Sullivan & Lynch, PC





Gagnebin tk Hayes 
Widen & McCartliy, PC 
Ltiw Offices of Carol A. Zangari
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Law School Funds
During the 2002-03 fund year, gifts were made 
to the following funds:
Judge Salvatore E. Alois!
Scholarship Fund 
Law School Annual Fund 
Charles Borstel Scholarship Fund 
Law School Building Fund 
Law School Building Fund-McLaughlin 
Moot Court Center 
Cameron Lobby Fund at the Law 
School Building
Lawrence and Bartrara Cameron 
Scholarship Fund 
Law School Campaign 
Alexander}. Celia Scholarship Fund 
The Center for Re.storative Ju.stice 
The Class of 1969 Scholarship Fund 
Computer Equipment Fund for 
the Lttw Review Office 
Covich Family Scholarship Fund 
Law School Dean’s Discretionary Fund 
Gtrol DiMaiti Scholarship Fund 
Malcolm M. Donahue Memorial Fund 
Thomas J. Drinan Memorial 
Fellow.ship Fund 
John Fenton Public Service Fund 
John Fenton Public Seivice 
Scholarship Fund
Hon. John Fenton, Jr. Scholarship Fund 
Jolin E. Fenton, Jr. Tribute Dinner 
The Fenton & Irwin Awards in 
Evidence at the Law School 
Alfred J. L. Ford Scholarship Fund 
Profe.s.sor Charles B. Garalx'dian 
Scholarship Fund 
Harold B. Goodwin, Jr. Legal 
Scholarship Fund 
Tliomas Vreeland Jones 
Scholarship Fund
Juvenile Jtustice Center Defender Fund 
John J. Utbanara Scholaiship Fund 
Thomas Lamlxit, Jr. Endowed 
Chair Trust
Law School Libraiy Fund 
Thomas M. Mawn, Jr. Memorial Fund 
Paul R. McLtiughlin Memorial 
Fellow.ship Fund 
Dorotliy M. McNamara Law 
Scholarship Fund
Suffolk University Law School 
in memory of Martin J. Melia, JD ’03 
Thomas B. Munro Memorial 
Scholarship Fund 
Charles T. O’Neill and Mary Ellen 
Neylon Scholarship Fund 
Law School Public Intere.st Fund 
Winfield S. Quimby Scholarship Fund 
Rappapoit Urban Institute 
Ronald J. Resmini Scholarship Fund 
Sidney J. Rosentlial Scholarship Fund 
Mary M. Ryan Scholarship Fund 
David J. Sargent Fellow.ship Fund 
David J. Sargent Hall 
Lewis A. Sa.s.soon Scholarehip Fund 
Law School Scholarship Fund 
Robert H. Smith Scholarship Fund 
Peter Sorgi Scholarship Fund 
Student Bar As.scxlation 
Scholarship Fund
Charles W. and Anne L. Sullivan Family 
Scholarship Fund
t Decea.sed Donors
The learn members in the Office of Advancement at Suffolk University Law School have worked diligently to assure that all donors, 
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Stepj Up to Eotahluih Scholarship Fund
I
t was after a tour of the award-winning Sargent Hall 
and a meeting with Dean Robert H. Smitli that Lewis 
A. Sassoon, JD ’69, decided it was time to give some­
thing back to tlie school that launched his successful 
and rewarding legal career.
“Dean Smith explained the need for scholarship 
support,” remembers Sassoon, of Sassoon & Cymrot LLP 
in Boston. “Hearing about the financial burden of current 
students, some of whom end up with nearly $70,000 
worth of debt at the end of law .school, convinced me 
this was the way to go.”
Sassoon contacted members (5f his law school study 
group, who were equally eager to do something signifi­
cant, and quickly formed the Cla.ss of 1969 Scholarship 
Committee. The timing couldn’t have been better. The 
group .saw its upcoming 35th Reunion as a natural 
rallying point around which the entire cla.ss could make 
an important contribution. Hence, the creation of the 
Class of 1969 Scholarship Fund, which .seeks to raise 
$500,000 to permanently endow a scholarship. The 
award will Ix' given to one or more .students with 
exceptional academic strength and demonstrated 
financial need. The committee, which has rai.sed 
nearly $200,000 to date, plans to celebrate the 
completion of its fundraising at its reunion next 
summer, June 11-13, 2004.
Their efforts dcwetail nicely with the Centennial Scholarship 
Program, a University-wide effort to develop and 
announce 100 newly endowed scholarships by the Law 
School's centennial in 2006. With a gift of $50,000 from 
an individual or a class gift of $500,000, a named 
endowed scholarship may lx e.stablished. “The Class of 
1969 is setting a model and a standard for other fundrais­
ing. They are the first to organize in this way and will 
serve as both a challenge and an inspiration for other 
classes,” says Dean Smith. “Assisting students like them- 
selve.s—highly capable, highly motivated, but who may 
not have the financial means to attend law .school—^will 
prove very rewarding for the cla.ss and prove invaluable 
for future students.”
i/
Professor Richard M. Perlmutter believes this effort will 
indeed become a prototype. “Once other graduates .see 
the impact of such a scholarship, they will want to step 
up too,” he said. “This type of support enhances our 
opportunity to compete with .schools offering better 
financial aid packages. It will also enable students to 
choose careers in public interest by lifting the burden 
of paying back student loans.”
James G. .Sokolove, JD ’69, an active committee member, 
agrees. “The idea of being given an opportunity resonates 
with me. Suffolk gave me an opportunity to get a great 
law .school education,” .says the second-generation 
Suffolk graduate. Jim’s father, Morris Sokolove, graduated 
from Suffolk in 1928. Forced to leave high school in his 
.senior year because of rheumatic fever, Morris earned 
his GED in exchange for finishing his first year of law 
school at night. Sokolove considered doing something 
to honor his father and the opportunities Suffolk gave to 
them both. But when approached to do .something with 
his entire cla.ss, he did not hesitate. “To be able to con­
tribute to a larger scholarship and unite the class was 
important,” .says Sokolove.
Profe.s.sor Herbert Lemelman, a faculty member since 
1961, remembers the cla.ss of 1969 fondly. “Many were 
students in my first-year property course,” he recalls. 
“They represent the quinte.s.sential character of Suffolk; 
hard-working, no-nonsen.se people, defined by their 
intensity, drive and humanity. Tlteir efforts will help 
retain those unique characteri.stics of this law school.”
“There is a new sense of pride in the .school. Suffolk has 
very high .standards and is attracting tremendous .students 
and high achievers,” says Sa.ssoon. “But the school still 
has a heart. There are .still a lot of Horatio Algers, people 
who know the value of hard work. Our hope is to help 
them fulfill their dreams.”
For information on establishing a cla.ss or individual 
scholarship contact Shelagh Foley O’Brien at 6l7.305.6202 
or sfobrien@suffolk.edu. •
Pictured above: William Diller, James Sokolove, Roger Phillips, Mariam Mulcahy, 
John Creedon, The Hon. Thomas Concannon, Lewis Sassoon, Gerald Van Dorn 
Missing: William Brown, Robert Davignon, Anthony DeMarco, Henry Kara, 
Ronald McIntyre, Joseph Monahan, Richard Rubino, Neil Schauer, Theodore 









c/o Office of Public Affairs 
8 Ashburton Place 
Boston, MA 02108
WWW. law. Suffolk. edu
